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MAXELL TAKES
COMPACT DISC QUALITY

OUT OF
THE LIVING ROOM.
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Ah, the comforts of home. They're tough to
leave behind. Especially when it comes to
things like your compact disc player.

But even though you might not be able to
take the player with you, you can take the bril-
liant sound quality. If you record your compact
discs on Maxell XL -S cassettes.

By producing smaller, more uniform mag-
netic particles, we can pack more of those
particles on the tape surface. Which makes it
possible to record more information on a given
area of tape.

g
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As a result, AC bias noise is greatly reduced. And maximum
output levels are significantly increased. In fact,
the dynamic range of XL -S is ex-
panded so much, it can capture
everything from the subtle passages
to the extreme bursts inherent to
compact discs.

So record your compact discs on
Maxell XL -S.

Then you can enjoy their sound
quality wherever you feel
at home. ITS WORM rt

01985 Morel Capctonon of Arnenco. 60 Chlord Dove, Moonochee, NJ 07074
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BULLETIN

by Christie Barter and
Gordon Sell

CD HOTLINE
To assist consumers (and retail-

ers) with questions about specific
CD's or CD technology in general,
a trade organization called the
Compact Disc Group has estab-
lished a toll -free telephone service
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Eastern
Time, Monday through Friday.

The number to call is 1-800-872-
5565 (in New York state, 1-212-
355-0011). Callers will also be
able to have their names added to
the CDG mailing list for catalogs.

TRANSPARENT SOUND
Martin Logan has developed an

electrostatic speaker with a see-
through diaphragm and conduc-
tive coating. The full -range Curvi-
linear speaker's diaphragm is sus-
pended midway between the per-
forated -metal electrodes. The driv-
er system is shaped like the verti-
cal 30 -degree section of a tall cy-
linder. The as yet unnamed super -
diaphanous -diaphragm speakers
will cost $2,400 a pair.

HI-FI RADIO SHOW
The National Public Radio net-

work is now airing a weekly
hour-long radio show for audio-
philes that is being fed to seventy-
two affiliated stations on Sundays
at 2 p.m. Eastern Time. Show host
John Sunier plays audiophile re-
cordings on LP's, CD's, and tapes,
gives helpful hints, and inter-
views interesting personalities in
the recording and hi-fi fields.

HI-FI VCR'S TAKE OFF
Sales of hi -ft VCR's are expected

to grow rapidly over the next six
months as the machines become
available at lower price points.
High sales of Sanyo's low-priced
and much -discounted Beta Hi-Fi
recorders were a significant fac-
tor in that company's ousting of
Sony as the best-selling Beta pro-

ducer. Panasonic is introducing
four new VHS Hi-Fi machines
starting at $750. Other VHS mak-
ers are likely to follow, and you
can expect discount stores to
crack the $500 VHS Hi -F1 barrier
this fall. Sony and Sanyo are look-
ing to the combination of Beta Hi-
Fi and Super Beta (said to im-
prove video resolution by 20 per-
cent) to increase Beta's market
share. Radio Shack will soon be
selling bcth Beta Hi-Fi and VHS
Hi-Fi VCR's, and Yamaha will in-
troduce a VHS Hi-Fi machine with
stereo -TV capability.

TECH NOTES
The Cambridge Audio CD1 Com-

pact Disc player has three differ-
ent analog -processing circuits, en-
abling a user to pick the one that
sounds best. The price of this Phil-
ips -based English player is
$2,000.... Crown International
has developed a bridgeable car
amplifier that can deliver either
100 watts each to three channels,
100 watts each to two channels
and 50 watts each to two other
channels, or 50 watts each to four
channels and 100 watts to one
channel.... Shure has just cele-
brated its sixtieth anniversary.
The company made its first mi-
crophone in the early 1930's and
its first phono cartridge in
1935.... Some time in the next
few months Matsushita (Pana-
sonic and Quasar) will produce its
100 millionth color TV set....
B&W is going into the amplifier
business with a mono 500 -watt,
$2,500 unit based on the technol-
ogy developed for the new John
Bowers Active 1 powered speaker
system.... Barclay -Crocker will be
issuing prerecorded open -reel
tapes using dbx rather than Dolby
B noise reduction.... Carver Corp.
is going public with a 700,000 -
share offering to finance expand-
ed manufacturing and research.

HONORS
Soprano Leontyne Price and

composer Elliott Carter were the
two musicians who received the
National Medal of Arts from Pres-
ident Reagan in a first -time -ever
White House ceremony in
April.... A prize given in the
name of the President of France

by the Academie Charles Gros in
Paris went this year to Murray
Perahia's recordings, for CBS Mas-
terworks, of the complete Mozart
Piano Concertos.... Isaac Stern
became the first classical artist to
receive the Presidential Award of
the National Association of Re-
cording Merchandisers.

BIG SELLERS
Multi -Platinum Awards, pre-

sented by the Recording Industry
Association of America, have gone
to Cyndi Lauper's She's So Un-
usual, which has sold in excess of
four million units, and to Twisted
Sister's Stay Hungry, the group's
first two -million seller. Under
RIAA rules, an album that has
sold one million copies receives
Platinum certification. It becomes
eligible for Multi -Platinum recer-
tification every time it achieves
another million in sales.

FUND RAISERS
The Concert Music Broadcasters

Association reports that nine of
its member stations raised well
over two million dollars this
spring in radio marathons for
their local symphony orchestras.
Included were WQXR in New
York, which brought in (in round
figures) $410,000; WCRB in Bos-
ton, $360,000; and WGMS in
Washington, D.C., $280,000. But
ahead of them all was WFMT in
Chicago, which raised $570,000
for the Chicago Symphony. A fea-
ture of the WFMT marathons is
the annual tally of donations
made respectively by cat lovers
and dog lovers. This year, for the
first time in several years, the cat
lovers won by a hair.
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More Than Ordinary
Stereo

Most stereo receivers limit
the apparent position of
sounds to the space be-
tween your speakers. But
not the Realistic STA-2270.
With its variable Stereo Ex-

pander you can create the
illusion that sound is

coming from outside
the speaker area

as well. The ef-
fect is similar

to the wide

sound field of a live concert.
And the improvement is dra-
matic, especia ly when your
speakers must be closely
spaced.
Pushbut-.on Memory Tuning

You en,oy convenient soft -
touch selactior of 12 favorite
stations, up/down search
and manual tu-lirg. All with
iigital synthesized accu-
'acy. It's easy to find stations
Decause -.heir exact frequen-
:ies are shown on the easy -
to -read display.
There's Plenty of Power

65 watts per channel, mini-
mum rms into 8 ohms from 20
70 20,00C Hz with no more
-.han 0.05% total harmonic

distortion. That's enough to
drive any speaker system.
You also get monitoridubbing
facilities for two tape decks, 5 -
step LED signal strength and
14 -LED power output meters.
This new dimension in sound
is backed by Radio Shack's 2 -
year limited warranty and na-
tionwide service. Only
5399.95, or low as 520 per
month on Radio Shack/
CitiLine credit.

Exclusively at Our
6800 Locations Nationwide

1FC_no gMFGE
The Technology Store

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Prices apply at participating
Radio Shack stores and dealers
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SPEAKING MY PIECE

by iWarn Livingstone

Miss Aiken

SOME job titles conjure up viv-
id pictures of the people who
hold the jobs. Editor in
Chief? Geronimo or Crazy

Horse with blue pencils. Managing
Editor? A cross between a traffic cop
and the bank officer who says "yes"
or "no" to your loan applications.

But what about Editorial Assist-
ant? Is that a fancier way of saying
secretary? Not at STEREO REVIEW,
where the four editorial assistants
collaborate with the editors in ways
that go beyond what could be ex-
pected of a clerk, secretary, or Man
Friday.

All four do a lot of typing, filing,
and photocopying, but each has spe-
cialties that make his or her job
unique, and every issue of the mag-
azine bears the imprint of Barbara
Aiken, Rocco Mattera, William
Neill, and Fran Rosenblatt.

The senior assistant, Barbara Ai-
ken, came to the staff in 1972 as sec-
retary to Larry Klein, who was then
Technical Editor. A native New
Yorker, Miss Aiken had previously
worked for a couple of hotel and
hospital unions. Her first job in
publishing appealed to her "because
it was less repetitious than secretari-
al work for the unions. I had more
freedom here, and the job presented
a greater challenge because there
were many new things to learn."

In time Barbara learned so many
administrative procedures that her
desk became the nerve center of our
technical department, and in 1977

her job was reclassified. She now
presides over files of press releases,
product photos, and technical draw-
ings, and she logs in manuscripts
and sees that contributors get paid.

Vast quantities of hi-fi equipment
pass through our offices every year,
and Barbara tracks the progress of
each unit from the factory to our
office to the photographer's studio
to Hirsch -Houck Labs and back
again. Understandably, this re-
quires a lot of time on the tele-
phone. When asked to write a de-
scription of her job, Barbara listed
among its requirements "an effec-
tive telephone personality plus a
sense of diplomacy and knowing
when to be persuasive and when to
be firm and aggressive."

She works most closely with
Technical Editors David Ranada
and Gordon Sell on such projects as
soliciting equipment for testing or
roundup reviews and requesting
product photographs for technical
articles. She also works with Asso-
ciate Editor William Burton in gath-
ering information for our four an-
nual directories and buying guides
(sold on newsstands).

The hardest part of her job, she
says, "is working for three creative
(sometimes temperamental) editors
who, when under pressure, give or-
ders that are difficult to understand
or interpret." The part of her job she
likes best, however, is the stimula-
tion of working for those same three
creative (sometimes temperamen-
tal) editors.

Barbara has developed so many
first -name friendships with hi-fi
manufacturers that she is STEREO
REVIEW'S official hostess at such
functions as the luncheons the mag-
azine gives at the Consumer Elec-
tronics Show in Las Vegas. She is
the social secretary of the technical
and administrative staff in that she
keeps track of which editors cover
which press conferences.

Making our hotel and travel ar-
rangements to CES in Las Vegas
and Chicago when 100,000 other
people are competing for choice
room and flight reservations re-
quires that Barbara shift into firm
and aggressive mode. When she is
functioning as travel coordinator,
her position is best described by the
title of Mick Jagger's latest album:
"She's the Boss." 1=1
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The Sound of Nakamichi

Next time you audition stereo comoonents,
close your eyes and concentrate on the sound of music.

Don't be surprised to find that most electronics
sound the same. They do! Now lis*.en to the

Nakamichi ST -7 AM/FM Stereo Tuner, CA -5 Cortrol
Amplifier and PA -7 Power Amplifier.

Hear the difference? The clarity? The transparency?
Nakamichi electronics sound better because they're

designed better Unlike ordinary power amplifiers
that rely on "feedback" to lower distortion,

the PA -7 STASIS circuit generates negligible distortion
without using global feedback. The ST -7's Schotz

NR system helps it reach out farther and pull n
distant stations cleanly and quietly

And, by eliminating unnecessary circuitry and contols, the
CA -5 ensures 'ou the ultimate in sonic ourity.

Step out Di the ordinary...Step up b
The Sound of Nakamichi

Nakamichi
Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation 19701 South Vermont Ave.. Torrance, CA 90502 213) 538-8150

STASIS manufactured under license from Threshold Corporation. STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation.
Schotz Noise Reduction manufactured under license from L.S. Research, Inc., U.S. and foreign patents pending.

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 87,



LETTERS

Emmylou Hams
In Emmylou Harris's "The Ballad of

Sally Rose," country music has its first
"Sgt. Pepper." Thanks for Alanna
Nash's great article [May] about a great
artist.

DICK LOFTIN
Tulsa, OK

The May article on Emmylou Harris
prompted me to purchase the Compact
Disc of "The Ballad of Sally Rose,"
among other things because the article
said it had been recorded digitally. I
bought the disc even though the usual
Warner Bros. analog disclaimer appears
on the box, which would lead me to
believe that the recording was in fact of
analog origin. To my ears this new and
excellent disc does sound digital since
there's no extraneous noise. Who is
right and who is wrong in this case?

In addition, Warner Bros. lists twelve
tracks on the CD label though there are
thirteen on the disc, which could make
cueing to a desired track somewhat con-
fusing.

EDWARD R. WHITE
Vancouver, B.C.

Despite Warner Bros.' labeling, the re-
cording was made digitally, and the CD
has the same thirteen tracks as the LP.

Who Needs Car Stereo?
In the May issue you write of evaluat-

ing "stereo equipment in a car." Surely
it must be rare for a car to be so
equipped, since driving is an activity
one would not care to combine with lis-
tening to music. Anyway, only the very
unfortunate (traveling salesmen, cab
drivers, et al.) are ever inside an auto-
mobile for over fifteen minutes at a
time, which is not long enough to hear a
complete composition of any conse-
quence. Therefore, music lovers will
generally put "all they can afford, and
then some" in home equipment exclu-
sively.

HARLAN SPORE
No. Little Rock, AR

Audio Q & A.
Magazines like STEREO REVIEW serve

as a medium for audiophiles to express
their concerns and doubts about sound
reproduction and to receive advice

from experts. Departments like Larry
Klein's "Audio Q. & A." are indispens-
able. It was hard to believe that not one
page was devoted to it in the April issue.
As one who owns such high -end units as
a three -head cassette deck and a CD
player and has yet to experience consist-
ently trouble -free performance, I would
definitely like to read and contribute
questions to "Audio Q. & A." God for-
bid that it disappear; otherwise I just
might have to do more listening and
less reading.

S. SERRALHEIRO
Montreal, Quebec

Bent Out of Shape
I was shocked and disgusted by the

language used in Steve Simels's "Rock
Gender Benders." I would hope that
your editing staff has enough command
over the English language to catch and
change such vulgar words as f-- and
b---- even if your contributing editors
do not. I would greatly appreciate your
efforts to uphold the high standards
shown in the rest of the magazine.

GARY D. LINDBERG
Simi Valley, CA

CALL OUR TOLL
FREE NUMBER

TO FIND OUT WHERE
TO SEE AND HEAR

633
PRODUCTS ADVERTISED

IN STEREO REVIEW.

2252

For a demonstration of products from any of the advertisers
listed below, call the STEREO REVIEW TOLL FREE 800
number. You'll get the name and location of a nearby dealer
who will be happy to let you see and hear the components
in action.

But call right now. The STEREO REVIEW "Where -To -
Buy -It" Program for this issue ends July 22. After that date
you'll have to contact the advertiser directly.

The following advertisers are participating in the STEREO
REVIEW "Where -To -Buy -It" Program. Dial 800-633-2252
and ask for the extension of the advertiser whose products
interest you:

Carver Corporation
Denon
Design Acoustics
Discwasher Inc.
Harman Kardon Inc.
Nakamichi
Nikko Audio
Yamaha Electronics

x 873
x 881
x 874
x 875
x 876
x 877
x 878
x 880
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I was extremely pleased to see the
article "Rock Gender Benders' in April.
Rarely do I read articles in STEREO
REVIEW that aren't audio oriented. This
was an excellent exception. My ap-
plause to author Steve Simels as well as
to the editors for printing it.

JEFF DIMOCK
Winston-Salem, NC

The Over the Hill Gang
I am fed up with these young snots

who make obnoxious remarks about the
older generation. Matthew Hagny, in
May "Letters," accuses your music crit-
ics of being too "ancient" to express an
opinion on rock "music." Apparently,
in his eyes, anyone over thirty-five is
old and senile and incapable of making
a valid statement on rock. Hogwash!
We "old" folks have been exposed to
more real music in our lifetimes than
these young squirts will ever be privi-
leged to hear. Rock, in my opinion, is a
product of the electronic age. Rock mu-
sicians are inventions of audio engi-
neers. Modern recordings bear little re-
semblance to original performance, if
there was an original performance.

I spent several painful long years of
"listening ' to rock music through the
ceiling while my kids were at home.
Well, the kids have gone their separate
ways, and they are missed, but I do not
miss the god -awful racket that used to
rattle every window in the house. Now,
at last, I can play my theater -organ
records and rattle the windows to my
own satisfaction.

FRANK BUZZELL
Spring Lake, MI

The statement in May "Letters" that
STEREO REvEw's popular -music cri:ics
are "hypercritical and prejudiced
against modern music, especially
heavy-metal rock-and-roll" couldn't be
further from the truth. Though I enjoy
much of today's new music, a large
majority of it is performed by ersatz
musicians playing ersatz music to make
a quick buck, and your reviewers, such
as Steve Simels, realize this. Case in
point: Duran Duran (and I admit to
being a closet fan of theirs).

I'm only twenty-three, so I don't con-
sider myself over the hill or ancient for
at least two more years. Keep up the
good work. Here's one fan of modern

music who appreciates a good, cranky
review.

DAVID CLAGHORN
Vero Beach, FL

Antennas
Julian Hirsch's article on antennas

in the May issue was well written and
informative, but he overlooked one of
the most important parts of an antenna
system: the lead-in cable. An antenna
can be rendered useless by an improper
lead-in cable. particularly 300 -ohm flat
ribbon cable Very often people treat
such cable as if it were a coaxial cable,
taping it to the antenna mast and rout-
ing it without the stand-off insulation,
etc., required to keep the signal flowing
to the receiver. The casual installer is
probably better off using coaxial cable
and avoiding such problems.

WALTER W. BRUEHL
Parachute, CO

Julian Hirsch replies: You are quite
right. but I was referring throughout the
article to a correct antenna installation.
It is possible to botch up anything by
careless or incorrect procedures.

/AXE,

0

 

It has the power to flatten a room.
Are you neglecting the most important component in your

system, your listening room? Then make room for the new Yamaha
GE -60 graphic equalizer.

With 10 bands of ± 15 dB fixed bandwidth equalization control,
it can give you perfectly flat frequency response in any listening
environment. Easily. And quickly.

That's because we've provided the GE -60 with a built-in pink
nose generator and 10 -band frequency spectrum analyzer And an
outboard electret condenser microphone.

Just place the mic where you would sit, and while reading the
pink noise level at each frequency on the spectrum analyzer, make
precise adjustments with the EQ controls for each frequency band.
Right before your eyes, the frequency response of your room is flat-

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

tened. So you hear your music with all the realism it should have.
Especially compact discs.

You can do all this without any output level imbalance. Because
the GE -60 has right and left output level controls to match the total
output level of the EQ On mode with the EQ Defeat mode.

Or you can do most of this with the GE -40 and GE -3 graphic
equalizers. Whichever model you choose, you'll love what they do to
your room. And to your music

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622

iFor Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 E
YAMAHA



Today's
Camel Fillers,
surprisingly smooth.

J f MOLDS TOBACCO CO

16 mg. "tar".12 mq. nicotina 3V. per cigarette 4 FTC method.

Warning: The Surgeon G 3n.3ral Has D 3termined

That Cigarette Smoking Is Cangerous to Your Health.



NEW PRODUCTS

Advent
Called the "big brother" of the Baby

Advent speaker introduced last year,
the Advent Prodigy features an 8 -inch
woofer with a high -excursion surround
and aluminum voice -coil bobbin for a
power -handling capability of more than
75 watts. The woofer is combined with
a 3/4 -inch Ferrofluid-filled soft -dome
tweeter that is said to provide optimum
imaging. Frequency response is given as
48 to 22,000 Hz ± 3 dB. Distortion is
rated as less than I percent above 80 Hz
with a I -watt input. The crossover fre-
quency is 3,000 Hz.

The Prodigy measures 22 inches high,
13 inches wide, and 84's inches deep. It
weighs 22 pounds. Pecan -wood end
caps and black textured vinyl provide
the finish over dense fiberboard con-
struction. Price: $299 per pair. Advent,
Dept. SR, 4138 N. United Parkway,
Schiller Park, IL 60176.
Circle 120 on reader service card

Hitachi
Hitachi's HTA-70F receiver includes

a seven -band graphic equalizer, a seven -
band fluorescent spectrum analyzer,
and fluorescent power meters. The digi-
tal -synthesis AM/FM tuner has twenty

station presets. Its stereo 50 -dB quieting
sensitivity is rated as 38.2 dBf, and
channel separation is 40 dB at 1,000 Hz.
Function controls are light -touch push-
buttons, and electronic pushpads adjust
volume and balance.

The receiver is rated to deliver 70
watts per channel from 20 to 20,000 Hz
with no more than 0.03 percent total
harmonic distortion. The signal-to-
noise ratio in the phono section is 72
dB. Price: $579.95. Hitachi Sales Corp,
Dept. SR, 401 West Artesia Blvd.,
Compton, CA 90220.
Circle 121 on reader service card

C
Four new JVC cassette/receivers for

the car are led by the KS-RX450, which
has 22 watts per channel and Dolby B
noise reduction. The digital PLL fre-
quency -synthesis tuner automatically
selects the closest strong station if the
one being received becomes too weak
for clear reception. A tuner noise -con-
trol circuit reduces interstation noise.
When the signal is blocked by obstruc-
tions, a separation circuit and high -cut
filter help to screen out noise. There are
twenty station presets and a local/dis-
tant button.

Line -level input and output terminals
are included, along with a preamp fader
control and separate bass and treble

controls. The tape section can play back
chrome and metal tape and has an igni-
tion -key -off release to protect cassettes
from damage. Price: $399.95. Other
models in the line are priced as low as
$229.95. JVC, Dept. SR, 41 Slater Dr.,
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.
Circle 122 on reader service card

TDK
The MP series of 8mm video tapes

from TDK uses a new high -density
magnetic material called Super Fina-
vinx, said to be a "super-microsopic"
metal -powder formulation. The tape is
also said to have a more durable mag-
netic -particle binding system that re
duces noise levels and helps prevent
dropouts and irregularities. The energy
capacity of Super Finavinx is rated as
four times that of typical I/2 -inch video
tape. For greater smoothness, irregulari-
ties in the base film have been reduced
to 0.02 micrometer or less. The MP tape
may be used for either frequency -modu-
lated or digital PCM recording. Prices:

ATM=

90
MP

I! 1.6-90AP

30 -minute length, $14.99; 60 -minute
length, $16.99. TDK Electronics, Dept.
SR, 12 Harbor Park Dr., Port Washing-
ton, NY 11050.
Circle 123 on reader service card

.Tat

nt-

Panasonic
The RQ-92 Karaoka Songmate sing -

along machine from Panasonic includes
a double cassette deck, a microphone,
and a 7 -inch speaker. The double deck
enables singers to mix their live vocals
with instrumentals from one tape onto
a blank tape. There are two mike inputs
and an electric -guitar jack with a sepa-
rate volume control. A variable elec-
tronic echo gives the illusion of depth to
vocals. A tape -speed dial can raise or
lower the playback pitch of a recording
by as much as 12 percent to fit the sing-
er's vocal range. A headphone jack is
included. Price: $299.95. Panasonic,
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ
07094.
Cirde 124 on reader service card

Pwneer
Pioneer's PD -5010 Compact Disc

player incorporates the company's Lin-
ear Servo System and a Disc Stabilizer

for improved tracking. Scanning can be
done at two speeds with the program
audible. The player can be programmed
to play back twenty-seven tracks in any
order, and the programmed sequence or
the entire disc may be set to repeat.
Controls allow skipping back to the
beginning of the current track or for-
ward to the beginning of the next track.
A headphone jack is included. The
drawer -loading player is finished in
black. Price: $299. Pioneer Electronics,
Dept. SR., P.O. Box 1720, Long Beach,
CA 90801.
Circle 125 on reader service card
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NEW PRODUCTS

Energy Loudspeakers
The Energy ESM-3 two-way ported

bookshelf speaker pairs an 8 -inch poly-
propylene woofer with a *4 -inch poly -
amide soft -dome tweeter cooled with
Ferrofluid. The woofer is claimed to
have quick transient response and low
distortion. Strategic bracing and damp-
ing are said to eliminate enclosure reso-
nances. Price: $250 per pair. Optional
matching floor stands are available for
$35 each. Energy Loudspeakers, Audio
Products International, Dept. SR, 135
Torbay Rd., Markham, Ontario L3R
I G7.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Radio Shack
The Archer Video/Audio Control

Center from Radio Shack can be used to
switch base -band video signals among
two video -cassette recorders, a video-
disc player, another audio or video
source such as a TV receiver, an exter-
nal processor, and a video monitor.
Several components connected to the
control center can be operated at the
same time without changing any con-
nections. The Archer switcher is said to
eliminate the need to reintroduce TV -
broadcast frequencies when transferring
video signals. Price: $69.95. Radio
Shack, Dept. SR, 1800 One Tandy Cen-
ter, Fort Worth, TX 76102.
Circle 127 on reader service card

Denon
The tone arm of the Denon DP -23F

fully automatic, direct -drive turntable

has a built-in electronic control system
that replaces mechanical damping ele-
ments, springs, and weights. Both anti -
skating and tracking forces are electron-
ically controlled. Tracking force can be
set between 0 and 3 grams for cartridges
weighing from 4 to 9 grams. The Dy-
namic Servo Tracer system in the tone
arm is said to effectively cancel arm and
cartridge mass. The motor is a linear -
drive (non-cogging) model governed by

magnetic sensing, with the rotation
speed compared to a PLL quartz oscilla-
tor. The wow -and -flutter rating is given
as 0.003 percent wrms. Price: $225. De -
non America, Dept. SR, 27 Law Dr.,
Fairfield, NJ 07006.
Circle 128 on reader service card

Southern Audio Services
A tube -shaped car bass speaker called

the Bazooka is intended to be installed
behind the front seats of small trucks
without impeding movement of the
seats. It will also fit in the rear corners
of a hatchback, stationwagon, or van.
The speakers may be placed on end or
laid horizontally. With horizontal
placement, the open end of each tube
should be 3 inches from a corner of the
vehicle's interior. Such "corner -load-
ing" placement is said to be the most
effective for this speaker.

A bass -reflex system with a port just
over the front of the driver, the Bazooka
has a 61/2 -inch woofer. Nominal imped-
ance is 4 ohms, and maximum sug-
gested amplifier power is 200 watts.
Rated frequency response is 45 to 1,500
Hz. A 1 -watt input is said to produce a

98 -dB sound -pressure level in a typical
installation. Connection is by spring -
loaded terminal clips. The high -impact
plastic enclosure measures 18 inches
long. Price: $179.95 per pair. Southern
Audio Systems, Dept. SR, P.O. Box
1515, Denham Springs, LA 70727-
1515.
Circle 129 on reader service card

Sansui
The SV-M25 color video monitor/

receiver from Sansui has a high -resolu-
tion 25 -inch picture tube with 100 -
degree deflection. A built-in stereo am-
plifier with 5 watts per channel is con-
nected to two magnetically shielded
speakers, which can either be placed on
top of the cabinet or mounted on the
sides. An MPX jack is provided for con-
necting an adapter to decode broadcast
stereo sound. A MULTI DIMENSION
switch simulates stereo from mono
sources and increases the channel sepa-
ration and dynamic range of stereo pro-
grams.

The random -accessed electronic -syn-
thesis tuner can receive twelve VHF,
seventy UHF, and fifty-eight cable
channels. Most of the controls are
located beneath the screen in a flip -
down panel. They can also be adjusted
with the infrared remote control.

Horizontal resolution, improved by
the comb filter, is 400 lines. Precise con-
trol of the electron beam is said to elim-
inate problems with convergence and
linearity. The stable power supply is
said to produce a wider dynamic range
of whites to blacks. Output jacks for
video and stereo audio signals allow the
SV-M25 to be connected to a projection
TV or to a second monitor. Input jacks
accept the audio and video signals of a
VCR or video -disc player. The SV-M25
measures 255's inches wide, 24 inches
high, and 20% inches deep. It weighs
100 pounds. Price: $1,000. Sansui Elec-
tronics, Dept. SR, 1250 Valley Brook
Ave., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071.
Circle 130 on reader service card
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THE LEGEND GROWS

The premise behind Ultrx was to
develop the benchmark products of
the audio industry. Products whose
superior performance became the
level against which competitiors are
compared.

We brought no preconceived no-
tions or outdated concepts to the
designer drawing board. Instead we
combined the sonic accuracy 31 home
stereo with leading edge micro -circuit
technology for the ultimate in car
stereo.

The UDR -100 is our proudest
achievement. It offers 3 noise reduc-
tion systems: Dolby B and C, for
compatibility with your present tapes,
and cbx, which allows you tc capture
the pienomenal dynamic range of
compact digital discs. Advanced tape
head technology delivers true 30 Hz
to 17 KHz response, a range usually

- BASS

L BALANCE q

?4, TREBLE

R FADER

IxnSOW11.0 awl
FULL LOGICAUTO REVERSE

reserved for expensive home decks.
Built-in power amps provide 15 watts
RMS of incredibly pure music power
per channel. And CompuLpck- digi-
tal tuning insures tuned accuracy to
within a few cycles per million.

The UDR -100 also comes eqiippec
with auto -reverse, autornaLc music
search, selectable 100 Hz or 30C Hz
bass equalization, dual mode FM
scanning, 18 station presets, and a
built-in fader.

But great features arecny great if
they're easy to use. So we invented
AutoMode; computerized system
control. Knobs are replaced wi:h pre -
cise electronic volume, bass, treble
and balance controls... sized for
human fingertips and fitted with a
night illumination system.

Listen to the Ultrx UDR -100. There's
no mistaking perfection

[fa pp
P

. c

2 3

STEW SCAN

EMI
3eyond the Ordinary_

E

11UL7RX

UP

DC WN

1200 W Artesia Blvd., Corrpton, CA901120
C)1985 ULIRX Doby is a trademark of Dolby Labcrarories. dbx is a trademark alldbi, Inc. Featuars Lstrd rxx available xi all mirdels.

15 watts WS per channel, both channels driven into 4 Ohms, at less than 0.3% total hanuoni: distortion (Ti l)).
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DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR
THOSE WHO SEEK HIGHEST FIDELITY

AND MUSICAL PURITY...
THE CARVER M -1.5t MAGNETIC

FIELD POWER AMPLIFIER.
Recent advances in recording and play-
back technology have made source material
with full, real -life dynamic range a reality.

Your high fidelity system must include an
amplifier fully capable of reproducing all the
music for you to enjoy the improvement in
sound quality made possible from the finest
analog recordings-and especially from com-
pact discs. That is why you need the musical,
accurate, and very powerful, Carver M -1.5t
Magnetic Field Power Amplifier.

"...the equal of any power amplifier in
transparency, focus and smoothness, and, of
course, far ahead of any other we tested in
sheer gut -shaking power and dynamic range.
We especially enjoy hearing spatial detail,
instrumental definition and completely natural
dynamics on familiar records to a degree we
did not know was extractable from the grooves
when we listened through lesser amplifiers. At
this level of sonic performance, the astound-
ingly small size and cool operation of the M -1.5t
become the icing on the cake, rather than the
main attraction."

Peter Aczel, THE AUDIO CRITIC

350 watts/rms/chan. into 8 ohms, 20-20 kHz with
less than 0.5% THD. And most importantly, the rating that is
musically significant 600 watts/chan. Long -Time Period Reserve
Power with 750 watts/chan. Dynamic Headroom. Weight:16 lbs.

CARVER
POWERFUL MUSICAL ACCURATE

CARVER CORPORATION
19210 33rd Avenue West, P.O Box 1237. Lynnwood. WA 98036

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Ltd.

For Dealer Nearest You Call TOLL -FREE 800-633-2252 Ext. 873
CIRCLE NO 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEW PRODUCTS

Alpine
A folded -horn effect is created by the

Alpine 6490 car subwoofer when its
opening is directed toward the corner of
the vehicle's interior. The speaker has
an airtight acoustic -suspension cham-
ber and an acoustic labyrinth between
the driver and the opening. It is
intended for use in a hatchback, station
wagon, pickup, or recreational vehicle.
It can be used with amplifiers rated at
up to 150 watts per channel. The band-
width of the 6490 is 30 to 500 Hz.
Mounting flanges and quick connectors
for speaker wires are provided. The
enclosure measures 20 x 734 x 55'8
inches, and the unit weighs less than 13
pounds. Price: $250 per pair. Alpine
Electronics, Dept. SR, 19145 Gramercy
Pl.. Torrance, CA 90501.
Circle 131 on reader service card

Spectryiscari
The flat, wide -band input buffer -

amplifier in the Spectrascan LCA-l0
stereo preamplifier is followed by a pas-
sive RIAA equalizing network and an-
other output buffer -amplifier. The com-
bination is said to provide low noise
levels and immunity to phono over-
load. Differential and complementary
bipolar circuitry is designed for maxi-
mum linearity with a minimum of feed-
back. Cartridge reactance is isolated
from the RIAA network, and load ca-
pacitance is switchable to match any
cartridge.

The LCA-10 has inputs for phono,
tuner. CD. video/aux, and two tape
decks, with provisions for dubbing in
either direction. A record -selector
switch permits recording from one
source while listening to another. Price:
$1,095. Spectrascan, Inc., Dept. SR,
5923 N. Nevada Ave., Colorado
Springs, CO 80907.
Circle 132 on reader service card



polk audio
The Speaker Specialists

"Polk Reinvents the Loudspeaker

/Digital Disc Ready/

Polk's Revolutionary TRUE STEREO SDAs
Always Sound Better than Conventional Speakers.

'DA -CRS
5395.00 ea

SDA 2
$6011.0111 W. S849.95 ea.

"Literally a New Dimension in Sosyn
eo

prw"

"They trity represent a breakthrough!"
Rollirg Stone Magazine

Po k's exc usive, patented Audio Video Grand
Fn.( Awa-c winning SDA techno ogy has been
calec th 3 most important fundamental advance
in oudgeaker design since stereo. In fact. Polk's
rena-kabl SDA s are the worlds first and only
TRUE S'WREO loudspeakers. The experts agree,
Po k SDA 's always sound better than conven-
tio-ial speakers.

NearEst Pok dealer see page 82

"Astounding" "Spectacular"
High hielity Stereo Rev ew

Polk s revoluticnary TRUE STEREO SDA techncl-
ogy results in spectaculaly lifelike. three
dimensional irraging anc sound. Stereo Review/
said. -SpectacJlar the result is always better
than would be achieved by conventional speak-
ers.' High hie ity said, -An amazing experience

astounding mind bcggling flabbergast ng Jolk Aud ) Inc
extraordiray devastatingly iramatic

Hear SDA s Remarkable Sonic 8enefit3 Note
"You owe i- to yourself" High Ficeliti

U.S.Paten. Na 4,459,432 Oiler pa enG. penc,V

3anadian Distritubr Evolution Audio

1915 Annapolis 'load Baltimore. MD 2-230
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The Winner Of

THE RODRIGUES CAPTION CONTEST

Manchester! Carry out the usual 15 -yard clipping penalty!

TliE response to our cartoon
caption contest has been
overwhelming. In our issue
of January 1985 we pub-

lished a drawing by our regular car-
toonist Charles Rodrigues and in-
vited readers to suggest captions for
it. The prize offered for the caption
that was funniest (in the opinion of
the judges) is $100 and Rodrigues's
signed original drawing of Mr.
Tweakingham and his faithful re-
tainer Manchester.

The winner is Thomas Briggle, of
Akron, Ohio, who submitted the
caption under the drawing above.

The editors deeply appreciate the
great outpouring of warmth toward
the magazine and the affection for
Rodrigues and his work that were
expressed in the many notes and let-
ters accompanying the entries. Sub-
missions came from all over North
America and as far away as Guam,
Israel, Poland, and Australia.

The entries fell into a number of
categories. For example, many
people interpreted the drawing to
mean that Tweakingham was giving
up his components in a divorce set-
tlement. The largest category dealt
with abandoning complex compo-
nents for the simplicity of earlier
equipment. There were hundreds of
entries along the lines of "And
bring back my Victrola ..." or Phil -
co, Atwater Kent, and so forth.

The caption most frequently du-
plicated verbatim was "I want my
MTV." In second place was "Next!"
Many readers suggested that the

equipment was being discarded be-
cause it had been tainted by music
not to Tweakingham's liking. The
artists most frequently mentioned
in those entries were Twisted Sister,
Boy George, Van Halen, and Slim
Whitman.

A large number of readers thought
Tweakingham was having the
equipment hidden to protect it from
grandchildren coming for a visit.
There were a lot of digs at the speed
with which equipment becomes ob-
solete and many jokes about car
stereo, including frequent references
to the Edsel.

The classical composer referred to
most often was Beethoven. The
most frequently mentioned compo-
sition (predictably) was Tchaikov-
sky's 1812 Overture, with Ravel's
Bolero next. Artists mentioned of-
ten included Leonard Bernstein,
Zubin Mehta, Luciano Pavarotti,
Joan Sutherland, Michael Jackson,
Prince, and Cyndi Lauper.

For the many who asked, we feel
obliged to report that Rodrigues
himself did not have a caption in
mind. He was extremely curious to
know what words you would put
into Tweakingham's mouth.

If your entry does not appear
among the runners up at right, you
now know how Johnny Carson
must feel on nights when his mono-
logue falls flat. But stick around.
We've had so much fun with this
contest that we'll probably have an-
other one next January.

-William Livingstone

Runners Up

. . . And set up the Victrola in the
parlor! By Hogwood, if they can use
original instruments, so can I!

TOM BURKHARD
Bethpage, NY

... And while you're there, you can
weed the zinnias in the Elcaset
plot.

ROBERT BASS
Galveston, TX

If I'd wanted to hear the rustling of
the programs, I'd've gone to the
goddam concert.

JACK LAIRD
Hollywood, CA

No arguments, Manchester! Hook
them up once more, put the wagon
back in the shed, come straight back
to the den, and when you hear me
yell "Fire"...

STAN BERNSTEIN
Bossier City, LA

Remember, outside the city limits. I
don't want it crawling back here
tomorrow.

NORM KRAACK
Austin, TX

Tell them it was good on the 1812
and Wellington's Victory, but I
couldn't hear a single shot on that
Pachelbel thing.

PAUL A. ALTER
Hyattsville, MD

Special Honorable Mention

Manchester, that's not my idea of
Mobile Fidelity.

DOUG SAX
The Mastering Lab

Los Angeles, CA

I don't care what they said about it
in Stereo Review! The editors of
High Fidelity say it's junk, so out it
goes!

THEODORE W. LIBBEY JR.
Music Editor, High Fidelity

New York, NY

The Dolbys are coming to dinner-
bring out the good stuff.

KAREN BOWMAN
BOB LANSDON

Dolby Labs
San Francisco, CA
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The Deciding Factor
As a "music room;' a car
presents considerable
problems: tight and
cramped, half upholstery
half glass - and filled witk
road noise. What's true in
the living room is especi-
ally true here: good sound
depends upon the loud
speakers and their
positioning.

NO.

New! From Canton
With the new Set 200 and
Set 300 line of flushmount
woofers and tweeters,
Canton now offers added
versatility to the installation
of automotive sound sys-
tems. Whether mounted in
the front, the side doors
or the back deck, Canton
offers you auto fidelity with
strong bass, rugged dura-
bility and excellent dyna-
mics -

it is these "Sets" that
received the highest test
awards in Germany's
Stereoplay magazine 3/84
for quality in accurate,
powerful sound
reproduction.

Other Solutions
and Complements
To roLnd out our auto
sound product line, we
offer surface mount
speakers as well. Our
HC 100 pictured above is
also available in a self-
contained, bi-amped
configuratioi for adced
versatility (AC 200). In
addition, we offer the
Pullman 3 -way system
for rear decK mounting
as another innovative
solution to cuality at.to
sound in surace mount
configuration.

GiNroti

Comments
from Canton
Klaus Dotter, Canton's
chief acoustic engineer,
stresses that there is no
one "right" solution for
every auto installation.
However, choosing quality
components, from the
electronics to the speakers,
should be first and fore-
most in your selection of
quality auto sound.
Find out more about
Canton quality home
and auto sound - write
or call for our informative
full line brochure.

Canton North America, Inc.
254 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55401

(612) 333-1150

jgh Fidelity Made in W Germany.
CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD



VIDEO BASICS

b' David Ranada

Caniem and
Picture Tubes

XCEPT for a few high -end
cultists, audio has aban-
doned the vacuum -tube
technology that gave it

birth. But in video the tube still
reigns supreme; a vacuum tube is at
the heart of nearly every video cam-
era and television or monitor
screen. Scanning may be the core of
video theory, but cathode-ray tubes
are the foundation of video practice.
A basic understanding of how they
apply the principle of scanning to
image transmission should be part
of every videophile's education.

Despite their locations at opposite
ends of the video chain, camera
tubes and picture tubes are both
cathode-ray tubes and are based on
the principle of the electron gun (see
illustration). In an electron gun,
negatively charged electrons are
"boiled" off a heated metal plate
(the cathode), then pulled-not
shot-toward the front of the tube
by means of very strong electrostat-
ic fields (the same kind of fields that
create sparks between your fingers
and doorknobs on dry days).

The fields are created by the ap-
plication of very high positive volt-
ages to some of the tubes' internal
parts. For example, the highest volt-
age in a picture tube occurs right at
the phosphor screen; a large -screen
color tube can have a charge of

30,000 volts-internally. The spe-
cially shaped electron -accelerating
structures, called "grids," also serve
as electrostatic lenses to focus the
otherwise chaotically drifting elec-
trons into a very tight beam, or a
"cathode ray."

The direction of electrons moving
in a vacuum can be changed by
magnetic fields in addition to elec-
trostatic fields, and camera -tube
electron beams are usually focused
by means of magnetic fields. The
magnetic fields are generated by
coils surrounding the actual vacu-
um -tube portion of a camera tube.
With both types of tubes, electro-
magnetic coils are responsible for
steering the beam in the required
interlaced scanning pattern. About
half the circuitry in a camera or
monitor is devoted to generating the
vertical and horizontal sweep sig-
nals that drive these deflection coils.
Picture -tube coils are mounted in a
simple -looking assembly called a
deflection yoke, the design and
alignment of which is critical for
picture quality, though it rarely re-
ceives attention in ads.

It's in what happens at the busi-
ness end of the electron beam that
the major differences between cam-
era and picture tubes really show
up. In a camera, the beam hits a
photosensitive target, on the other
side of which has been focused the
original optical image. The target is
photoconductive; its electrical re-
sistance at any point on its inner
surface varies in proportion to the
amount of light hitting its outer sur-
face. Therefore, an electron beam
sweeping over the target generates a

varying voltage in the tube -output
circuits. This voltage is proportion-
al to the light intensity on the target
at the location of the beam, which is
how the optical image is transduced
into an electrical signal.

In contrast to the camera tube's
photosensitive target, the inner
front surface of a picture tube is
coated with chemicals called phos-
phors that glow when struck by
high-energy electrons. As the elec-
tron beam from the back of the tube
sweeps over the phosphor coating, it
produces a glowing spot. The inten-
sity of the glow depends on the
intensity of the beam. That intensi-
ty is controlled by the first grid the
electrons pass on their way to the
screen, and that grid is fed a signal
originally generated by an electron
beam in a camera tube. As the elec-
tron beam sweeps out its raster, an
electrical signal is transformed back
into an image.

For a concrete demonstration of
part of this process, try this experi-
ment to determine which end or
side of a magnet is its north pole.
Simply hold the magnet up close to
a monochrome picture tube while
the set is on (do not do this experi-
ment with a color set unless you
know how to degauss a picture
tube). The picture around the mag-
net will warp as the magnet's field
deflects the electron beam. Areas
where the picture twists clockwise
are near the magnet's north (more
properly, north -seeking) pole; coun-
terclockwise warpage indicates the
south pole. There are simpler ways
to earn a merit badge in magnetics,
but they aren't as high-tech!

TARGEr T
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OWN A MOVIE FOR LESS THAN THE
PRICE OF A BLANK TAPE. JUST 4.95.

v loco THE EMPIRE
STRIKES BACK

i lc ROMANCING
eol

log
1,1.; THE STONE

(6)14:"Awf

(
Productions'

13"

WITH MEMBERSHIP

v
111=1 CASABLANCA

In the CBS Video Club, there's no mem-
bership fee. And you don't have to buy a lot of
movies.

Just two more within the next year. The
movies you order will be mailed and billed at
regular Club prices, which currently range
from $39.95 to $79.95 per cassette plus ship-
ping and handling. (Extra -long films and
specials may cost a bit more. )

Choose from the best, too. The Empire
Strikes Back, Romancing the Stone, Splash,
and more.

BONUS PLAN -SAVE 50%
After buying two movies at regular Club

prices in the next year, you can cancel. Or stay
with us and save even more under our current
Bonus Plan. Each movie you buy allows you to
take another movie of equal value or less at
50% off. And, right now, save up to $50 more
-see the Advance Bonus box above.

About every four weeks (up to 13 times

a year) we'll send you our CBS Video
Club Prc gram, reviewing our Director's
Selection plus many alternate movies.

CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS OF
HIT MOVIES

As a member, you'll always have a wide
range of choices. If you want the Director's
Selection, don't do a thing. It will arrive
automatically. If you prefer an alternate
title, or none at all, just return the enclosed
card within two weeks.

You'll always have two full weeks to de-
cide. You can also call us toll -free with any
questions or service requests. (If you ever
receive a movie without having had a full
two weeks to decide, send it back at our
expense.)

Join today and we'll send your movie for
just $4.95, along with more details of how
the Club works. If you're not satisfied,
return everything within 10 days for a full,

60 TOP HITS TO CHOOSE FROM
TITLE

SELECTION
NUMBER TITLE

SELECTION
NUMBER

SELECTION
TITLE NUMBER

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK 0910092 JANE FONDA'S WORKOUT CHALLENGE 52613042 R0811111000 (Walt Disney! 5299092

ROMANCING THE STONE 0894092 CASABLANCA 0507082 EXCALIBUR 6021022

SPLASH 5304022 TOOTSIE 1509042 TIGHTROPE 6051052

THE BIG CHILL 1527022 DUMBO 5251052 BACHELOR PARTY 0926017

WARGAMES 0828002 ME AFRICAN QUEEN 05'1022 COUNTRY 5341077

RISKY BUSINESS 6033082 ON GOLDEN POND 0573082 BODY DOUBLE 1713067

THE NATURAL 1649052 THE LONGEST DAY 05E7032 REVENGE OF THE NERDS 0925022

STAR WARS 0564162 DIRTY HARRY 6017082 GREYSTOKE-THE LEGEND OF TARZAN,

LORD OF THE APES 6045042'TNT 0895082 STRIPES 1513082

HIGH ROAD TO CHINA 6022012 FUNNY GIRL 1511002 EDUCATING RITA 1593012

CADDYSHACK 6023022 CHRISTINE 15110062 THE ROAD WARRIOR 6028052

MAKING MICHAEL JACKSON'S

THRILLER 7103012

OCTOPUSSY 0836052 SUPERMAN III 6040092

pORKTS 0715112 TWILIGHT ZONE -The Movie 6034072

KING KONG (The Original) 5502022 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE

THIRD KIND -Special Edition 1510012

ANNIE 1516052

POLICE ACADEMY 6049002 THE MUPPETS TAKE MANHATTAN 0923042

ARSENIC 8 OLD LACE 0735102 THE RIGHT STUFF 6043062 ALIEN 0002322

THE COMANCHEROS 0762242 NATIONAL LAMPOON'S VACATION 6039022 THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN 0534212

KARATE KID 1710092 TRON 5263012 TTIUNDERBALL 0709042

PRIVATE BENJAMIN 6018072 ARTHUR 604092 BUTCH CASSIDY .1 THE SUNDANCE KID 0517302

SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON 5504002 ROOSTER COGBURN 1018062 PURPLE RAIN 6048012

RED RIVER 7507032 NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN 6042072 THE MALTESE FALCON 0508012

Advance Bonus:

SAVE UP TO $50 MORE!
... by ordering a second movie right now.
Any movie listed in this ad-yours for
just $29.95. See coupon below.

prompt refund-no further obligation. So
clip the coupon now. It's a great deal.

For faster service, use your credit card
and our toll -free number to order. Call

(in Indiana
1-800-742-1200). Or mail coupon.

CBS VIDEO CLUB
1401 North Frunridge Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811

r
CBS VIDEO CLUB
Dept. 49J. PO. Box 1111, Terre Haute. IN 4 7811

Please enroll me in the CBS Video Club under the
terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member,
I need buy just two more movies at regular Club
prices within the next year.

Send me movie # for $4.95.
Nat selection by number)

Check one: 0 BETA
CI VHS

Please check how paying:
0 My check is enclosed.
0 Charge my introductory movie(s)

and future Club purchases to:
MasterCard 0 Diners Club
American Express D VISA

Account #

Expiration Date

Signature

Also send as my Advance Bonus selection:
movie # for $29.95 plus
$3.00 shipping and handling which I'm adding to
my payment above.

Z54/Z56

Z55/Z57

Name

Address

City State

Zip Phone (
Note: CBS Video Club reserves the right to reject any application
or cancel any membership. Offer limited to continental U.S.
(excluding Alaska). Applicable sales tax added to all orders.



CAR STEREO

RADIO SHACK
REALISTIC
12-1909
by Julian Hirsch and
Christopher Greenleaf

FADING the current Radio
Shack line of car stereo
components is the new
Realistic Model 12-1909

cassette player/receiver. The tape
section features solenoid -activated
autoreverse, Dolby B, switchable
equalization (normal or chrome/
metal), and automatic disengage-
ment of the pinch -roller when the
car's ignition is switched off. The
fast -wind controls and eject button
are mechanically activated.

The quartz -locked frequency -syn-
thesis AM/FM tuner features phase -
locked -loop FM stereo reception,
six preset buttons each usable for
one AM and one FM station, and a
yellow LED frequency display that
doubles as a twelve-hour digital
clock (the time is normally dis-
played except while tuning or for a
few seconds after pressing the fre-
quency -display button). Rocking
the tuning knob to either side ad-
vances the tuner up or down the
spectrum in the usual increments
(0.2 MHz for FM, 10 kHz for AM).
When the knob is pushed, the tuner
seeks the next receivable station up-
ward; if the knob is held in, the tun-
er continues scanning upward until
the knob is released.

The receiver has center-detented
treble, bass, and balance knobs. The
loudness button boosts the response
9 dB at 125 Hz and 5 dB at 6,300
Hz. There is a mono button for FM,
and indicator lights show tape direc-
tion, radio band, stereo reception,
noise reduction on, and memory on
(for programming the presets).

There are connections for igni-
tion -switched power, grounding,
clock and memory maintenance
power, a trigger lead for an external
power amplifier or an automatic an-
tenna, and the antenna lead itself.
The built-in amplifier is rated to
deliver 15 watts per channel into 4 -
ohm loads. The four speaker wires,

which must be carefully isolated
from the car's ground and from
each other, can lead either to a pair
of 4 -ohm speakers or (with Radio
Shack's optional balance/fader at-
tachment) two pairs of 8 -ohm
speakers.

The Realistic 12-1909 measures
13/4 inches high, 73'32 inches wide,
and 6 inches deep. Like all Radio
Shack products, it is available only
in Radio Shack stores. Price:
$249.95. Radio Shack, Dept. SR,
1700 One Tandy Center, Fort
Worth, TX 76102.

Lab Tests
Like a number of other car stereo

manufacturers, Radio Shack rates
its products' FM performance using
various unofficial (and undefined)
test procedures that sometimes pre-
vented us from comparing our test
results with the published ratings.
Nevertheless, we found that the
Model 12-1909's FM section per-
formed in a very satisfactory man-
ner. Although its distortion was not
as low as that of most home receiv-
ers, it was fairly typical of car
radios, and the usable sensitivity
and 50 -dB quieting sensitivity were
quite good. Image rejection was far
better than rated (84 dB versus 43
dB!), but the very good AM rejec-
tion was somewhat offset by a mere-
ly fair capture ratio.

The alternate -channel selectivity
was highly asymmetrical, measur-
ing 100 dB on one side of the signal
and only 51 dB on the other.
Although we do not ordinarily ad-
just the generator frequency when
measuring the selectivity of a digi-

tal -synthesis receiver (since in ac-
tual use neither the tuner nor the
station frequency can be adjusted to
optimize performance), we did con-
firm that the lopsided selectivity
was the result of tuner (mis)align-
ment in our test sample rather than
tuning error.

The FM tuner has an automatic
channel -blend circuit that resulted
in effectively mono reception at
moderately low signal levels, al-
though the stereo light remained on
until we dropped the signal to 16
dBf (1.75 microvolts). This effect
also is typical of car radios, whose
stereo indicators show only that the
station is transmitting a stereo pilot
carrier (not necessarily a stereo pro-
gram) and say nothing about wheth-
er the output to the speakers is ster-
eo or mono. We did find that the
FM channel separation of the Mod-
el 12-1909, more than 45 dB in the
midrange, far surpassed its 30 -dB
rating. The AM tuner section's fre-
quency response was somewhat un-
usual-a prominent peak at 80 Hz
along with the typical early rolloff of
high frequencies.

The audio amplifier, measured
through the FM tuner (we used 30 -
percent modulation in an unsuc-
cessful effort to reduce the tuner dis-
tortion sufficiently to reveal ampli-
fier distortions), had good tone -con-
trol and loudness -control character-
istics. At 1,000 Hz the output
clipped at 12.25 watts into 4 ohms
and 8.8 watts into 8 ohms. Although
this did not quite match the manu-
facturer's 15 -watt rating, the dis-
crepancy was negligible by the usual
standards applied to car radios.
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The tape deck had an excellent
frequency response with both nor-
mal (120 -ms) and chrome/metal (70 -
As) equalization. There was a small
difference between the response
measured in the forward and re-
verse directions (it was flatter in
reverse) but not enough to affect the
listening quality significantly. Judg-
ing by the relatively steady output
level at high frequencies, the tape -
to -head contact was good. The flut-
ter was somewhat lower in reverse
but was satisfactory in either direc-
tion. Tape speed was 0.6 percent
slow in either direction and at any
part of the tape.

With the noise reduction off, the
tape signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was
55 dB A -weighted and 46.5 dB
CCIR weighted. The Dolby system
improved these measurements by 9
to 10 dB. Using the chrome/metal
equalization added another 1-2 dB
to the S/N figures. The fast -forward
and rewind speeds were slightly
faster than rated, 127 instead of 140
seconds for a C-60 cassette. J.H.

Road Tests
On the road, the Realistic 12-

1909's digital tuner provided quick,
firm, and accurate station selection
using any of its three tuning modes:
manual, seek, and scan. Its FM ster-
eo performance was fairly immune
to the worst interference effects of
city driving, and outside the city I
was able to get listenable stereo out
to average limits (20 to 30 miles)
under normal reception conditions.
Using the FM mono button (a most
welcome option) extended the range
a bit, to around 40 or 45 miles, but
not to the 50 -mile limit I have
sometimes achieved with other,
more costly tuners.

Whatever high -blend circuitry is
included to quiet FM stereo ap-
peared to work in an on/off fashion
rather than continuously. It was,
therefore, fairly obvious when it cut
in, but the effect was not bother-
some. Overall, the FM sound was
typically clear, with well -repro-
duced natural timbres. Shielding
against impulse noise on the FM
band was less than optimal, as pass-
ing motorcycles and traffic -signal
switching demonstrated throughout
our test drives. AM reception was
also noise prone as well as slightly
muffled except near a strong trans-

HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS

FM mono usable sensitivity (75 -ohm input):
18 dBf r2.I 8 µV)

Mono 50 -dB quieting sensitivity (75 -ohm
input): 18.3 dBf (2.26 AV)

Stereo 50 -dB quieting sensitivity (75 -ohm
input): 26 dBf (5.5 µV)

Tuner signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf: 72 dB
Tuner distortion at 65 dBf: 0.84%
FM frequency response (-3-dB limits): 20 to

16,000 Hz
Stereo separation at 100, 1,000, and

10,000 Hz (at 65 dBf): 38, 45, and 30 dB
Capture ratio of 65 dBf: 3.9 dB
AM rejection of 65 dBf: 72 dB
Alternate -channel selectivity: 51 dB
Adjacent -channel selectivity: 2 dB
Image rejection: 84 dB
AM frequency response: 37 to 2,300 Hz

6 dB

Tape -playback frequency response
(standard BASF rest topes, -3 -dB limits):
120 -us EQ, 32 to 15,000 Hz forward or
reverse; 70-ps E0, 32 to 17,000 Hz
forward, 32 to 18,000 Hz reverse

Tope signal-to-noise ratio (referred to 250
nWb./rn at 315 Hz, 120-µs EQ): unweighted,
50 ci3; Dolby B and CCIR/ARM weighting,
56 dB; Dolby B and A -weighting, 64 dB

Flutter. forward, ± 0.22% CCIR-weighted
peak, 0.13% JIS-weighted rms; reverse,

0.18% CCIR-weighted peak, 0.1%
RS -weighted rrrs

Tape speed accuracy: -0.6%
Fast rewind time for C-60: 127 seconds
Tone -control range: + 10, -11 dB at 100

Hz; +9.6, -13 dB at 10.000 Hz
1,000 -Hz clipping -power output into 4

ohrrm: 12.25 watts

mitter. The preset buttons are quite
close together, leading to a mis-
selection now and then, but other-
wise the radio was simple and com-
fortable to use.

Tape play in both directions was
smooth and for all practical pur-
poses indistinguishable. The pitch
steadiness was fairly good, with
only a slight lack of firmness in cer-
tain piano or organ tapes: the sound
was stable with all other kinds of
music. The Dolby system worked
well with all three tape types (nor-
mal, chrome, and metal) that the
deck handles.

The tape transport was reason-
ably insensitive to vibration from
stone -block streets and old tram
rails. There was just one surface it
did not handle with aplomb-a
washboard country road in Con-
necticut disrupted a Joni Mitchell
tape badly enough to make me shut
it off. Of course, my Volvo creaked
and protested the road surface too,
as did my passenger, so we returned
to more gentle roads.

To test the player's handling of
flimsy tape, I slipped an old C-120
into it one frosty morning and suc-
cessfully played through both sides
using autoreverse. (Of course, we
don't advise readers either to play
tapes longer than a C-90 or to pop
their favorite cassettes into a cold
transport, but we regularly try this
"torture test" just to see if the player
and tape emerge unscathed.) Like
most car tape players with autore-
verse, the 12-1909 keeps playing a
cassette until you tell it to stop.
Although shutting off the ignition
disengages the pinch -roller and
backs the head out a bit, the tape

remains in the bay until you eject it
manually. When there is power and
a tape is in, the player is on. The
radio, on the other hand, comes on
only when you push the volume
knob-a welcome feature if, like
me, you don't want an onslaught of
radio noise whenever you change
cassettes!

The integral amplifier appears to
be a good one. Crisp transients from
harpsichord and Fender bass alike
failed to strain the 4 -inch Philips
speakers in my car. At home, con-
necting the Realistic 12-1909 to a
pair of B&W bookshelf speakers
confirmed my impressions on the
road. There was a fine, open quality
to the sound that I don't normally
expect to encounter from receiver/
tape players in this price class.
Reaching very good listening levels
was not a problem, and the amplifi-
cation did not fall to pieces when
pushed near its limits. The receiver
let me know it was sweating at high
volumes, but its sound remained
musical.

For its price, and considering the
ease of installation (helped by a
good manual), the Realistic 12-1909
is a bargain. It lacks only the kind
of refinement that many more
hundreds of dollars will sometimes
buy. Aside from a brief squeal as the
autoreverse engages, the mecha-
nism works simply and silently. In
fact, my only substantial criticism is
that the loudness control and the
bass and treble tone controls coin-
cide in their effects, making subtle
adjustments hard to achieve. But if
your budget is modest, the 12-1909
has a lot to offer. C.G.
Circle 145 on reader service card
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TECHNICAL TALK

byJulian Hirsch

Reading the Mail

RFADER mail is a valuable
source of feedback, letting
me know what your prob-
lems are and whether I am

answering your unspoken ques-
tions-or perhaps shedding more
confusion than light on some of the
murkier aspects of hi-fi. Although I
read every letter, I am unable to
answer most of them. (Remember, I
cannot give specific product or in-
stallation advice or answer any let-
ter that isn't accompanied by a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

Some correspondents, fortunate-
ly, bring up points that merit a re-
ply, either because something I have
written is unclear or because the
writer's experience augments or
contradicts my own. For example,
one reader (among many, I'm sure)
wonders about the concept of am-
plifier "headroom." His problem
arose because a dealer advised him
against buying a certain receiver be-
cause, he said, it had only a 0.5 -dB
headroom (he did not say what type
of headroom rating this was). The
dealer claimed that at least a 3 -dB
headroom is necessary to do justice
to digital recordings (which is not

necessarily true). Having found few
units advertised as having a 3 -dB
headroom, my correspondent was
understandably confused.

In the first place, there are two
types of headroom defined by the
EIA's amplifier test standard, and
they pertain to rather different qual-
ities of an amplifier. Clipping head-
room is a measure of the manufac-
turer's conservatism in rating the
amplifier; it compares the rated
continuous power with the actual
continuous power. If an amp is
rated at 200 watts and actually de-
livers precisely 200 watts at the clip-
ping point, it has a 0 -dB clipping
headroom. On the other hand, if the
manufacturer gives the same ampli-
fier a 100 -watt rating, it can then be
said to have a 3 -dB clipping head-
room (the actual 200 watts is 3 dB
higher than the rated 100 watts).
Obviously, if a manufacturer wishes
to remain competitive, he will not
rate his products too conservatively,
despite the "advantage" of higher
clipping -headroom readings.

Dynamic headroom, on the other
hand, tells us something about the
amplifier's ability to deliver current
to the loudspeakers and, secondari-
ly, about the regulation of the am-
plifier's power supply. If an ampli-
fier is called on to deliver high peak
power levels for short periods, it is
quite possible, and desirable, for it
to exceed its rated continuous (clip-
ping) power output. If the amp's
power supply is "loosely" regulated,
there will be a relatively high volt-
age (more than is required for the
amplifier to deliver its rated power)
available under most normal listen-
ing conditions, when the average
power output is likely to be a few
watts or less. Even with loose regu-
lation, this voltage does not change
very much during transient high -
current demands, and therefore the

Tested This Month

Sony CDP-520ES
Compact Disc Player

Rich Acoustic 7B
Speaker System

Yamaha CD -X2
Compact Disc Player

ADS C3 Cassette Deck

amplifier can deliver more than its
rated output power during musical
transients. Usually this short-term
peak (dynamic) output is on the
order of 1 or 2 dB greater than the
rated output power, but in some
amplifiers it can reach 3 or even 4
d13. The difference is the dynamic
headroom.

It would be misleading to attrib-
ute too much significance to this
quality. After all, if the amplifier
clips audibly, you need merely turn
the volume down slightly. Nev-
ertheless, most of us would prefer to
be able to play music a bit louder
than usual on occasion without fear
of clipping or possible damage to
our speakers. The matter can be
summed up in this way: of two
amplifiers having the same clip-
ping -power output, the one with the
greater dynamic headroom will be
able to sustain a louder average lev-
el without distortion. On the other
hand, if two amplifiers have the
same dynamic headroom, the one
with the higher clipping -power rat-
ing would be the "more powerful"
amplifier-and probably larger,
heavier, and more expensive as
well. Unfortunately, dynamic -head-
room specs are not always given in
manufacturers' literature, so you
may have to depend on test -report
results for that specification.

On a somewhat related matter,
another reader expressed serious
doubts about the ability of an am-
plifier with a "smart," signal -con-
trolled power supply (such as some
of those from Carver, Soundcrafts-
men, Hitachi, Yamaha, and others)
to respond fast enough to avoid
clipping the leading edge of a tran-
sient signal. Without corroborating
evidence, he states that such clip-
ping distortion is unavoidable and
audibly serious, and he even sug-
gests a method of testing for it.

As it happens, the standard EIA
dynamic -headroom measurement is
done in much the same way as the
test this reader proposes, with 20 -
millisecond bursts of a 1,000 -Hz
sine -wave signal. I have tested quite
a number of "smart" amplifiers in
just this way, and I have never
found any sign of such a problem.
The reason, of course, is that the
power -supply response time has
been made shorter than that of the
amplifier, so that it is never "caught
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ULTI-MATIES.

f you haven't discovered the ulti-
mate truth about audio cassettes,
you're about to. No one makes
finer normal or high -bias audio
cassettes than TDK.

But don't just take our word
for it. Take the sound of our AD -X
and SA -X Pro Reference Series
audio cassettes as proof. Each is
designed to deliver unmatched
performance for every type of
music.

When you record in the nor-
mal -bias position with the Avilyn-
based AD -X, you'll discover the
higher MOL, broader frequency
sensitivity, and greater headroom.
All this enables AD -X to handle
your most demanding program
sources-without distortion.

SA -X, with its unicue dual
coatirg of Super Av lyn particles,
actua ly goes beyor d the former
limits of high -bias. Witt- increased
sensitivity and higher MOL across
the entire audible frequency
range, SA -X delivers saturation -
free brightness and clarity never
before found in a conventional
high -bias audio cassette.

To assure you of an ultimate
perfo-mance play after play, our
specially engineered Laboratory
Standard mechanism provices
smocther tape transpert and
bette- tape -to -head contact for
total reliability and trouble -free
performance.

You can also obtain the ulti-
mate listening pleasure from two

mere TDK Pro Reference Series
cassettes: HX-S metal particle
h.dh-biash e ideal cassette for
dc itally-sourced material-and
the world renowned MA -R metal.

Each tape in the series is de-
s,gned t D deliver the purest listen-
ing pleasure, plus long-time
performance reliability...thanks to
the assurance of our Lifetime
Warranty.

When you want the finest
musical reproduction attainable
in any audio cassette, keep
this in mind: Ultimately, you'll
select TDK.

TDK
THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE.

1985 TDK Electroncs Corp

CIRCLE NO. 48 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TECHNICAL TALK

short." Like so many other audio
"problems" we hear about, this one
does not exist in the real world.

Another overrated "problem"-
although certainly a highly contro-
versial one at the moment-con-
cerns the effects of using a single
digital -to -analog converter (DAC or
D/A) to generate the two output sig-
nals of some CD players. In such
products, the converter output is
switched (multiplexed) between the
left- and right -channel signals, with
the result that the analog signals do
not emerge exactly in phase with
each other (assuming that both
channels were in phase on the re -

If an amplifier is called on to
deliver high peak power levels

for short periods, it is quite
possible, and desirable, for it to
exceed its rated continuous
(clipping) power output.

cording). In contrast, a player that
has separate DAC's for each chan-
nel can deliver outputs that are
almost exactly in phase at all audi-
ble frequencies. The reader who
wrote me about this asked why I do
not comment on this property of the
CD players we test and on its audi-
ble significance, if any. Note that
the phase shift we are discussing is
between the two channels, or inter -
channel, and can be thought of as a
constant time delay on one channel.
It is not the same as the intra-chan-
nel phase shifts caused by CD -
player output filters (see the article
on page 50).

As a matter of fact, I do comment
on it. Whenever we test a CD
player, the phase shift between
channels at 20,000 Hz is mentioned
in our report. If the phase shift is
small, on the order of 5 to 10
degrees, it is a fair assumption that
the player has separate D/A con-
verters (or one DAC and a cor-
rective time delay on one channel,
which amounts to the same thing).
A single multiplexed and uncor-
rected converter will produce a
phase shift of about 90 degrees at
20,000 Hz. Almost all CD players
we have tested fall into one of these
two categories.

Such a "horrendous" phase shift
as 90 degrees, occurring at a fre-
quency well above the normal range
of human hearing, corresponds to a
time difference between the chan-
nels of some 11.3 microseconds. If
you are listening in mono, or to a
stereo broadcast in which the two
channels are encoded as sum (L +
R) and difference (L - R) signals, a
90 -degree phase shift can have a
very slight effect on frequency re-
sponse. But to put it into an acous-
tic perspective, the effect is equiva-
lent to a difference of about I/8 inch
in the distance from each of the
speakers to the listener's ears.

If you think you hear any effects
from a CD player's phase shift in
normal stereo listening, try moving
one ear about I/8 inch closer to one
speaker. If the sound gets Worse,
approach the other speaker with the
other ear (be sure to move 1/4 inch,
to compensate for the first move-
ment!). I have yet to hear any audi-
bly detectable difference between
CD players having far greater meas-
urable differences than this, and I
would suggest that there are more
important problems to worry about
in the never-ending search for per-
fect sound reproduction.

And, finally, I will try once again
to explain why I sometimes use lan-
guage that seems to some readers to
avoid coming to grips with the
issues as they see them. Actually, I
generally take great care to say just
what I want to say, no more and no
less. Perhaps I am not always suc-

cessful, but that is my goal. One
gentleman takes me to task for our
February report on the Pioneer
CLD-900 combination video -disc/
Compact Disc player. He was dis-
turbed because I said that "a Laser -
Disc... even in its CX-encoded
analog form, can have ... quality
superior to .. . conventional home
video -cassette recorders" (emphasis
added). For reasons that are not
clear to me, he seemed to take
exception to the two words itali-
cized in the quotation. I said "can"
because I have not, obviously, per-
sonally evaluated every LaserDisc
player and VCR, which would cer-
tainly be required before I could say
"does" instead of "can." I said
"conventional" to exclude hi-fi
VCR's, which can (that word again!)
have better audio quality than a
CX-encoded LaserDisc.

My correspondent, however, dis-
misses my carefully worded state-
ment as a "mouthful of nothing,"
concluding that my words were
carefully chosen only to avoid of-
fending an advertiser rather than in
the interests of accuracy. I suspect
he is one of those people who prefer
criticism to be sweeping and abso-
lute even when its basis is sketchy
or even nonexistent. My criticism of
some of the human -engineering as-
pects of this product was apparently
not vitriolic enough to satisfy him.
Sorry about that! If you must have
capricious product criticism, be
warned that I'm making every effort
to disappoint you.

"You say there are five in your .family? Well, this receiver is 45 watts per channel,
or 9 watts per person, and that comes to only 4.5 watts per ear. For really good
sound, sir, you should have at least 10 watts an ear."
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DESIGNED To BE THE CAR STE
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NEW JENSEN CLASSIC TRIAX SPEAKER SYSTEM
The technological evolution in sound con-
tinues. We invented the first car speaker
-more than 50 years ago and then we in-
vented the legendary ihiax't car stereo
speaker system. Now we have designed
the state-of-the-art car stereo speaker for
today's music requirements. The new
Jensen Classic lliax car stereo speaker
system.
DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE
Each speaker handles 150 sizzling watts of
peak power with a torrid 80 watts RMS.
Designed for use with today's
car stereo components anc the
new high definition digital
recordings. Yet so efficient,
you get plenty of volume out
of a standard car radio.

DESIGNED FOR REALISM
The 40-25,000 Hz frequency response
means you'll hear all the music. The new
unitized array and tuned pad ring improve
response so you get all the dynamic range
in today's music. The bass is more clear
than ever before and the new midrange
and tweeter allow a smoother blending
of music than you've ever experienced.
DESIGNED FOR ENDURANCE
A classic stands the test of time. So
whether you invest in the most advanced

audio components or explore the
digital world of compact disc,
Classic Triax will handle it with
unparalleled fidelity-today,
tomorrow, and years from now.
DESIGNED FOR SMILES
Emotion should never be under -

Jost

estimated And you'll smile every time you
lister. This sound is that good. In the final
analysis, your sound system is only as
good as your speakers. If your speakers
can't play it all, you won't hear it all. So
don't buy backwards. Speakers first-and
begin with a Classic!

NSEN
Try Tr ax-citement!

c 1983 International Jensen. IncJensen" and "Fri.' are registered trademarks of International Jensen. Inc.
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Find out in Stereo Review.
Subscribing to Stereo Review makes sense. Whether you're
shopping for your first stereo system, upgrading your
present one, looking for maintenance tips or trying to sort
through the hundreds of new recordings released every
month, Stereo Review has answers you can rely on.

Our world-famous Equipment Test Reports help you
select new audio equipment. Explanations of features,
laboratory test results and comments from our expert tech-
nicians make it easy for you to select components for a great
audio system.

If you already have a terrific sound system, Stereo
Review can help you care for it and upgrade it. With hints on
getting four -channel sound from your stereo discs ...how to
care for your tape deck's heads ...how to handle records to
preserve them ...and much more.

Stereo Review also helps you select the music to play
over your sound system. We cover every category of record-
ing on disc or tape, to help you steer away from uninspired
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TEST REPORTS

SONY CDP-520ES
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

SI NCE Sony introduced the
C DP -101 Compact Disc
player in 1983, at least two
new "generations" of CD

players have made their appear-
ance. Each has been markedly su-
perior to its predecessors in the im-
portant characteristics of error cor-
rection and ability to withstand
physical shock and vibration with-
out losing its tracking of the disc.
There is disagreement about the
sonic improvements that are said by
some manufacturers to distinguish
their new players from earlier de-
signs or from competitive products
using different design approaches.
In testing perhaps a couple of dozen
CD players, I have never found
what I would consider to be a signif-
icant difference in sound quality
among any of them-that is, I have
never found a difference that clearly
proves one player's sound is su-
perior to another's.

There is no doubt, however, that
in only a couple of years enormous
strides have been made in improv-
ing the tracking reliability of CD
players and in reducing their size,
weight, and cost. Progress in these
areas is due in part to the develop-
ment of large-scale integrated cir-

cuits (LSI's), each of which replaces
a large number of smaller IC's, tran-
sistors, and passive components.
Paralleling this development have
been improvements in the mechani-
cal system that guides the laser
beam along the spiral of submicro-
scopic pits on the disc.

The new Sony CDP-520ES is an
excellent example of the state of the
art in CD players, even though there
is little in its external appearance to
distinguish it from other, more
mundane CD players. In keeping
with current trends, the front panel
of this low -profile player presents a
rather subdued appearance, with a
reasonably small number of flush -
mounted pushbuttons and a modest
fluorescent display that shows the
usual information on track and in-
dex numbers, elapsed time of the
current track, and remaining play-
ing time on the disc. The horizontal
disc drawer opens and closes with
surprising rapidity on alternate
touches of a button. It will also close
if lightly pushed.

The CDP-520ES comes with an
infrared remote control that not
only duplicates most of the front -
panel control functions but has the
additional capability of accessing

any track by direct entry of its num-
ber (doing this from the player's
front panel can require several oper-
ations). Other features are listed in
the box on page 28.

It's what's inside the rather plain
exterior of the CDP-520ES that ac-
counts for its outstanding perform-
ance, however. The new circuitry,
principally on third -generation LSI
chips, includes a high-speed digital -
to -analog (D/A) converter and a
digital filter (a first for a Sony
player). The Sony designers have
used 88.2 -kHz oversampling and
high -order digital filtering to obtain
an optimal combination of pass -
band flatness, reduced beat -fre-
quency intermodulation, and low
noise. The new LSI's are CMOS
devices, which have very low power
consumption and generate almost
no heat. While these are not particu-
larly important considerations in a
home component, some of these
same chips made possible Sony's
tiny portable CD player, the D-5
(reviewed here last December).

The most striking quality of the
CDP-520ES can be appreciated
without even listening to it. Its new
linear -motor tracking mechanism
provides an extremely high-speed
search capability-many times fast-
er than that of any other CD player
we have seen-together with more
precise servo control of the laser
beam. Instead of the conventional
rotary motor that drives the optical
system through gears, the Sony
mechanism is driven directly by a
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linear motor that's somewhat analo-
gous to a loudspeaker's voice coil
(with an operating excursion of
about 1 1/2 inches). Velocity feedback
in the tracking servo allows the
optical system to move across
50,000 "grooves" per second in its
high-speed mode, slowing down au-
tomatically as it nears the selected
track and stopping precisely above
it. This fast-slewing process is aided
by Sony's new low -mass laser -pick-
up system, which is a third the size
and weight of previous systems.

The Sony CDP-520ES, finished in
black, is 17 inches wide, 131/4 inches
deep, and 31/4 inches high. It weighs
approximately 143/4 pounds. The
RM-D302 remote -control unit,
powered by two AA batteries, meas-
ures 244 x 7 x 3/4 inches. Price: $600.
Sony Corp. of America, Dept. SR,
Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656.

Lab Tests
The Sony CDP-520ES lived up to

the manufacturer's claims in full
measure. The frequency response,
measured with the sweep on the
Philips TS3 test disc, was the flattest
we have yet measured from a CD
player. The two channels were iden-
tical (with just under 0.1 dB imbal-
ance), having a truly unmeasurable
output variation of perhaps 0.01 dB
from 20 to 10,000 Hz, increasing to
+0.2 dB at 20,000 Hz. The inter -
channel phase shift of 43 degrees at
20,000 Hz is intermediate between
the values we usually measure from
CD players using separate D/A con-
verters for the two channels and
from those in which a single con-
verter is multiplexed between the
channels. This result suggests that
Sony is multiplexing a single D/A
converter but at double the usual
frequency, thus halving the inter -
channel delay and the correspond-
ing phase shift.

The electrical performance of the
CDP-520ES was typical of the best
of today's CD players, with channel
separation in the 105- to 114 -dB
range at most audible frequencies, a
noise level of -100 dB, and 1,000 -
Hz distortion readings of 0.0003 to
0.0004 percent. Flutter, of course,
was unmeasurable (the reading was
the 0.001 -percent residual of our
test equipment).

Like a couple of other top CD
players we have tested recently, the

FEATURES

 Oversampling digital filters with
high-speed digital -to -analog
converter

O Horizontal -opening disc drawer
O Linear laser -tracking servo

system for rapid cueing
O Lightweight laser optical system
CI Headphone jack with volume

control
O Random Music Sensor (RMS)

facility can be programmed to
play up to sixteen tracks in any
order

O Cueing by track or index
number

O Fast search with audible
program

 Automatic Music Sensor steps
ahead or back to the start of any
track (up to ninety-nine total)

O Disc, track, and phrase repeat
functions

CI Infrared remote control
duplicates all operating functions
except RMS and provides direct
numerical access to any track

 Display window shows disc
loaded, track and index number,
elapsed playing time of track,
remaining time on disc, status of
repeat function
Rear apron has remote input
and output connectors, for use
with a Sony cassette deck and
system controller, and a subcode
connector for use with future
accessories when CD's become
available with video content

El One unswitched a.c. outlet

_2

SONY CDP-520ES
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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FREQUENCY IN HERTZ
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HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 1.91
volts

Total harmonic distortion at
1,000 Hz: 0.00032% referred
to 0 dB: 0.0004% referred to
-10 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio: 100 dB
A -weighted

Channel separation: 114 dB at
100 Hz: 105.5 dB at 1,000 Hz;
88.5 dB at 10,000 Hz

20k

Frequency response: +0.2, -0
dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Cueing time: 1.8 seconds
Impact resistance: Top, A: side, A
Cueing accuracy: A
Defect tracking (size of the

largest defect successfully
tracked): signal -surface damage,
900 micrometers; painted dots.
800 micrometers; simulated
fingerprint, pass

CDP-520ES tracked all the cali-
brated disc defects on the Philips
TS4A test disc and made the transi-
tion from Track 17 to Track 18 of
that disc without clipping the open-
ing syllable on the second track.
Since there is no silent interval
between those tracks, going from
one to the other is a severe test of
the cueing and demuting accuracy
of a CD player; not many pass it
unscathed. We also appreciated
Sony's volume control for the head-
phone jack, since the player could
drive 600 -ohm phones to an
uncomfortably high level.

Our standard cueing -time test,
from Track 1 to Track 15 of the

Philips TS4 disc, confirmed the
high speed of Sony's linear servo. As
nearly as we could measure it, the
transition took only about 1.8 sec-
onds, although part of that was
probably startup time in the player
after the button was pressed and
another part our own reaction time
in operating the stop watch. The
slewing speed of the CDP-520ES
was demonstrated much more dra-
matically when we programmed it
to play the first and the last tracks
on the Philips test disc (No. 1 and
No. 25). In this case the transition
was so fast we couldn't really meas-
ure it-certainly it was no more
than a fraction of a second. To
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appreciate the advance this high
cueing speed represents, you need to
have the experience of waiting for
other players-even Sony's earlier
models-to perform the same oper-
ation. It usually takes them from 5
to 8 seconds, and often more.

Although it probably has nothing
to do with the tracking -servo speed,
the CDP-520ES conveys its message
of rapid response to a user from the
very beginning. When the OPEN but-
ton is touched, the disc drawer
quietly opens in about 1 second; it
closes for play just as rapidly and
smoothly.

Comments
Even if the Sony CDP-520ES did

not sound any different (to us) from
any other 'CD player, it certainly
sounded fine, measured superbly,
and definitely outperformed most
others we have tested in the equally
important respects of flawless track-
ing, startlingly smooth and rapid
operation, and outstanding ability
to resist physical shock. Although
you cannot hit it with a hammer
while it is playing without causing it
to skip a beat, you can subject the
top and sides of this player to vigor-
ous slapping and rapping with no
effect on the sound. More to the
point, unlike many others, it does
not require kid -gloves treatment in
installation or operation.

We used all the front -panel con-
trols and features of the CDP-
520ES, and they worked just as
claimed. Despite its deceptive sim-
plicity, this CD player is at least as
versatile as any other we have used,
and its combination of front -panel
and remote -control features makes
it more versatile than most. Dis-
heartening as it may be for those
people who thrive on negative criti-
cism, we could find nothing about
the CDP-520ES that we would wish
to see done differently-and cer-
tainly not better! No doubt it is in
some way unknown to us still not
perfect (after all, what is?), and it is
quite likely that Sony is even now
working to make its fourth -genera-
tion players still better and/or less
expensive. Until then, however, the
CDP-520ES is unquestionably a top
contender in a crowded field, be-
sides being a very good value for the
money.
Circle 140 on reader service card

RICH ACOUSTIC 7B
SPEAKER SYSTEM

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

RICH ACOUSTIC LABS' Mod-
el 7B is a three-way floor -
standing speaker system.
Its 8 -inch polypropylene

woofer operates in a vented enclo-
sure (with Thiele B-4 alignment)
and crosses over at 790 Hz to a 2 -
inch soft -dome midrange driver in a
separate compression chamber. The
second crossover, at 4,500 Hz, is to
a 1 -inch soft -dome magnetic -fluid -
cooled tweeter, which is surrounded
on the front panel by a foam -plastic
ring to improve dispersion and
smooth the frequency response. All
three drivers and the woofer port
are vertically aligned. The crossover
networks have 12 -dB -per -octave
slopes, use computer -grade com-
ponents, and are phase -corrected.

The 7B system is housed in a
handsome cabinet veneered in ei-

ther white oak or American walnut.
The cabinet's edges and corners
have rounded solid -wood moldings,
and the whole exterior has a hand -
rubbed finish. The dark -brown
cloth grille is retained by plastic fas-
teners. Binding posts on 314 -inch cen-
ters are recessed into the rear of the
cabinet. The speaker has no external
level or balance adjustments.

The Rich Acoustic 7B is 26 inches
high, 11 inches wide, and 13 inches
deep; it weighs about 40 pounds.
Although the speakers can be placed
directly on the floor, there are op-
tional matching wood pedestals that
raise them about 6 inches and tilt
them slightly backward. Prices:
speakers, $399 each; pedestals,
$49.95 per pair. Rich Acoustic Labs,
Inc., Dept. SR, 2401 Ross Clark Cir-
cle, Dothan, AL 36301.
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Lab Tests
For our room -response measure-

ments and listening tests, we placed
the 7B's on their pedestals and
about 18 inches out from the wall
behind them. The averaged re-
sponse from the two speakers (driv-
en one at a time) was measured at a
single microphone position about
12 feet in front of the left speaker.
The woofer response was measured
separately at the cone and the port,
using close microphone spacing to
eliminate room effects, and the
combined bass -response curve was
spliced to the room measurement to
form a composite frequency -re-
sponse curve.

The combined bass response
(woofer plus port) was impressively
wide and flat, with a 5 -dB overall
variation from 20 to 1,000 Hz. The
middle- and high -frequency por-
tions of the room -response curve
were equally impressive, uniforrh
within 3 dB overall from 1,000 to
20,000 Hz, except for a minor jog at
about 1,000 Hz (which could be a
measurement artifact). The com-
posite frequency response was flat
within ± 2.5 dB from 20 to 20,000
Hz, which is one of the best
responses we have yet measured
from a loudspeaker.

The axial FFT response, meas-
ured at 1 meter with our IQS sys-
tem, was less constant, largely be-
cause of a dip at 2,000 Hz that
might have come from a crossover -
cancellation effect (it did not appear
in the room response). Neverthe-
less, the ±4.5 -dB variation from
180 to 18,000 Hz was consistent
with the uniformity of the room -
response data.

The speaker system's impedance
was 6.5 ohms in the vicinity of 150
Hz, with maxima of 35 ohms at 58
Hz and 30 ohms at our lower meas-
urement limit of 20 Hz. The imped-
ance was a constant 8 to 9 ohms
through the midrange and reached
its minimum of just under 4 ohms
at 7,000 Hz. An input signal of 2.83
volts of random noise at 1,000 Hz
produced a sound -pressure level of
90 dB at a 1 -meter distance, exactly
as rated and fairly typical for ported
systems of this size.

At a drive level of 2.83 volts, the
woofer distortion was less than 1

percent between 60 and 100 Hz, ris-

ing smoothly to 3.4 percent at 50 Hz
and 8.8 percent at 35 Hz. We meas-
ured the distortion at the port for
frequencies below about 60 Hz,
where the acoustic crossover be-
tween port and cone takes place.

We checked the power -handling
ability of the 7B with single -cycle
tone bursts at frequencies of 100,
1,000, and 10,000 Hz (each falling
within the operating range of one of
the three drivers). The drive level
was increased until the acoustic
waveform picked up by a micro-
phone showed visible distortion or
limiting, or until the amplifier out-
put became distorted. At 100 Hz the
woofer cone "bottomed," produc-
ing a raspy sound, with about 250
watts input (based on the imped-
ance of 8.5 ohms at that frequency).
At 10,000 Hz the waveform dis-
torted at about 335 watts (4 ohms).

It was difficult to determine the
actual 1,000 -Hz limits of the speak-
er, since the amplifier output be-
came visibly nonsinusoidal at levels
far below the actual clipping point,
apparently because of an interaction
between the speaker reactance and
the amplifier at the frequency. The
apparent power limit was 18 watts,
but the actual limit is probably far
greater since there was no audible
hint of speaker distress even at
much higher levels.

Comments
Little variety is possible in the

external styling of a conventional
box speaker, but the Rich Acoustic
7B manages to present an unusually
handsome appearance by virtue of
its attractively finished wood grain
and rounded corners. Somewhat
more latitude is available in the

choice of drivers, port design, and
crossover characteristics. Here too,
Rich has set the 7B apart from most
competitive speakers.

Listening to the 7B's, our initial
impression was one of smooth,
wide, and generally uncolored
sound with a slightly bright high
end. Fortunately, the brightness was
not in the middle or lower treble
range, where it could have imparted
stridency to the sound, but rather in
the uppermost audible octave. Ap-
parently the effect results from the
system's slightly elevated output in
the 10,000- to 20,000 -Hz range.
Since much musical material lacks
significant energy at those frequen-
cies, this emphasis is not always evi-
dent. When it is, the sound is not
unlike that provided by some mov-
ing -coil cartridges with similar ris-
ing high -end responses. The effect
might best be described as an en-
hanced clarity or crispness, and we
never found it at all unpleasant.

While it might not be wise to use
these speakers with a cartridge that
has a rising high -end response (the
combination could make the high-
est frequencies too bright), pro-
grams coming from a flat, wide -
range cartridge, tape deck, CD
player, or FM radio sound just fine
through the 7B's. Their relative lack
of midrange or bass coloration and
their unusually extended bass re-
sponse set them apart from many
other box -shaped speakers in the
same general price range. As always,
it is advisable to audition the speak-
ers, preferably in your own home,
before buying them. But you are not
likely to go wrong by choosing the
Rich Acoustic 7B's.
Circle 141 on reader service card
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YAMAHA CD -X2
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

TI IE Yamaha CD -X2 is one
of the least -expensive CD
players on the market. Its
$399 list price has been

achieved in part by omitting some
of the special control and program-
ming features found in higher -
priced units, but, as we found, with-
out sacrificing the basic audio quali-
ties of a digital -disc player.

The disc loads from the front of
the player into a motorized disc
drawer, which slides out noiselessly
at the touch of a button and returns
as smoothly at a second touch (or if
the drawer itself is given a slight
nudge). Normally, pressing the
PLAY button starts the machine
playing Track I of the loaded disc.
Until the program actually begins,
the word "play" appears in the dis-
play window, then it is automati-
cally replaced by the track number.
Touching the DISPLAY button to the
right of the window changes the
readout to show the elapsed time of
the track being played, and touching
it again returns the readout to the
track number.

Next to the PLAY button is one
marked PAUSE/STOP. Touching this
button once temporarily halts play,
which resumes if the PLAY button is
pressed again. Pressing PAUSE/STOP
twice ends playback of the disc,
returning the laser pickup to its start

position. Pressing the DISPLAY but-
ton once in the pause mode causes
the readout to show the elapsed
time of the track. In this mode only,
pressing it twice shows the total
playing time of the disc. A third
touch restores the track number.

To the right of the PAUSE/STOP
button are four large search -control
buttons. Two are marked "+" and

- ," respectively, and are used dur-
ing play to move the pickup forward
or back to the beginning of the next
or the current track. Holding one of
these buttons in causes the pickup
to continue skipping forward or
back at the rate of about two tracks
a second.

The other two search buttons,
marked with double arrows and la-
beled INDEX, serve a dual function.
During normal play, holding in one
of these buttons causes the pickup
to scan the disc, either forward or
backward, at above -normal speed.
The contents remain audible at the
increased tempo but without change
in pitch. The scanning is relatively
slow for the first 3 seconds a button
is held in, and then it speeds up. In
the pause mode (after PAUSE/STOP
has been pressed once), these same
buttons can be used to access specif-
ic index points within a track, if the
disc is provided with them. The
selected index numbers appear in

the display window to the right of
the track number.

The CD -X2 can be programmed,
with its PROG button, to play up to
nine tracks in any order. In the pro-
grammed -playback mode, the dis-
play normally shows the actual
track number being played as well
as its position in the programmed
sequence, PI through P9. Pressing
DISPLAY in this mode switches the
readout to show the elapsed time of
the selected track or the total time of
the whole programmed sequence.
The player automatically pauses for
3 seconds between programmed se-
lections even if there is no such
pause between the tracks on the
disc. Finally, there is a REPEAT but-
ton that can be used to repeat play-
back of the entire disc or of a pro-
grammed sequence.

The Yamaha CD -X2 has a front -
panel headphone jack with its own
volume control. Fixed -level line
outputs are on the rear of the ma-
chine. Finished in black, the unit
measures only 133/8 inches wide,
111/2 inches deep, and 3418 inches
wide. It weighs a mere 7/4 pounds.
Yamaha Electronics Corp. USA,

I Dept. SR, 6660 Orangethorpe Ave.,
Buena Park, CA 90620.

Lab Tests
Our lab measurements of the Ya-

maha CD -X2 confirmed the manu-
facturer's specifications and showed
performance in line with that of
other third -generation CD players.
The frequency response was very
flat up to almost 10,000 Hz, rising
to +0.5 dB at 15,000 Hz and falling
to about -1 dB at 20,000 Hz. Low -
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end response fell to -0.25 dB at 20
Hz. Both channels were absolutely
identical in their frequency re-
sponse and output level.

The player's noise level and har-
monic distortion were typical of to-
day's CD players, and flutter was, as
usual, unmeasurable. The phase
shift between channels at 20,000 Hz
was 58 degrees, and the ringing pat-
tern on a 1,000 -Hz square wave
indicated the use of digital filtering.
According to Yamaha, the CD -X2
has a "double resolution digital fil-
ter," which is apparently a digital
filter plus a third -order active ana-
log filter.

Like almost all current CD
players, the CD -X2 had no difficul-
ty in tracking the largest defects on
the calibrated Philips TS3 test rec-
ord. Its servo moved the laser pick-
up from Track 1 to Track 15 of the
TS4 record in about 4.5 seconds,
performance that is also typical of
recent players we have tested. The
difficult transition between Tracks
17 and 18 of that record, which have
no silent interval between them,
was handled perfectly, with no audi-
ble clipping of the opening sound of
the second track. However, when
we used the programming function
to play those two tracks, there was a
short burst of the opening sound of
Track 18 at the end of Track 17, just
before the 3 -second silent interval
the player inserts in its programmed
mode. The CD -X2 was fairly good
in its ability to withstand physical
shock applied to the sides of its cab-
inet, but it was considerably more
sensitive to taps on its top cover.
Headphone volume was excellent
with 300 -ohm phones.

Comments
The Yamaha CD -X2 delivered

the same high quality of sound we
have experienced with every CD
player we have used. It was utterly
silent and smooth in every phase of
its operation. It does not have all
the control niceties many other CD
players have, some of which we
have by now come to expect, but it
is one of the lowest -priced CD
players designed for use in home
music systems.

For our part, a remote control is
not nearly as important for a CD
player as for TV or a VCR, so we
did not miss one with the CD -X2.

FEATURES

O Three -beam laser pickup
O Digital filter and third -order

active filter
O Disc loading in motor -driven

horizontal drawer
O Headphone output with volume

control
O Track -skip in either direction
O Index search
O Forward or reverse scan in play

mode with audible program;
automatically switches to higher
scanning speed after 3 seconds

O Front -panel LED display

R.(11071,

switches between operating;
status, track number with
program or index selection, and
time (elapsed time in the current
selection, total time on the disc.
or total time of a programmed
sequence)

O Programmable playback of up to
nine tracks in any order

O Interval of at least 3 seconds
inserted between selections in
programmed playback

O Repeat of entire disc or all
programmed selections

+2

+1

o

_2

YAMAHA CD -312
FREQUE JCY RESPONSE
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HIRSCH-HOUCK LAB MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 1.7 volts
Maximum headphone output

(600 -ohm load): 2.75 volts
Total harmonic distortion at

1,000 Hz: 0.0014% referred to
0 dB; 0.0087% referred to
-12 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio: 97 dB
A -weighted

Channel separation: 90 dB at
1,000 Hz; 80 dB at 20,000 Hz

Frequency response: +0.5, - 1 dB
from 20 to 20,000 Hz (see graph)

Cueing time: 4.5 seconds
Impact resistance: sides, B; top, C
Cueing accuracy: A
Defect tracking (figures are size

of largest defect successfully
tracked): signal -surface damage,
900 micrometers; painted dots,
800 micrometers; simulated
fingerprint, pass

Moreover, the more exotic pro-
gramming and cueing capabilities of
a few much more expensive players
are not needed for most listening
situations. Although we found the
selection of high -numbered tracks
(some test records have up to nine-
ty-nine tracks) a tiresome process
with the CD -X2, this is fortunately
more a problem for the tester than
for the listener, since few music
CD's (even samplers) have more
than fifteen or twenty tracks.

Another economy is in the dis-
play, which can show only one type
of information at a time. The dis-
play itself is simplified, true, but we
have always found it very conven-
ient to be able to check simulta-
neously which track is being played
and how far into it we are without
having to use a control to switch
between one readout or the other.

On the other hand, Yamaha has
made the most important informa-
tion, the current track number,
available without manual selection
by the casual user. Our final criti-
cism concerns the programming
function. Once the CD -X2 has been
programmed to play a desired se-
quence of tracks, there is no way to
cancel the program except by turn-
ing the player off and on again or by
opening and closing the disc drawer.
Simple enough-but inconvenient
if you change programs frequently.

If you have no need for advanced
programming or other operating
features, however, the Yamaha CD -

X2 is certainly an excellent value.
And as far as its intrinsic disc -play-
ing performance and sound quality
are concerned, it is as good as any
CD player we have used.
Circle 142 on reader service card
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ADS C3
CASSETTE
DECK
Craig Stark
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

DESIGNED to match the oth-
er components in the ADS
Atelier series, the ADS C3
cassette deck has a dis-

tinctly European flavor in both its
styling and some of its features. The
low -profile deck offers two speeds -
3114 ips as well as the usual 17/8 ips-
along with separate record and play-
back heads, both Dolby B and Dol-
by C noise reduction, and equalized
record -level indicators. Unlike most
tape decks, but like many CD
players, the C3 loads cassettes hori-
zontally (with the tape openings to-
ward the user) in a motorized draw-
er that slides gently
out from the front
panel at the touch of
a button. The cassette
drawer also contains
the four pushbuttons
used to set the bias
and equalization for
the type of tape being
used, including fer-
richrome (Type III),
which is more popu-

lar in Europe than in the U.S. and is
rarely accommodated on decks sold
here.

Also hidden within the cassette
drawer after it retracts are the select-
or switches for the tape speed, the
noise -reduction system, and several
other infrequently used functions.
The C3's drawer design both elimi-
nates front -panel clutter and pro-
vides easy access to the tape heads
for cleaning and demagnetizing,
though at the cost of making cas-
sette insertion and removal slightly
slower and less convenient than
with a conventional deck.

The front of the cassette drawer
contains the pushbuttons for the
solenoid -controlled transport and
those related to the four -digit elec-
tronic tape counter. The ADS C3
uses a single capstan that is driven
directly by a quartz -referenced PLL-
controlled servomotor. A second
d.c. motor handles the tape -spool-
ing functions. The record and play-
back heads are separate, permitting
instant comparison between the in -

FEATURES

0 Two -speed (11/4- and 31/4-ips)
operation

CI Separate record and playback
heads with source/tape
monitor switch
Top -loading design with
slide -in drawer

O Direct -drive capstan with
quartz -referenced, phase -
locked servo control

O Dolby B and Dolby C noise
reduction

coming signal and its recorded re-
sult. They are made of a laminated
Sendust alloy for long life.

In keeping with European prefer-
ence, the C3's peak -reading, LED
record -level indicators reflect the
level of the input signal after it has
undergone the usual high- and low -
frequency boosts of recording equal-
ization. While it is mildly discon-
certing in a measurement lab to see
a deck's indicators change their
readings with changes in the test fre-
quency, such equalized indicators
more accurately reflect the actual
signal being fed to the tape and are
undoubtedly more useful for the
nontechnical operator. The ADS
C3's record -level indicators are only
1 V4 inches in total length, but they
have twelve segments per channel
and they are calibrated from -15 to
+6 dB.

While the trend in most hi-fi cas-
sette decks today is to eliminate
microphone inputs altogether, the
C3 not only provides them but per-
mits the user to mix microphone

and line -level sources

O Solenoid -controlled transport
O Microphone and line -input

mixing
CI Equalized peak -reading level

indicators
O Four tape -type bias/

equalization selector switches
CI Music finder and memory

rewind/replay/repeat
O External -timer -activated

record or play modes
O Switchable FM mLltiplex filter

together. On the oth-
er hand, there is no
playback -level con-
trol. While this func-
tion can ordinarily be
handled by the sys-
tem amplifier, the
user has no control
over the playback
level through the
C3's headphone out -
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rheshape is lean, low and
aerodynamic. Designed for

performance. Ready to set pulses
racing on a hot Saturday night.
It's Firebird Trans Am. And it's one
of the most serious mcchines
ever to put four tires on
pavement.

Trans Am is equipped with
a Rally Mined Y99 suspension.
A crisp 5 -speed gearbox. A big
5.0 liter 4 -bbl. V-8. And for the
ultimate Trans Am experience,
you can order the available
WS6 performance package.
It includes gas -pressurized
shocks. 4 -wheel disc
brakes. Front and rear
stabilizers. Quick -ratio

If you want to renew
your love affair

with the automobile,
what are you doin'
Saturday night?

TRANS AM

power steering. And 16" x 8"
hi -tech wheels with P245/50VR16
unidirectional tires specifically
engineered for outstanding
traction and handling
performance.

Top it off with the thunder of
the available 5.0 liter High
Output V-8 with tuned -port fuel
injection (210 hp @ 4400 rpm),
and your Trans Am will reign

supreme on everything from
winding mountain switchbacks
to endless stretches of highway.

Trans Am for 1985. It looks
like one serious driving
machine. And looks aren't
deceiving. Trans Am. E
Only from Pontiac!

LETS GET IT TOGETHER .4 BUCKLE UP

/NE BUILD EXCITEMENT



TEST REPORTS
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Fast -forward time (C-60): 9 I
seconds

Rewind time (C-60): 92 seconds
Speed error: none measurable
Dolby B tracking error: +0, -1 dB
Dolby C tracking error: +0, -2 dB
Wow -and -flutter: 17/8-ips playback,

0.032% wrms, 0.055% DIN
peak -weighted; 17/8-ips
record -playback, 0.054% wrms,
0.078% DIN peak -weighted;
33/4-ips record -playback, 0.046%
wrms, 0.062% DIN peak -weighted

Line input for indicated 0 -dB:
96 mV

Line output at indicated 0 -dB:
0.55 volt

Microphone input for 0 -dB:
0.59 mV

Microphone input at overload:
55 mV

Meter indication at IEC-standard
0 -dB: -2 dB

El Tape used: TDK AD (Type I,
ferric)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 17/8 ips),
0.85%; 33/4 ips, 0.44%

Meter indication at 3% third -
harmonic distortion: 7/8 ips, +1
dB: 33/4 ips, +2 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (17/8 ips):
Unwtd. A -old. CCIR

NR off 52.6 57.5 55.6
Dolby B 59.8 67.2 66.0
Dolby C 61.5 72.0 75.1

Signal-to-noise ratios (33/4 ips):
Unwtd. A-wtd. CCIR

NR off 59.8 65.8 63.6
Dolby B 62.4 73.4 73.4
Dolby C 63.5 80.4 82.2

0 Tape used: TDK SA (Type II,
chrome -equivalent)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 17/8 ips, 0.72%;
33/4 ips, 0.54%

Meter indication at 3% third -

A", -2211111.1.11.-

harmonic distortion: 17/8 ips, f 4
dB; 33/4 ips, +4 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (I7/s ips):
Unwtd. A -old. CCIR

NR o/f 55.4 59.5 56.4
Dolby B 61.5 68.4 66.5
Dolby C 63.4 75.3 76.0

Signal-to-noise ratios (33/4 ips):
Unwtd. A-wtd CCIR

NR off 58.5 62.8 60.1
Dolby B 62.5 71.2 70.0
Dolby C 63.8 78.5 79.2

0 Tape used: Sony FeCr (Type III,
ferrichrome)

IEC 0 -dB distortion: 17/8 ips,
0.73%; 33/4 ips, 0.40%

Meter indication at 3% third -
harmonic distortion: IN ips, +4
dB; 33/4 ips, +4 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (17/s ips):
Unwtd. A-wtd. CCIR

NR off 58.0 63.1 60.9
Dolby B 63.0 71.6 71.0
Dolb:y C 64.5 77.8 80.0

Signal-to-noise ratios (33/4 ips):
Unwtd. A-wtd. CCIR

NR off 61.0 66.4 64.6
Dolby B 63.8 73.9 74.4
Dolb:y C 64.8 81.2 83.3

El Tape used: TDK MA -R (Type
IV, metal)
IEC 0 -dB distortion: 17/8 ips,
0.42%; 33/4 ips, 0.36%

Meter indication at 3%
third -harmonic distortion: 17/8
ips, +4 dB; 33/4 ips, +4 dB

Signal-to-noise ratios (17/s ips):
Unwtd. A-wld. CCIR

NR off 59.4 63.8 61.1
Dolby B 65.0 72.9 71.5
Doll C 66.5 79.6 81.2

Signal-to-noise ratios (33/4 ips):
CCIR

NR off 61.9 66.9 64.7
Dolby B 65.5 75.2 74.2
Dolby C 66.5 82.0 83.3
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put. Switches are provided for the
FM -multiplex filter, for external
timer operations, and for memory
search, rewind, and replay.

The ADS C3 measures 171/2
inches wide, 23/4 inches high, and
104 inches deep. It weighs slightly
under 20 pounds. Price: $799. Ana-
log & Digital Systems, Inc., Dept.
SR, One Progress Way, Wilming-
ton, MA 01887.

Lab Tests
As measured with our IEC-stand-

ard BASF test tapes, the playback
response of the C3 was spectacularly
flat in its ferric position and showed
only a mild rolloff ( -3 dB at 18,000
Hz) with the chrome/metal setting.
For our overall record -playback
tests we used the recommended
TDK MA (metal), Sony FeCr (fer-
richrome), TDK SA (chrome -equiv-
alent), and TDK AD (ferric) tapes,
checking performance both at the
normal 17/8-ips tape speed and at the
higher, 344-ips speed, which ADS
recommends particularly for live re-

corded material.
At the - 20 -dB level used for fre-

quency -response tests, the 20- to
20,000 -Hz results with all four tapes
were within +1, -2 dB at the high-
er speed and within +1.5, - 3.5 dB
at the lower speed. At the IEC 0 -dB
level (250 nanowebers per meter),
the high -frequency limitations of
ferrichrome tape were painfully evi-
dent. The high -frequency rolloff
shown in the curves is not the fault
of the C3 or of the Sony tape (a
BASF Professional III sample tested
essentially identically), but of Type
III tape in general. With the three
other, more common tapes, the
high -frequency improvement that's
achievable by switching from the
conventional IN ips to 33/4 ips was
no less apparent than the rolloff
with ferrichrome, and it was evident
in our listening evaluation as well.

We measured the wow -and -flutter
of the ADS C3 in two ways: first, as
usual, with our 11/2-ips Teac test
tape; and second, on a record -

The record -playback graph (top) for the
ADS C3 deck superimposes curves for
the standard 1743-ips tape speed (black)
on those for the faster. higher -perform-
ance 33/4-ips speed (red).
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rewind -replay basis so we could
check the performance at 3114 ips as
well. Since the latter measurements
involve two separate tape passes, it
is common practice to multiply
them by the factor 0.707 to derive
the single -pass equivalent. When
this is done, our 3N-ips measure-
ments fall within ADS's specs.

Our signal-to-noise measure-
ments ranged from good, at the low-
er speed, to extremely good, at the
higher. Playback speed was exact,
and Dolby tracking error, measured
in the monitor mode, was very low.
The tracking error should be even
less in normal playback, since the
ADS C3 is perhaps unique among
cassette decks in using the same
Dolby processor chip for normal
playback decoding as for record en-
coding. (In the monitor mode dur-
ing simultaneous playback and re-
cording, a separate Dolby playback
chip is used.) Fast -winding speeds,
input sensitivity, and microphone -
input overload characteristics were
all average.

Comments
Debate over the advantages and

disadvantages of a 33/4-ips cassette
speed has arisen numerous times in
the past, and the matter is probably
incapable of definitive resolution.
From our listening tests with the
ADS C3, however, we were driven

to conclude that in this case, at
least, the decrease in uninterrupted
recording time and, of course, high-
er tape cost from using the faster
speed are definitely worth it. At the
normal speed, our tape copies,
though good, could clearly be distin-
guished by ear from their sources.
The increase in recorded clarity that
resulted from switching to the 3N-
ips speed raised the C3's perform-
ance to the very top levels. While
the wow -and -flutter did not meas-
ure as much less at the higher speed
as we might have expected, audibly
it was greatly lowered.

From a human -engineering view-
point, we found the ADS C3 gener-
ally very easy to use. It radiates an
aura of reassuring solidity. We
would have preferred a somewhat
larger source/monitor pushbutton
and would have designed the sole-
noid transport system to permit go-
ing immediately from play into a
fast -wind mode without going first
through stop, but these are very
minor details. Unless you are posi-
tively wedded to the traditional cas-
sette -well design, you will have little
difficulty in adjusting to and appre-
ciating the merits of the C3's top -
loading drawer system. In sum, we
found the ADS C3 to be a solid per-
former with an unusual and appeal-
ing design.
Circle 143 on reader service card

. . Yes, you're right: I remember when I was at Apex Stereo Sales telling you
that the Audek 7 was the world's best speaker. But you see, sir, they made me say
that. They were blackmailing me. I got in a jam with a woman, and they threat-
ened to tell my wife unless I told customers that the Audek 7 was the world's best
speaker. . . .

This catalog can save you up to 60% on your
next car or home stereo, telephone, or VCR.

FREE
Stereo
Catalog

Refer to the latest Crutchfield
Catalog before buying your next
car or home stereo, telephone,
or VCR
Low discount prices
 100 pages of helpful articles,

shopping tips, charts, and
installation guides

*Color photos, complete product
descriptions and technical
specifications on hundreds of
the finest brand name products

You get more value shopping
Crutchfield:
 Lowest possible prices
 Full factory warranties
22 toll -free lines staffed by

helpful sales and technical
advisors

* Huge in -stock inventories
* 24 hour shipping guaranteed
All major credit cards welcome
 Liberal return privileges
* Your complete satisfaction
guaranteed

r
Call or write now for your

FREE Catalog
Use the coupon below or call toll -free:

800-336-5566
In Virginia, call 800-552-3961

Be sure to mention Stereo Review when calling.

Rush me your FREE Buyer's Guide.

Name

Address

City State Zip

CRUTCHFIELD
I Crutchfield Park, Dept SR, Charlottesville, VA 22906
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tit. recorded -music indus-
try, throughout most of its
early one hundred years of
istence, has shown itself to

he profoundly conservative. It con-
sistently supported the basic storage
medium of the analog, stylus -
groove phonograph record from the
1890's until the beginning of this
decade. While the industry has per-
mitted itself certain evolutionary
improvements-electrically cut rec-
ords in 1923, microgroove LP's and
45's in 1948, stereophonic records
in 1958, and quadraphonic records
a dozen years ago-the rule for all
such innovations was that compati-
bility with pre-existing disc formats
he maintained.

But in 1983 the industry intro-
duced the digital, laser -scanned
Compact Disc and broke that rule.
The Compact Disc is not a refine-
ment of the phonograph record, but
a rival, incompatible format aimed
at the same market niche. The au-
dio consumer is being asked to
change over and to make a decisive
break with the past. Will he do it?

Evidently he will. By industry es-
timates, so far in the United States
almost 400,000 CD players have
been sold, and the manner in which
the market for players and discs is
growing suggests that Compact
Discs will eventually supersede
phonograph records, if not entirely,
at least very largely. The weight of
industry opinion sees CD domi-
nance over the phonograph by 1990
if not before. Although industry
spokespersons do have a strong
vested interest in promoting the
new format, and the figure of
400,000 itself is not very impressive
when compared with the sixty to
eighty million turntables in the
U.S., strong evidence exists to sup-
port the notion of a very rapid
changeover. At this point the CD is
very, very unlikely to fail, and its
progress far surpasses initial predic-
tions.

Why is the success of the new
format so certain? For a great num-
ber of reasons. The most significant
of these arc: (I) the unanimity of
manufacturers in adopting uniform

HERE
standards for digital mastering and
for the Compact Disc itself, (2) the
successful prior marketing of digi-
tally mastered phonograph records,
(3) the extensive promotional ef-
forts by hardware and software
manufacturers, (4) the rapid licens-
ing of hardware and software manu-
facturers, (5) the high profitability
of Compact Discs for manufactur-
ers and retailers, (6) the cautious
introduction of hardware and the
successful wooing of the crucial en-
thusiast market, and (7) ultimately
the attitude of the buying public
toward the new format.

But beyond all of these individual
reasons lies the collective determi-
nation of the audio industry to
introduce a product that would
stimulate explosive growth analo-
gous to that which it experienced in
the Sixties and early Seventies. By
1975 growth in home audio was
flattening out, and by the time the
Compact Disc was introduced in
1983 growth had virtually ceased. In
1984, for the first time in three
years, the industry enjoyed double-
digit growth, and much of that
growth was due to the success of the
CD. The Compact Disc was an
enormous gamble to revive a slack
industry. It seems to have paid off.

A New Technology
In a technical sense the Compact

Disc represents the convergence of
two technologies, digital encoding
of audio frequencies and laser -
scanned optical -disc data storage.
This convergence represents a delib-
erate choice on .he part of the
industry. The industry could have
opted for an analog laser -scanned
optical audio disc (similar to the
audio tracks on a video disc), but it
did not, primarily because of prior
developments in the recording in-
dustry favoring a digital medium.

Digital recording was done exper-
imentally at MIT in the 1950's and
was subject to serious development
in the late Sixties and early Seven-
ties by the British Broadcasting
Company and by Nippon Columbia
(Denon). The promise of digital re-
cording was an ability to preserve

BY DANIEL SWEENEY
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high -quality audio information in-
definitely and to provide for exact
copies of master recordings, consid-
erations that were becoming in-
creasingly important in the 1970's
with the advent of multi -million -
selling albums. The analog master
tapes of certain smash hits, such as
Fleetwood Mac's Rumours, were lit-
erally played to death to make cop-
ies or "running masters" for the
pressing plants. In an age of enor-
mous production runs analog record-
ing was showing its limitations.

But it was in classical rather than
popular music that digital master-
ing really made its initial impact. In
the early Seventies the first digitally
mastered classical LP's were issued
by Denon, and by 1977 a number of
small audiophile labels such as Tel -
arc and Delos had adopted digital

mastering and were
winning adherents

in the small but
influential audio-

phile communi-
ty. By 1979
most of the

major clas-
sical la-

bels had be-
gun releasing

digitally mastered
phonograph records

and selling them at pre-
mium prices. Digitally mastered re-
cordings quickly caught on among
classical buyers (a small group, but
disproportionately heavy spenders
on both hardware and software),
and by the close of 1982, the major-
ity of new classical releases were
digitally mastered. Now, in 1985, no
major classical label still masters
only in analog and just a handful of
smaller classical labels continue to
do so.

In popular music the progress of
digital mastering has not been so
swift. Most popular recordings are
made on twenty-four- or thirty -two -
track machines, and digital versions
of the same are still rare and
extremely expensive. But digital
mastering is steadily increasing in
the pop field, and, in any case, a
Compact Disc can easily be pro-
duced from an analog master. The
continued use of analog tape record-
ers in pop music is not likely to

retard the progress of the Compact
Disc. It hasn't held it back so far.

Digital mastering itself was only a
prelude-a testing of the waters, so
to speak-and the digitally mas-
tered LP has provided merely a
transition period during which the
record -buying public could be edu-
cated as to the advantages of digital
recording. Even before digital mas-
tering had assumed dominance
within the small classical enclave,
the Japanese consumer electronics
industry had already made its col-
lective decision to launch a new
consumer format.

A Single Format
According to Marc Finer, a

spokesman for Sony's audio divi-
sion, both Sony Corporation and
Philips of the Netherlands worked
independently during the early Sev-
enties to develop a laser -scanned,
optical -recording, digital disc for-
mat. Both companies succeeded in
developing a practical product, and
during 1977 and 1978 they com-
pared their work and agreed to
develop a single standard, a 4.72 -
inch (12 -centimeter) disc encoded
with a sixteen -bit digital signal. In
1978 Sony and Philips jointly pro-
posed the new medium as a stand-
ard consumer format to the power-
ful Electronic Industries Associa-
tion of Japan. In 1980 the Sony -
Philips standard was accepted, and
licenses were issued to manufactur-
ers throughout the world.

In the meantime, Philips, in con-
junction with Pioneer, had intro-
duced a laser -scanned audio/video
format called LaserVision. LaserVi-
sion demonstrated the effectiveness
of the new optical storage system
(albeit within an analog format), al-
though it failed to make a major
impact on the video scene, coming
as it did at time when VCR formats
were proliferating in that chaotic
new market. The Compact Disc, ar-
riving a full five years after LaserVi-
sion, does not suffer from the
format rivalry still troubling the
video field, and that factor in very
large measure accounts for the CD's
success thus far and will assure its
future success as well.

The matter of the standardization
of the CD format cannot be stressed

too strongly, for in the past format
wars have had a stifling effect on
innovation in the consumer elec-
tronics industry in general and on
audio in particular. Look back on
the audio industry over the past
quarter of a century. Stereo phono-
graph records arrived in a single
format, and they almost completely
replaced mono LP's in seven years.
In analog tape, on the other hand,
five rival formats battled it out
through the Sixties and Seventies-
open-reel, four -track, eight -track,
cassette, and elcassette. The cassette
took a good fifteen years to assume
dominance, more than twenty to as-
sume its present total dominance.

Most chastening to the industry
was the quadraphonic (four -chan-
nel) surround -sound phonograph
record. The quad format rivalry
proved not just troublesome but fa-
tal. No fewer than six formats
strove for public acceptance-Elec-
tro-Voice Matrix, QS, SQ, CD -4,
UD-4, and Ambisonics. Today
they're all dead or virtually dead.

The major audio manufacturers
had no wish to repeat the disasters
of the quad era or the near disaster
of analog tape, and the Compact
Disc was brought out in one format
and one format only. There were
other digital -disc formats proposed,
but they lost out fairly early to the
CD. Today Compact Discs are
manufactured in standard form for
scores of record labels around the
world, and the basic CD standards
will almost certainly remain unal-
tered at least until the year 2000.

By 1981 the industry was ready to
introduce the CD and began dem-
onstrating it at engineering confer-
ences, but a worldwide recession
delayed mass production. An eco-
nomic upturn in 1983 signaled that
the time had come, and players and
discs appeared in the U.S. during
the fall of that year (they had
appeared in Japan a year before). In
a matter of three months, 30,000 to
40,000 players were sold in spite of
poor availability of discs and retail
prices for players in the $1,000
range. Last year 225,000 to 230,000
CD players were sold (figures pro-
vided by Electronic Industries Asso-
ciation and by Audio Times). Audio
Times estimates that 500,000 more
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will be sold in 1985. Contrast this
with LaserVision video, available
here since 1978. Less than 250,000
LaserVision machines have been
sold in the U.S. in over six years.

In under two years the Compact
Disc player has proved a phenom-
enally successful medium. Even if
sales flattened out, the industry
would still have a strong stake in the
format. But in fact sales have been
increasing every month. Moreover,
with player prices, at least on close-
outs, as low as $200, and with
players appearing in $600 rack sys-
tems, CD is now available at every
level of the market. Even the casual
buyer of midline stereo equipment
is being confronted with the CD
player as a component choice.

According to Sony's Finer, "By
the end of the decade, there will be
no reason to buy a turntable on cost
considerations. Low -end CD play-
ers will be competitively priced with
low -end turntables. The phono-
graph will become obsolete."

Software sales have been more
dramatic still. The players, though
remarkably hot sellers for a new
medium, accounted for only a little
over 3 percent of total consumer
audio sales in the U.S. last year. But
in record stores CD's account for at
least 10 percent of retail dollars
nationwide, and many retailers
claim they could sell twice the num-
ber of the discs they do now if the
pressing plants could supply them.
In major cities Compact Discs can
account for a significant fraction of
dollar volume for the software re-
tailer. The Laury's chain in Chicago
does about 50 percent of its dollar
volume in CD's, while Tower Rec-
ords in Washington, D.C., does
roughly 33 percent. Tower Records
in New York and Los Angeles both
report 15 to 20 percent.

According to Robin Ahrold, a
spokesman for RCA, these high
sales figures reflect the fact that
people who buy CD players are fre-
quent purchasers of software. Many
appear to be in the process of
rebuilding their record collections.
Ahrold adds that they are frequently
the same individuals who pur-
chased phonograph records heavily
in the past, and in many cases they
continue to buy LP's heavily too,

supporting both formats as it were.
It should be noted here that the

American recording industry is ba-
sically supported by a relatively
small number of individuals who
buy at least ten records a year.
These same heavy buyers, who
comprise only about 5 percent of
the owners of component stereo sys-
tems, are evidently flocking to the
CD medium, thus accounting for
the fact that at least forty times as
many CD's as CD players were sold
last year in the U.S. market. This
augurs well for the future of the
medium, because it shows that a sig-
nificant percentage of the influential
enthusiast buyers have already been
won over.

Is the LP Doomed?
Perhaps not coincidentally, last

year was generally a slow period for
the audiophile LP. Sales of the lat-
ter, particularly of audiophile Japa-
nese pressings of popular releases,
have fallen off markedly, and many
of the audiophile labels are now
doing the bulk of their business in
Compact Discs. Sheffield Lab and
Reference Recordings, two of the
best and most prominent such la-
bels, are both deriving approxi-
mately 70 percent of their revenues
from the sale of CD's, even though
spokespersons for both companies
have avowed the sonic superiority
of state-of-the-art analog records
over the Compact Disc. By contrast,
Delos and Telarc, two audiophile
labels that embraced digital record-
ing from the onset, do 80 and 90
percent of their respective dollar
volumes in CD's.

Of course, black vinyl still rules
the recording industry as a whole,
but record -company executives are
not lamenting its imminent decline.
"Vinyl is an almost impossible me-
dium to work in," says Emilia Hey -
good, founder of Delos Records, re-
flecting a common complaint in the
industry. "It's so hard to get a [mas-
ter disc] recording right, and the
[pressing] rejection rate is so high.
With CD's, as long as you're dealing
with an established plant, the quali-
ty control and consistency are very
good."

Elliott Mazer, a noted indepen-
dent record producer, concurs.

"The rejection rate for CD's is
much lower than for phonograph
records. Records are a headache,
but right now they cost less than
half as much to produce. The cost
differential will change in the fu-
ture, though."

Another commer-
cial advantage of
the Com-
pact Disc
is that, un-
like records
and tapes, it
cannot be easi-
ly bootlegged.
CD production re-
quires very elabo-
rate industrial facilities. Organized
crime will not soon be able to oper-
ate anything so conspicuous as a CD
pressing plant, and the record indus-
try knows this. With losses from
bootlegging running into the tens of
millions, the industry has strong
grounds to support the CD format
for reasons of profitability alone.

And the recording industry has
supported the CD unconditionally.
An indication of the seriousness of
industry commitment is the current
number of titles available in the
format. Over 2,500 CD titles have
been released so far, and more than
5,000 should be available by the end
of the year. At first, program materi-
al was heavily weighted toward clas-
sical music, but currently almost all
styles of music are represented, and
the simultaneous release of popular
and classical albums on phonograph
record, cassette, and CD has be-
come commonplace. Contrast this
with the quadraphonic debacle:
quad releases numbered only in the
hundreds at the format's height.

Still another factor suggesting a
rapid transition is the situation of
triple inventory (LP's, CD's, cas-
settes) currently facing record retail-
ers. They'd prefer a single medium.
Retailer objections to multiple in-
ventories helped to kill quad and
retarded the growth of the cassette
market for years. The same objec-
tions at first worked against the
Compact Disc, but now that retail-
ers realize that the medium has won
acceptance and is in the ascendent,
they look forward to the disappear -
(Continued on page 87)
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Flexibility, reliability, value for the dollar-the
music lover shopping for a Compact Disc
player has never had it so good.

IF you've taken a long time in
deciding which Compact Disc
player is your "Dream Ma-
chine," you may be in for a sur-

prise when you finally go to buy it.
Many of the models available just
last year no longer exist. They've
been replaced, in most cases, with
third- and even fourth -generation
equipment that offers more value
for the dollar, more feature options,
and more variety in size and styling
than ever before.

Whether you want just a basic,
no -frills machine or a deluxe, fully
programmable model, you'll have a
lot to choose from, and you can
expect to get a lot more for your
money. One approach to this happy
state of affairs is to upgrade your
"wish list," getting more features
with the same budget. Another is to
buy a machine in the same category
you originally intended but to in-
vest the money you save in a larger
initial collection of Compact Discs

that you can play on it.
One reason for the unusually rap-

id developments in CD players is
that when the CD format finally
caught on, music lovers snapped up

so much equipment that many
manufacturers sold out their inven-
tories. Instead of then producing
more of the same players, they
decided to bring out new models
incorporating all the technologi-
cal advances of the past year.
The newer models have also
benefited from the economies
of scale that manufacturing
for a larger market makes
possible, thus bringing
prices down.

The new CD players
are both more conven-
ient and more flexible
to use than typical
players of the past
two years. More of
the players have in-
dex -point cueing.
They offer more
programming
and accessing op-
tions,l'faster access to in-
dividual tracks, more useful dis-

Tshiba's XR-V22 can
play two CD's in
succession or a program of
tracks from both discs.
One CD can be changed
while the other is
playing. $499.95.

plays and readouts, more reliable
drive systems, better error -cor-
rection and tracking capabilities,
greater resistance to shock and vi-
bration, and better electronics and
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You now have a choice of more features for the same
budget, or you can buy a CD player in thesame category
you originally intended and invest your savings in a
larger initial collection of compact Discs to play on it

filtering systems. There are more
models with remote controls, and

more functions can be controlled
remotely. Overall, the music lover
shopping for a CD player has never
had it so good, and there's no longer
much of a valid excuse for not buy-
ing one.

While a few recent models have
features or characteristics that are
unique or outstanding, in general
the trend in CD hardware is toward
a steady refinement of the existing
technology to produce reasonably
priced, practical home players. Al-
though a few manufacturers claim
to have produced CD players that
"sound better" than previous mod-
els, it is advisable to keep such
claims in perspective. Except for
minor frequency -response differ-
ences, all properly operating CD
players sound very good-it's in the
nature of the format. It is more use-
ful to evaluate CD players in terms
of their features.

Remote Control
Quite a few more CD players now

come with wireless infrared remote
controls-and at lower prices. Last
year $600 was the typical price for a
remote -controllable CD player. The
latest crop has several for substan-
tially less, including Sony's CDP-
102 ($450), Pioneer's PD -7010
($460), Yamaha's CD -3 ($499),
Technics' SL -P2 ($500), and Sher -
wood's CDP-220 ($500).

Last year Sony introduced the
first players with wireless remotes

Hitachi's DA -4000 is a
mid -sized player with
many features, including
skip search and a
video-subcode output
port for future
graphics -programmed
CD's. $400.

incorporating a volume control, the
CDP-610ES ($850) and CDP-400
($800). This year Technics also of-
fers such a remote, for its deluxe SL -
P3 ($600). Some of the remote con-
trols are pretty basic, with a mini-
mum of pushbuttons, and there
seems to be no relationship between
the number of buttons and the
player's price. For instance, the
$1,295 Nakamichi OMS-7 has a
seven -function remote control,
while the $600 Technics SL -P3 has
a remote with twenty-four keys, ten
of them for program selection.
Some remotes just duplicate most
of the controls on the player itself,
but others have extra controls that
are not on the player panel, such as
JVC's XLV400 ($430).

Programming
Last year, random-access pro-

gramming capabilities were avail-
able in about half of the CD players

e Carver CD player
equipped with Carver',
proprietary Digital Tin
Lens, which boosts the
midrange reverberant
music content in order to
make CD's "sound less
digital." $650.

then in the stores, generally in mod-
els priced at $500 and up. Far more
of the latest introductions have such
capabilities, including about sixty
models from some thirty manufac-
turers. And, as with remote -control
features, the starting prices for pro-
grammable models are lower, with
several at less than $400. Sanyo
even offers random-access program-
ming in three models all priced at
$299.95, the CD660, CD760, and
CD667.

Random-access programming
makes it possible for you to play
recorded musical selections
in the order you want to hear
them, rather than in the or-
der chosen by the disc's pro-
ducer. I predict that as the
technology advances and
prices drop even further, CD
players offering only straight
sequential playback will fol-
low cassette decks without
Dolby noise reduction into
extinction.

While most program-
mable machines can se-
quence between nine and
twenty different selections,
several new entrants go
beyond that limit. For exam-
ple, Pioneer's new PD -5010
($300) can program up to twenty-
seven tracks, and the same compa-
ny's PD -7010 ($460) and PD -9010X
($540) can each handle up to thirty-
two programmed selections. Top-
ping the list in terms of program-
ming capability are the Mission
DAD 7000 ($649) and 7000R (with
remote, $749), the Kenwood DP-
1100II ($635), and Sanyo's CD660,
CD667, and CD760, all of which
can program up to ninety-nine
tracks in any sequence. This impres-
sive capability may be "a feature
developed ahead of a market for it,"
as a Sanyo representative told me,
since to my knowledge only CD test
discs have that many tracks.
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Indexing
Buyers are sometimes confused

between programming and index-
ing. At press time only Mission,
Kenwood, and Sanyo models can
program up to ninety-nine tracks on
a CD for playback in a desired
sequence, but several other players
can directly access as many as nine-
ty-nine points on a disc using the
digitally encoded index numbers in-
serted by the disc manufacturer. A
popular -music or jazz CD might
have, say, only ten individual

tracks, each consisting of a complete
song or instrumental composition,
but each of those tracks could have
several passages indexed for quick
access if desired. Similarly, a classi-
cal CD might consist only of a single
long work (with or without track
breaks between sections), but it
could be provided with dozens of
index points in order to locate
themes, leitmotifs, arias, solo pas-
sages, and so on.

A CD player's ability to access
indexed passages on a disc is thus
distinct from its ability to play
selected tracks in a desired order.
For example, while Sony's CDP-
520ES ($600) and CDP-650ES
($1,300) can be programmed for
"only" sixteen tracks, they are capa-
ble of locating up to ninety-nine
indexed passages, using either the
front -panel controls or their remote -
control units.

Searching
A skip -search feature was com-

mon in last year's CD players, and it
seems to be even more popular this
year judging from the many 1985
models that provide it. Skip -search
buttons offer access to any particu-
lar track or index point within a

track simply by pressing the button
repeatedly until the desired section
of the disc is reached. The feature
generally operates in both forward
and reverse, as in Onkyo's DX -150
($399) and DX -200 ($699), Naka-
michi's OMS-5 ($995) and OMS-7
($1,295), the rack -mountable Nikko
NCD-100 ($799), the Technics SL -
P3, SL -P2, and SL -P1 ($400), and
Kyocera's DA810 ($1,100).

The same capability goes under
other names as well, such as Pro-
gram Skip in Akai's CD -A7 ($600),
Self Program Search System in Hi-

Kenwood's DP -11001I
is said to be an improved
version of last year's
DP -1100. It has remote
control and extensive
programning features,
including index search
and random access to up
to ninety-nine tracks.
$635.

tachi's DA -4000 ($400), Music Skip
in the Magnavox FD3040SL
($569.95) and the Teac PD -500
($750), Automatic Program Search
System (APSS) in Sharp's DX -600
($450) and DX -100 ($400), Quick
Program Selector in Toshiba's XR-
V I 1 ($399.95) and XR-V40
($399.95), and Delete Programming

Kyocera's DA -810 uses a
D/A converter system with
digital filters, third -order
Bessel filters, and
independent left- and
right -channel D/A
converters for maximum
separation and minimum
phase error. $1,100.

in Marantz's CD -74 ($700) and Syl-
vania's FDD304SL ($600).

Skip -search can work with other
search -and -scan systems. Depress
the FAST control in either forward or
reverse on the Ultrx CP400 ($700),
for example, and the laser pickup
will scan across the disc at five
times normal speed; after 3 seconds,
the scanning speed automatically
increases to twenty-two times nor-

mal. During scanning the elapsed -
program -time counter indicates the
pickup's current position within a
selection. High-speed search/scan-
ning appears in several other mod-
els, including the Carver Compact
Disc player ($650), the JVC
XLV200 ($299), Kenwood's DP-
1100II ($635), the Magnavox
FD3040SL, the Marantz CD -64
($399), McIntosh's MCD 7000
($1,395), Sherwood's CDP 220, and
Sylvania's FDD104SL ($450).

Some search/scan systems auto-
matically stop and play a short sam-
ple of the music, ranging from 3 sec-
onds up to 10 seconds or more, as in
the Auto Music Scan system of the
Marantz CD -74 and the IntroScan
system of the Ultrx CP400. The
McIntosh MCD 7000 permits a 10 -
second preview of a disc's content
using the Programming Music Scan
button on its remote control. Lux -
man's D-03 ($1,500) and D-405
($600) also offer automatic 10 -sec-
ond sampling through their Cue/
Review functions, and JVC's
XLV500 offers 15 -second preview-
ing with its IntroScan. The Auto
Music Scan in the Technics SL -P2
and SL -P3 permits variable sam-
pling times ranging from a few sec-
onds up to 99 seconds, selected by
numbered control keys.

Few of last year's CD players had
index -search capability, which lets
you command the machine to start
playback at a certain index point
other than at the beginning of the
disc or of a track. The reason was a
dearth of CD's with index points
encoded on them. More such discs

are now available, and more are on
the way, so you'll find this feature in
many new players. Among them are
Teac's PD500, Yamaha's CD -X2
($400) and CD -3 ($500), Quasar's
CD8975 ($400 in a metal cabinet or
$425 in a simulated -wood -grain
cabinet), Ultrx's CP400, Marantz's
CD -74, Sanyo's CD660. 667, and
760, Mission's DAD 7000 and
7000R, Kenwood's DP-1100II,



Tchnics has one of the
lowest -priced players with
remote control, the $500
SL -P2. It features a Disc
Prism that lets the user see
the CD spinning inside the
player, and many other
features are also shared
with the $600 SL -P3
tested for last month's
issue.

that a disc has been loaded into the
player. The Revox B225 ($1,150)
has a similar viewing prism.

Headphones
Listening to Compact Discs on

headphones is the best way to ap-
preciate them according to many
dedicated music lovers. Because
headphones can eliminate the extra-
neous noises that often disturb lis-
tening to speakers in typical home

Kyocera's DA -810, Pioneer's PD -
701, PD -9010, and P-DX700, and
Scott's 949DA ($379.95) and
959DA ($449.95).

Displays
The new CD equipment for 1985

by and large has better display facil-
ities than last year's. For instance,
the NEC CD -607E ($599) has six
different time displays. It can show
the total playing time of the disc, the
remaining playing time of the disc,
the elapsed time of the disc, the
total playing time of the
track being played, the re-
maining playing time of the
track, and the elapsed time from
the beginning of the track.

In addition to showing track
numbers and playing times, some

machines display other functions.
The Technics SL -P3, for exam-
ple, shows the output -level set-

ting via an LED readout on its
panel. The SL -P3, SL -P2, and

SL -P1 also feature a Disc
Prism, which shows by re-
flected images in a slot
above the disc drawer

surroundings, they are said to ex-
tract every nuance of the CD
format's music -reproduction capa-
bility. Accordingly, most manufac-
turers have equipped their 1985 CD
players with front -panel headphone
jacks. Some have even gone a wel-
come step beyond by incorporating
separate headphone volume con-
trols next to the jack for more con-
venient operation. Players with this
feature include the Nakamichi
OMS-7, NEC CD -607E, Akai CD -
A7, JVC XLV500, McIntosh MCD
7000, Luxman D-03 and D-405,
Nikko NCD-100, Kenwood DP -
110011, Sony CDP-302, Technics
SL -P2 and SL -P3, Toshiba XR-40,
Ultrx CP400, Yamaha CD -X2 and
CD -3, and Scott 959DA.

Shock Resistance
While most CD players sound

equally good even to critical listen-
ers, they are far from equal in their
resistance to shock and vibration.
Some machines are quite touchy,

Onkyo's DX -150 can
be programmed to play
up to sixteen tracks in
any order. It also has
skip search, block
repeat, and other
functions. Double
oversampling is said to
insure optimal sound
quality. $400.

highly susceptible even to slight
nudges of the player and to bass
sounds emanating from the loud-
speakers through which they are be-
ing played. Several companies have
addressed themselves to the prob-
lem. Nakamichi, for instance, uses a
"floating" drive system for its
OMS-7 and OMS-5; the drive
mechanism is mounted on a die-
cast base suspended on coil springs
so as to float free of the main chas-
sis. The system is said to make the
players virtually impervious to ex-
ternal shock.

Kyocera's DA -810 uses a ceramic -
base platform, a specially treated
top cover, a specially constructed
heat sink, and mechanical parts
made of special alloys and ceramics
in order to eliminate unwanted res-
onances and vibrations in its D/A
converter system. JVC's XLV500
features an independent suspension
system to isolate the laser pickups
from shock and vibration for



greater tracking accuracy. And On-
kyo's Integra Series DX -200 fea-
tures a special chassis construction,
deadened with a newly developed
material called Polysorb, that ab-
sorbs extraneous mechanical
and external vibrations to
prevent mistracking and to
reduce microphone -induced
distortion.

Subcodes
The Compact Disc can store

more than just music. It can also
store other types of digital informa-
tion at the same time. For instance,
in addition to music, a CD could
encode graphic information that
can be "played" on a video monitor
linked to the player in an audio/vid-
eo setup. Many of the third -genera-
tion CD players now or soon to be
available have a subcode port for use
with the coming generation of
graphics -encoded Compact Discs.
Such ports are included in Sony's
four regular players, the Technics
SL -P3, the Pioneer PD -5010, PD -
7010, and PD -9010, the Hitachi
DA -4000, and the Sherwood CDP-
200 and CDP-220, among others.

Special Features
Several of the new 1985 CD ma-

chines offer features beyond the
usual. The Scott 949DA and
959DA, Nikko NCD-100, Sony
CDP-650ESD, and Yamaha CD -3
are all capable of automatic play-
back with the use of an external
audio timer. The rack -mountable
Carver Compact Disc player incor-
porates a new switchable circuit
called the Digital Time Lens; by
compensating for left/right signal -
content anomalies of CD's, the cir-
cuit is said to improve ambience,
balance, and musicality. Sony's
CDP-650ESD has switchable auto

delay for a 2 -second pause between
selections as well as "shuffle play,"
a random track resequencing that
rearranges song sequences on CD's
"to add new interest to familiar
discs," according to the company.
And the CDP-650ESD can stand
alone as a high -quality CD player
using its own integral digital -to -ana-
log converter, or it can be used with
a new outboard D/A converter, the
DAS-702ES (about $1,500), as a
"super -fidelity" player that can ac-
commodate four different sampling
frequencies.

Quasar's CD -8975
is available in a
metal cabinet ($400)
or simulated wood
(shown, $425). It has
fifteen -track
random-access
programming, skip
forward/back,
program search, and
index search.

The most unusual CD players in
the 1985 lineup are a "double"
player from Toshiba, the miniature
home/portable player from Sony,
and the combination CD/video-
disc players developed by Pioneer
and sold by Pioneer, Teac, Luxman,
and NAD. All these are quite likely
to be significant influences on next
year's CD hardware.

The Toshiba XR-V22 ($499.95)
has two side -by -side disc drawers.
By loading two CD's in it, you can
program up to thirty tracks from
either disc or enjoy up to two hours
of uninterrupted music if you play
the discs sequentially; one disc can
be changed while the other is play-
ing. The XR-V22 also offers quick
random access and automatic re-
peat, among other features.

Pioneer's PD -9010X,
one of its Elite Series
components, features
full random-access
programming for up to
thirty-two tracks,
two -speed audible scan,
a digital filter, and
wireless remote control.
$540.

Sony's $300 D-5, reviewed here
last December, is still the "world's
smallest CD player," measuring a
mere 5 x 51/4 x 142 inches. The D-5
can be plugged into a home hi-fi sys-
tem or used on the move with its
optional battery-pack/carrying case
and headphones. Its features in-
clude an Automatic Music Sensor
for forward/back scanning, Music
Search for high-speed previewing of
disc content, and a basic time/bat-
tery-condi:ion display.

Pioneer's CLD-900 ($1,200), re-
viewed in the February 1985 issue,
was the world's first combination
Compact Disc/LaserDisc player.
The front -loading player, with wire-
less remote control, has all the usual
functions of both LaserDisc and CD
players, including random access by
frame and chapter search for video
discs and track search, index search,
scan, one -program selection repeat,
and forward -skip selection for CD's.
The set automatically adjusts itself
for the type of disc to be played. It
also has an I/O port for connection
to a personal computer.

The Luxman D-408 ($1,300), the
Teac LV-5000VS ($1,300), and the
NAD. 5900 ($1,200) are essentially
the same as the Pioneer CLD-900.
These players are all made by Pio-
neer to the particular seller's specifi-
cations. (Trade reports indicate that
Pioneer will manufacture still more
versions of its combo player for
marketing under additional major
brand names.)

At press time, many of the ma-
chines mentioned in this article
were still being readied for full pro-
duction. Consequently, you may
find that the store models of some
machines have more features than
onr advance news indicated.

While many of the newest models
were scheduled for introduction in
June at the Summer Consumer
Electronics Show, not all will be
available that soon. But you won't
have long to wait now, and these
remarkable machines are well worth
waiting for.
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ADVERTISEMENTS for many of the latest Compact
Disc players extoll their use of "digital filters"
rather than the supposedly passe analog variety
used in earlier designs. Is this puffery to be

believed? Well, yes and no. Digital output filtering in a
CD player can be considered desirable, but not neces-
sarily for the reasons many of the the ads would have
you believe. To understand this state of affairs requires
knowing why CD players need filters at all.

One of the two fundamental processes of digital
audio recording is called sampling, the other is quanti-
zation. Sampling is the capturing or freezing of the
amplitude of the audio signal at regular, very closely
spaced intervals. Quantization is the conversion of
each sample into a number via an electronic measure-
ment process. In the CD system a sample of each audio
channel is taken every 22.6757 millionths of a second.
Correctly performed by a digital -audio recorder, sam-
pling does not alter the original signal in any way.

Sampling does, however, add to the original audio
signal a great deal of extraneous high -frequency energy.
Suppose you wanted to make a digital recording of a
musical work with a wide frequency range. The green
area in Figure 1 below represents the music and con-
tains all audio frequencies up to 20,000 Hz. The red
areas show what would be added to the original signal
by the sampling process. The original signal is
untainted by sampling, and since the added energy is
all above 20,000 Hz, it is ultrasonic and inaudible. The
whole green -plus -red spectrum is encoded by a digital
tape recorder, survives the mass -duplication process,
and appears as the digital -audio data signal on a Com-
pact Disc pressing.

You might think that because the added high fre-
quencies are totally ultrasonic they pose no threat to

CD -PLAYER
FILTERS

The advantages and disadvantages of digital and
analog output filters in Compact Disc players

by David Ranada

sound quality and can be let out of a CD player unat-
tenuated. But there are two very important reasons
why they must be removed. First, if the ultrasonic
products pass through the rest of the audio system,
they can intermodulate with themselves and with the
audio signal to create audible distortion. Second,
"loud" (high -amplitude) ultrasonic signals can easily
burn out the tweeters in the loudspeakers.

Accordingly, one of the last circuits a recorded audio
signal must pass through before it appears at a CD
player's output jacks is a sharp -cutoff high -frequency
filter. And I do mean sharp. Compared with a typical
well -designed infrasonic filter in an amplifier, which
would have a rolloff rate of 12 to 18 dB per octave
below 20 Hz, these high -cut CD output filters drop pre-
cipitiously. In order to attenuate ultrasonics fully while
preserving the entire audio range, the filters have roll -
off rates ranging from about 60 dB to more than 100
dB per octave above 20,000 Hz. (Lexical aside: There is
no single accepted term for these filters, even among
engineers. They have been called "output -smoothing,"
"de -sampling," "reconstruction," "output-lowpass,"
and just plain "output" filters. The last term is the
most general one and is therefore used here. Anti-alias-
ing filters, though similar in action, are different in
function and are found only in digital -audio recorders,
not playback units.)

Output Filter Requirements
In order to maintain the audible integrity of the

recorded 16 -bit digital audio signal, a signal that in the-
ory can have an absolutely flat frequency response and
a 96 -dB dynamic range, a CD player's output filters
must have very high performance. Among the criteria
suggested in engineering papers are: (1) stopband atten-

20 44.1
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Sampling adds
ultrasonic energy,
as shown in the red
areas of Figure 1, top.
and the difference be-
tween the red pulses
and the green wave-
form in Figure 2(a).
bottom left. Digital
filters remove ultra-
sonics by a process of
interpolation, as in
Figure 2(b). right.
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uation (the amount by which the ultrasonic informa-
tion above 20,000 Hz is reduced) of at least 50 dB; (2)
flat passband frequency response (design goals of better
than ±0.1 dB from 0 to 20,000 Hz are often men-
tioned); and (3) distortion and noise below that con-
tained in a perfectly recorded 16 -bit signal (implying
less than 0.001 percent distortion and a dynamic range
of greater than 96 dB).

The traditional method of building an electronic fil-
ter is the "analog" way. In the old days-before digital
computers and even before transistors-a sharp -cutoff
filter was made out of just resistors, capacitors, and
inductors (coils). Loudspeaker crossovers are still
made this way. More modern analog filters, like those
used in many CD players, use integrated -circuit opera-
tional amplifiers in special circuit configurations to
replace the bulky and expensive inductors. Analog out-
put filters must operate on analog audio signals con-
taining the extra ultrasonic energy, so they have to be
placed just after the digital -to -analog converter (D/A or
DAC) stage of a CD player, the section where the
recorded numbers are reconverted into a continuously
varying voltage.

Digital Filtering
The output -filtering requirements of a CD player can

be met in another way, however, precisely because the
audio signal is available as a series of numbers. Digital
filters operate on the recorded numbers representing
the audio signal; they are examples of special-purpose
digital computers. A digital filter's output is a series of
binary numbers with a precisely defined mathematical
relationship to the numbers entering the filter's input.
Since both the input and output of a digital filter are
numerical, the filter must be in the circuit before the
D/A converter.

How does a computer filter an audio signal? That's
fairly easy to explain with the aid of Figure 2. The sam-
pling of a waveform (green) produces a regular series of
pulses (red) at spaces determined by the sampling peri-
od. The difference in shape between the green trace and
the red trace in Figure 2(a) is the extraneous ultrasonic
information depicted in red back in Figure 1 (rule of
thumb: the more angular a waveform appears, the
greater its high -frequency content). In an analog -filter
player, the output of the DAC will look like the red
trace in Figure 2(a). To oversimplify it somewhat, an
analog filter removes the ultrasonic information by
connecting the tips of the pulses. The filter is designed
to "move" slower than the pulses so that the output
waveform gets smoothed out.

A digital filter, however, operates on the numbers
representing the pulses in Figure 2(a) before they are
sent to the DAC. The number series is sampled by the
digital filter circuit at a rate two or four times the origi-
nal digital -audio sampling rate. You'll recall that sam-
pling involves freezing the signal at regular intervals.
But between the pulses in Figure 2(a) there is no signal
to freeze. Therefore, a digital filter calculates from the
original number series what the signal should be at
those intermediate points. It removes the extraneous
high -frequency information by interpolation, that is,
by calculating and inserting additional pulses between
the ones already encoded. The result, as in Figure 2(b),
is a digital signal that more closely approximates the
original analog signal.

But doesn't this "resampling" or "oversampling"
itself add high -frequency energy? After all, the wave-
form is still a series of pulses, albeit more closely

Ilit H -H ,HI

Figure top, shows how an analog filter rings after an
impulse hits it, whereas a digital filter, shown in the second
photo, 3(b), rings both before and after the same impulse.
The difference between the two types offilters is less notice-
able with the I -kHz square wave in the bottom two photos.
The upper one, Figure 4(a), shows an analog filter; the low-
er one, Figure 4(b). a digital filter.
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spaced ones. That's exactly right. What a digital filter
does is to reduce the amount of ultrasonic information
immediately above the audio band while increasing
the amount of ultrasonics in other locations above the
band. When a digitally filtered, resampled signal is fed
to a DAC, the converter's output must still undergo
some analog filtering. But this filtering need not have
as steep a rolloff as the digital filter (or an analog -only
output filter) because there is now less ultrasonic ener-
gy to filter out between 20,000 and 44,100 Hz. A sim-
pler 18- or 36 -dB -per -octave analog filter can be used
in the final stage.

Analog vs. Digital
So it seems that using a digital filter still requires

using an analog filter for the final output stage; two
filters are required where one will actually do. What,
then, are the advantages of digital filters that make
them a desirable feature in a CD player? There are sev-
eral important advantages, mostly stemming from the
monolithic character of a digital filter, which consists
of a single integrated -circuit chip, as opposed to the
dozen or more interconnected parts required in an ana-
log filter.

First of all, it's easier for manufacturers to obtain
high -quality performance from a digital filter than
from an analog one. Analog output filters require close-
ly matched, high -quality, precisely assembled compo-
nents to achieve a flat audio -frequency response with
low distortion and noise. But a digital filter will work
"perfectly" if it works at all. Its characteristics depend
solely on the set of calculations it is designed to per-
form and the degree of numerical precision with which
they are executed (the "quality" of these attributes can
vary from design to design). Moreover, those charac-
teristics will not change with time or temperature,
since changing them would require altering the circuits
in the semiconductor chip itself. This makes digital fil-
ters more reliable than analog ones, any of whose parts
can eventually fail, taking the filter with it.

Digital filters are not a panacea, however. Because
they do their calculations at very high speed, digital
output filters can consume much more power than
analog filters, possibly restricting their use in portable
CD applications. But their primary disadvantage is
that they have to be used with very fast digital -to -ana-
log converters. Since the effective sampling rate is dou-
bled or quadrupled by a digital filter, the DAC must
operate at two or four times normal speed, which also
requires more power. And since high -quality 16 -bit
converters are hard to make to begin with, fast 16 -bit
DAC's tend to be relatively expensive parts. On the
other hand, that expense can be offset because the dig-
ital filters themselves can be made inexpensively, like
most digital IC's, and they can even be incorporated
within the structure of other CD -player chips. We may
thus see digital filters used in even low-priced CD
players because of their manufacturing advantages.

Phase Response
The most highly touted advantage of digital output

filters is not their consistency, cheapness, or reliability,
however, but their linear phase response, referring to
the amount of time signals of different frequencies take
to pass through the filter. If all audio frequencies take
precisely the same time to pass through a filter, it has
linear phase response.

Analog CD -player output filters are minimum -phase
filters, meaning that they have the least amount of

phase nonlinearity necessary to obtain the desired
steep rolloff characteristic with an analog circuit. To
attenuate ultrasonic frequencies requires delaying the
high audio frequencies (ultrasonics are delayed "forev-
er," which is how they get filtered out). High audio fre-
quencies emerge later than low -frequency signals fed to
the filter at the same time. When playing back an
impulse-which contains all audible frequencies in
perfect phase alignment-an analog filter will "ring" as
the high frequencies near 20,000 Hz come out "late."
The effect is shown in Figure 3(a); The input pulse
shown below the filter's output represents a one-sam-
ple-on/all-others-off signal found on CD test records.

Digital filters ring also, but they do so in an interest-
ing way, as shown in Figure 3(b). Digital -filter impulse
responses are often considered "superior" to an analog
filter's response since they appear to be more like the
"original" impulse. There are three problems with this
interpretation. First of all, the input pulse is not a real-
istic digital -audio signal, being an artificial test signal
generated by computer and recorded directly onto a
digital CD master tape. No real -world audio signal that
has to go through the analog inputs of a digital recorder
will ever result in a one -sample impulse on a CD.

Secondly, the ringing from a digital audio filter is
unnatural-it starts too early. It's as if the filter knows
what's coming before it gets there-which, in effect, is
exactly what is happening during the filter's calcula-
tions. You've got a choice between a "causal" analog
filter that rings after the impulse arrives and a "non -
causal" digital filter with an output that starts ringing
even before the impulse gets there.

Finally, use of an impulse signal exaggerates the dif-
ferences between the filters' waveform responses. Us-
ing a slightly more relevant computer -generated 1,000 -
Hz square wave, as in Figure 4, shows a greater simi-
larity between the two filters' outputs: they both ring.

The upshot of all this is that it has yet to be conclu-
sively demonstrated that any of the differences in high -
frequency phase response between analog and digital
output filters are audible, audiophile opinions notwith-
standing. Carefully conducted tests reported in the
Journal of the Audio Engineering Societyshow that lis-
teners cannot detect the operation of either type of fil-
ter when impulses are being reproduced, even when
several of the filters are connected in series! Earlier
experiments showed that listeners could not detect the
presence of steep -cutoff analog filters when the cutoff
frequency is as high as 20,000 Hz, as in CD players.
And psychoacoustic tests have long established that
humans are far less sensitive to high -frequency phase
shifts than to low -frequency ones. Even human hearing
acuity rolls off dramatically above 15,000 Hz, making
the phase response at 20,000 Hz still less important.

What is important, and can be audible, are the slight
ripples in audio -frequency response that both types of
filter can produce. It is to make these effects apparent
that STEREO REVIEW publishes high -resolution fre-
quency -response curves in CD -player test reports rath-
er than impulse -response photos. Whether a player
uses analog or digital filters should be less important in
choosing a player than its other characteristics. But if
two players have identical features and error-cor-
rection/tracking ability, you can confidently prefer the
one with the digital filters, especially if it has a flatter
frequency response and adequate ultrasonic attenua-
tion. It probably won't sound better (or worse) because
of the digital filters, but the digital filters should be
more reliable in the long run.
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MICHAEL -FILSON THOMAS

A yolulg American conductor
escapes category
and redefines tradition

My father, my grandfather,
and my uncles knew the
whole Gershwin family
when they all lived in
Brooklyn. My father, in
particular, played George's

music continually on the piano
when I was growing up, and he
played it the way he had known
George to play it back in the early
days. So I got used to hearing it
played in a stylistically correct man-
ner that very few people hear any-
more."

Conductor -pianist Michael Til-
son Thomas was talking about his
newest Gershwin record release for
CBS Masterworks. Performed by
the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the
music includes several obscure
Gershwin pieces in first recordings
as well as the original versions of
both the Rhapsody in Blue and the
Second Rhapsody, restored by
Thomas himself. As we talked in his
book -and score -filled New York
apartment, his enthusiasm for his
current recording projects was evi-
dent in his virtually nonstop com-
ments about them.

Thomas's current-and ongo-
ing-Gershwin recording project
began almost accidentally. The ini-
tial impetus came from Thomas Z.
Shepard and Andrew Kazdin, then
both producers for CBS Master-
works. "Andy asked if I'd be inter-
ested in conducting the original
jazz -band version of the Rhapsody
in Blue as an accompaniment for
George's own 1925 piano roll. I
knew the Gershwin piano roll, al-
though to my ears at that point it
sounded fast and I was afraid there
might be problems in matching it
correctly. But I also knew the old
acoustic recording that Gershwin
made with Paul Whiteman's Or -

by Roy Hemming
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chestra in 1924, so I was aware that
Gershwin's conception was faster,
and different, from the ones we've
become accustomed to hearing in
the concert hall and on discs.

"So we made that recording of the
Rhapsody in Blue, and it won a lot
of interesting comments," Thomas
said with evident pride. Then with
another CBS producer, Steven Ep-
stein, he recorded an album of
Gershwin overtures with the Buffa-
lo Philharmonic during the third of
his eight seasons as the orchestra's
music director (1971-1979), and the
record later became a best-seller.

"Little by little, I felt this
was leading me in the di-
rection of wanting to do
something about the way
Gershwin's pieces were re-
ally meant to sound-
things that were in my
bloodstream but that I'd
previously hesitated to do.
I began to approach Gersh-
win's pieces the way some
musicians approach and
seek out the original ver-
sions of works by various
other composers.

"I had long taken enor-
mous delight in the fact
that whenever I played
some of Gershwin's piano
pieces at informal gather-
ings, and played them in
the original style, people
were fascinated," Thomas
continued. "At the same
time, for a young classical
musician arriving on the
scene as I did in the early
Seventies, everyone was
full of advice about what I
should do and shouldn't do. I was
told I should do plenty of Mozart
and Brahms and this and that-but
not Gershwin. Gershwin was con-
sidered 'pops.' Yet I felt it was a
really important mission for me to
undertake anyway because I was so
deeply involved emotionally in the
material."

About this time, Thomas played
part of Gershwin's Second Rhapso-
dy in a telecast of a Young People's
Concert of the New York Philhar-
monic. "It just didn't sound the way
I remembered it from my child-
hood," he recalled. "I remembered
certain alternations of patterns be-
tween plucked strings and wood-
winds and piano, and they weren't
in the score we had. Then I discov-
ered the piece had been edited and
revised by somebody after Gersh-
win's death. I began a quest to find
the original. Thanks to the lyricist

Ira Gershwin, George's brother, I

learned that the manuscript was in
the Library of Congress. My memo-
ry about the differences proved cor-
rect. I was able to make new parts
and restore the piece to the way
George had first written it-and
that's what we've recorded.

"I think the time has come to
appreciate that Gershwin's genius
and vision were very, very special-
that the chords had exactly a certain
shape and a certain spacing because
he wanted them that way. And the
Los Angeles Philharmonic has been
a joy to work with on the Gershwin

Piatagorsky used to say, "You can
do so many things that people
won't be able to categorize you."

recordings because they have such a
great sense of style and rhythm."
Could some of that come, I asked,
from their also working in the near-
by movie studios and having more
contact with popular -music styles,
old and new, than symphony musi-
cians in some other areas? "I think
many of them have worked in the
studios over the years," Thomas an-
swered, "but we've also worked to-
gether very carefully on these pieces
over a long period."

Gershwin isn't the only composer
Thomas has been seeking new ap-
proaches to, on and off records. Sev-
eral seasons ago he began recording
chamber -ensemble versions of the
Beethoven symphonies-record-
ings that, to the surprise of many,
have won more favorable reviews in
supposedly more traditionalist Brit-
ain and Europe than in the United
States.

"I've always been someone who's
had to find my own path," said
Thomas, who at age forty has finally
begun to outgrow the Wunderkind
label that has stuck to him since he
first shot into the national spotlight
in his early twenties. "My initial
approach to composers such as Bee-
thoven, Mozart, Schubert, and
Brahms," he admitted, "was to per-
form only their lesser -known pieces.
I was trying to develop a hands-on
sense of musical style without fall-
ing into the inevitable traps and
clichés of following famous past
performances, especially the ones

we know from recordings.
"But as I began to ap-

proach the Beethoven sym-
phonies, I kept coming up
with the fact that the won-
derfully massive sonority
of the large modern orches-
tra, although it can be
pleasing in certain pieces,
got in the way of many
interesting textures present
in this music. For example,
the way Beethoven subtly
uses winds to underscore
one line at a time in a grow-
ing orchestral tutu, or the
way in which too much
string sound can obscure
intricate figurations in the
lower piccolo or bassoon
parts. With a large orches-
tra, there are passages that
listeners perceive only as a
kind of blare of sound,
without hearing all the in-
tricate figurations that are
taking place.

"I started thinking about
the size of the orchestra in

Beethoven's time and, above all, the
size of the rooms where most con-
certs took place," Thomas contin-
ued. "I realized that Beethoven's
symphonies were originally a kind
of expanded chamber -music experi-
ence. I decided to try performing
Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, the
Pastoral, with the English Chamber
Orchestra, as a kind of experiment.
The results were so gratifying in
terms of clarification of texture, in
being able to shape and breathe life
into certain phrases, that I went on
to some of the other Beethoven
symphonies with the same ap-
proach."

In addition to the Sixth, Thomas
has now recorded the Fourth, Fifth,
and Seventh Symphonies of Bee-
thoven with the English Chamber
Orchestra. The rest, he said, are "in
the works." Including the Ninth, I
asked? Thomas smiled. "I think
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that one will be slightly expanded in
relation to the others."

Are the chamber versions of the
Beethoven symphonies something
that work better for recordings than
for live concerts in our major halls?
"That depends on the hall," Thom-
as replied, "and the rest of the pro-
gram. I've done the Sixth with a
reduced orchestra in the wide ex-
panses of Tanglewood, and it was a
very successful, beautiful perform-
ance. In general, I believe that the
ideal Beethoven is about twelve vio-
lins, as compared with a standard
today of sixteen or eighteen. With
twelve you have a mass of
sound but also more possi-
bility of delicacy and flexi-
bility."

Since he left the Buffalo
Philharmonic in 1979,
Thomas has not had an or-
chestral home base. In-
stead, he has freelanced as
a conductor, though be-
tween 1981 and this past
spring he served as princi-
pal guest conductor of the
Los Angeles Philharmonic
for part of each season.
Freelancing has enabled
him to record different re-
pertoire with different or-
chestras, which means he's
been able to capitalize on
what Steven Epstein, still
his CBS record producer,
calls the "special qualities"
of different orchestras for
the different cycles-the
Los Angeles Philharmonic
for Gershwin, the English
Chamber Orchestra for
Beethoven, and the Am-
sterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra
for Charles Ives.

Why a Dutch orchestra for Amer-
ica's own Ives? "Because," Thomas
replied without hesitation, "the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw is a
bona fide, internationally recog-
nized 'Romantic' orchestra that can
bring to these performances a
warmth and a breadth of concep-
tion that I think is very important.
Ives, after all, is the most adventu-
rous of all the Romantic composers.
But his reputation, and most
people's understanding of his mu-
sic, has been complicated by the
perception of Ives as an avant-garde
experimental composer.

"Certain aspects of Ives's activi-
ties were avant-garde or experimen-
tal," Thomas noted, "but the direc-
tion of his music was completely
Romantic. He was concerned with
an expansion of expression, while

retaining some of the great values of
what he felt was most noble or most
beautiful in America's past."

Thomas said he is particularly
baffled by how little young musi-
cians today know about Ives and
the American musical traditions
that Ives quotes. "It's quite unbe-
lievable that so few of the students I
have in the summer at the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Institute
know any of the historic tunes of
William Billings or Justin Morgan,
or the work songs and minstrel
songs of the nineteenth century, the
folk songs and popular music -hall

I think I'm an adventurous
Romantic who hates dogna. I like
to pursue all kinds of music.

songs, the most famous hymn
tunes, the political rallying songs, or
even the songs of the American mu-
sical theater of the first half of this
century. It's shocking-and such a
pity. It cuts people off from their
own country and its history. I some-
times think there are no people on
earth as culturally disenfranchised
as Americans."

Despite his ultra -busy schedule as
a freelancer, does Thomas miss not
having an orchestra of his own? He
bristled a bit at the question. "I like
to think," he replied, "that for most
of my professional life I've been a
musical investigator. I've done per-
formances of early music and cycles
of unknown works by Beethoven,
Tchaikovsky, and so on. I've done
contemporary works by Steve
Reich, David Del Tredici, Oliver
Knussen, and others, as well as the
Janatek operas and works by Stra-

vinsky and Debussy, for which I

have such enormous devotion, not
to mention the Gershwin and Ives
we talked about. I've tried to keep
all these plates in the air at once, in
what looks like a complex juggling
act. I suppose."

Thomas paused a second or two
before continuing. "I remember
Gregor Piatigorsky, the late, great
cellist, warning me about this. He
used to say, 'You are interested in
so many things and can do so many
things that it will always be confus-
ing to people. They will never un-
derstand it. To you, it will seem

completely logical why
you're doing this or what's
interesting about that. But
others will be puzzled be-
cause they won't be able to
categorize you.'

"That's true. I've been
called a Romantic mu-
sician, a Neo-Romantic, an
avant-garde musician, a
pop musician, and an acer-
bic intellectual. I think I'm
an adventurous Romantic
who hates dogma. I like to
pursue all kinds of different
music. And that's exactly
what I've been able to do
these past few years. Many
of these different strands
are now coming together,
especially with regard to re-
cordings.

"That doesn't mean,
however, that the time may
not come when my desires
to be a musical leader and
investigator will team up
with the forces of a great
orchestra with the vision

and the courage to pursue various
projects with me-and a public
with sufficient curiosity to find
them exciting too. That will be a
very happy day."

Thomas gave a performance last
year, with a major orchestra, of Bee-
thoven's Eroica that ended with a
simultaneous burst of boos and bra-
vos. "That was terrific!" he said.
"Someone told me that in the res-
taurants and bars around that par-
ticular concert complex, people
stayed later than usual talking about
the concert and debating it. That's
what music should be."

Roy Hemming is the producer of the
New York Philharmonic's weekly
national radio broadcasts. His latest
book. The Melody Lingers On: The
Great Songwriters & Their Movie
Musicals. is due from Newmarket
Press this fall.
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BEST OF THE MONTH

Stereo Review's critics
choose the outstanding
current releases

BRUCKNER'S
SEVENTH ON
COMPACT DISC

RICCARDO CHAILLY has re-
corded a rather bewildering
variety of repertoire over
the past several years, rang-

ing from operas of Rossini, Giorda-
no, and Massenet through orches-
tral music of Puccini to modern
works by Prokofiev, Stravinsky,
and Orff. In his new recording of
the Bruckner Seventh Symphony,
Chailly tackles the kind of heavy-
weight, Austro-German repertoire
associated with the likes of Furt-
wangler, Jochum, Karajan, and
Haitink. To my very pleasant sur-
prise, he not only does an absolutely
convincing job of interpretation,
but with the acoustic surround of
the Jesus Christus Kirche in Berlin
he has the benefit of exceptional
recorded sound. The CD version,
which I listened to for this review,
should lead even the most skeptical
audiophiles to recognize the virtues
of the format at its best.

Right at the beginning of this
most lyrical of Bruckner's sym-
phonies, Chailly seizes the attention
with a pacing of the opening twenty-
one -bar melody that is exceptional-
ly broad. Yet it holds together su-
perbly, in one unbroken line.
Throughout the movement there is
none of the stop -and -go feeling that
afflicts many a Bruckner symphony
performance, simply a sense of in-
evitable flow.

The great slow movement comes
off very well too, controversial cym-
bal crash and all. The closing elegy
on the Wagner tuba is not only gor-
geously played but emerges from
the loudspeakers with a sonority
and presence that I have not experi-
enced even in the concert hall. The
scherzo, which can be a bit pedestri-
an, has a welcome lift here. I only
wish the finale had a bit more rhyth-
mic tension and a more uninhib-

Riccardo Chailly: an absolutely convincing interpretation

itedly exultant close, but in terms of
the reading as a whole that is a rela-
tively minor criticism.

The orchestral performance as
such is superb, with a marvelous
glow to the string tone, double -bass
sound of Stokowskian proportion,
and glorious brass sonority. As al-
ways with digital recording at its
best, it is the small details and the
quiet sounds that gain the most. In
this case the famous Bruckner

pauses emerge as palpable silences
indeed, integral parts of the total
musical fabric. On the CD there's
not a trace of surface noise or back-
ground hiss to spoil the effect of this
remarkable realization. David Hall

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 7, in E
Major. Berlin Radio Symphony Or-
chestra, Riccardo Chailly cond. LON-
DON 0 414 290-1 $10.98, 414 290-4
$10.98, 0 414 290-2 no list price.

GUS HARDIN
HITS HER STRIDE
ON "WALL
OF TEARS"

GUS HARDIN, the woman
with the man's name and
the voice of not -quite -so -
enviable experience, has

been a "promising" singer ever
since she signed with RCA in 1983.
It has not been an easy two years.
There were records that looked as if
she were finally going to bear out
our expectations, only to be fol-
lowed by others that fell short.

With the eight songs on her new

LP, "Wall of Tears," however, Har-
din has hit her stride, and the suc-
cess can probably be attributed to
producer Mark Wright as much as
to Hardin. I wish Wright had mixed
the singer's sandpaper -and -gravel
voice a little more to the front on
the majority of the songs, but
Wright has been the first of Har-
din's producers to understand that
her "tough girl" image (at thirty-
nine she has had six husbands) is no
PR invention-and, more impor-
tant. that she projects that image
out of a fierce desperation to con-
nect with someone. The songs, then,
do not portray Hardin as a little -girl
victim (that favorite theme of fe-
male country -music singers) but as
a full-grown, risk -taking woman.

Certainly the strongest of them is
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Hardin: powerful, compelling

My Mind Is on You, a Dave Log-
gins/Don Schlitz song about an an-
gry lover thinking things over in a
bar, which contains some of the most
powerful lyrics in contemporary
country music. I'm Dancing As Fast
As I Can packs a subtle, emotional

wallop that is equally rare. More
expected, but no less compelling, is
a meaty duet with Earl Thomas
Conley, All Tangled Up in Love, and
a full -tilt cooker, More or Less. Har-
din performs them all with exhaus-
tive verve and emotion, backed by a
smart ensemble of guitar, key-
boards, percussion, and bass.

The idea of putting only eight
songs on this LP and reducing the
price was born from the recognition
that Hardin's last album didn't ex-
actly burn up the sales charts, but
this one ought to turn things
around. Here's hoping that next
time Hardin makes a record, RCA
will give us a double album to make
up the difference. Alanna Nash

GUS HARDIN: Wall of Tears. Gus
Hardin (vocals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. All Tangled Up in
Love; What We Gonna Do; What About
When It Rains; My Mind Is on You;
Drowning in Memories; Wall of Tears;
I'm Dancing As Fast As I Can; More or
Less. RCA CPL1-5358 $5.98, C) CPK1-
5358 $5.98.

PERFECT
CASTING
FOR RAVEL'S
COMPLETE SONGS

ANGEL'S new recording of the
complete songs of Maurice
Ravel, on three LP's or cas-
settes, is so perfectly cast

with a half -dozen really outstanding
singers that it must rank as one of
the most successful undertakings of
its kind. The singers identify with
their respective assignments so
completely that you'd be hard
pressed to think of a substitute for
any one of them.

The set is really complete, too,
including two or three songs that
apparently have not been recorded
at all until now. One of these is Tri-
palos, a Greek folk -song setting that
immediately follows the familiar
Cinq melodies populaires grecques.
All six songs are sung exquisitely by
Mady Mesple, as are three more of
the least -known songs. Dalton Bald-
win, incomparable in this reper-
toire, is her piano accompanist, and
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he fills that role for the other singers
as well in everything but Shehera-
zade. Teresa Berganza sings that cy-
cle accompanied by the Orchestre
du Capitole de Toulouse under Mi-
chel Plasson. The orchestra does
well, and Berganza brings a remark-
able freshness to the music. She
delivers the three songs with great
clarity and awareness of the mean-
ing of the words, letting the volup-
tuousness arise unforced out of the
music.

If Berganza is a surprising (but
very happy) choice for Sheherazade,
she was the natural one for the
Spanish pieces, Vocalise en forme de
habanera and Chanson espagnole,
and her stunning way with them
may well draw the listener back
more than anything else in the set.
Just as appropriately, the Chanson
francaise goes to Gabriel Bacquier
and the Chanson ecossaise to the
British soprano Felicity Lott. Bac-
quier also seems to have had a very
good time with the Histoires natur-
elles. Jose van Dam's weightier
voice is especially well suited to the
Deux melodies hebraiques and the
Don Quichotte cycle. He is the most
generously represented of the six
singers in the collection, and he

distinguishes himself throughout.
If a single performance had to be

chosen as the most beautiful of all, I
think it would be that of the Trois
potmes set to texts by Mallarme, in
which Lott and Baldwin are joined
by a chamber group from the Or-
chestre de Paris. If I had to select the
most impassioned performance, it
would be Jessye Norman's Chan-
sons madecasses (with flutist Michel
Debost, cellist Renaud Fontanaro-
sa, and Baldwin). Norman seems to
have made the Madagascan Songs
pretty much her own; she recorded
them with Boulez not too long ago
on CBS, but I would choose the
Angel remake simply because it is
part of this truly complete and truly
wonderful collection.

The recording itself is nothing
short of magnificent. Each of the six
voices is given the most flattering
focus, the balance between voice
and instrument(s) is at all times ide-
al, and the German DMM pressings
are sheer perfection. The documen-
tation, happily, is on the same high
level as the musical and engineering
contributions. In addition to full
texts, with excellent translations,
the sixteen -page booklet includes a
valuable essay by Jean -Michel Nec-
toux and a really marvelous assort-
ment of illustrations. In the realm of
recorded song, French or otherwise,
this release is not likely to be out-
shone anytime soon. Richard Freed

RAVEL: The Complete Songs. Felicity
Lou, Mady Mesp16, Jessye Norman (so-
pranos); Teresa Berganza (mezzo-sopra-
no); Jos6 van Dam, Gabriel Bacquier
(baritones); Dalton Baldwin (piano);
other musicians; Orchestre du Capitole
de Toulouse, Michel Plasson cond. (in
Sheherazade). ANGEL 0 DSCX-3965
three discs $36.98, © 4D3X-3965 three
cassettes $36.98.

Lott: most beautiful of all
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to our new Intelligent Super Compo for pure sonic
pleasure, pure operational convenience-and total pro-
grammability. That's because Sansui never com-
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flexible parametric equalizer, and graphic equal-
izer with "multi -dimensional" sound.
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BEST OF THE MONTH

The Smiths: (from left) Mike Joyce, Morrisey, Johnny Marr, Andy Rourke

THE SMITHS:
"MEAT IS
MURDER"

ISTENING to the Smiths'
new "Meat Is Murder," I
didn't know whether to

4d laugh or cry. The second al-
bum from this singular English
group is a brilliantly funny and
tragic study of brutality -the vio-
lent shocks that either cow you into
helpless passivity or harden you
into unfeeling isolation. It's more
like a collection of absorbing poems
or stories than a rock album.

In The Headmaster Ritual, lead
vocalist Morrisey sings of being
thwacked on the knees, kneed in the
groin, kicked in the showers, and
otherwise abused by the headmaster
until he has "bruises bigger than
dinner plates." Morrisey's under-
standable response is, "Give up
education as a bad mistake." In
Rusholme Ruffians, while a young
boy is stabbed and robbed on the
last night of a fair Morrisey watches
a girl on a Ferris wheel as "her skirt
ascends for a watching eye." His
conclusion: "Someone falls in love/
and someone's beaten up/and the
senses being dulled are mine/and
though I walk home alone/my faith
in love is still devout."

In What She Said, a miserably
unhappy girl wonders why someone
hasn't noticed she's dead and buried
her. As the songwriter observes,

"What she said was sad/but then, all
the rejection she's had/to pretend to
be happy/could only be idiocy."
The singer of Nowhere Fast puzzles
us with the paradoxical observa-
tion, "If the day came when I felt
a/natural emotion/I'd get such a
shock I'd probably jump/in the
ocean/and when a train goes by/it's
such a sad sound."

The music this quartet produces
is lean and crude. The tunes range
from jaunty rockabilly to moody,
dirge -like chants. Three -chord
rhythm guitar, acoustic and electric,
predominates. Yet the Smiths' ex-
tremely limited technical range is
the perfect medium for Morrisey-
dark, edgy, even frightening. Morri-
sey himself is a unique stylist. Bare-
ly able to carry a tune, he nonethe-
less skips off the beat in surprising,
twisting phrases, more spoken than
sung. It's something like a poetry
reading, although Morrisey is apt to
break into a yodel or trill without
notice. Hardly competent, absurd
really, and totally ingratiating,
"Meat Is Murder" could be the
most intelligent record of 1985.

Mark Peel

THE SMITHS: Meat Is Murder. Mor-
risey (vocals); Johnny Marr (guitar, pi-
ano, harmonica); Andy Rourke (bass
guitar); Mike Joyce (drums). The Head-
master Ritual; Rushobne Ruffians; I
Want the One I Can't Have: What She
Said; That Joke Isn't Funny Anymore;
How Soon Is Now?: Nowhere Fast; Bar-
barism Begins at Home; Meat Is Mur-
der. SIRE 25269-1 $8.98, © 25269-4
$8.98.

NOW ON CD
Compact Discs of
previously released LP's

POPULAR
O THE DOORS: Alive, She Cried.
ELEKTRA 60269-2. "One of their better
efforts" (January 1984).

O FOREIGNER: Foreigner 4.
ATLANTIC 16999-2. "Powerful"
(November 1981).

O ON YOUR TOES (Rodgers and
Hart). Broadway -revival cast. POLYDOR
8I3 667-2. "A melodic feast"
(November 1983).

 TEDDY PENDERGRASS: Love
Language. ASYLUM 60317-2. "Skillfully
rendered" (December 1984).

SHALAMAR: Heart Break.
SOLAR/WEA 2-60385. "Their best"
(May 1985).

O STEPHEN STILLS: Right By You.
ATLANTIC 80177-2. "Hopeful
romanticism" (March 1985).

O GROVER WASHINGTON, JR.:
The Best Is Yet to Come. ELEKTRA
60215-2. "Delightful" (May 1983).

O THE WHO: Quadrophenia. MCA
MCAD2-6895. "Fine, involving,
manageably pretentious" (February
1974).

CLASSICAL
IVES: Songs. Alexander. ETCETERA

KTC-1020. "Completely convincing"
(March 1985)t

 RACHMANINOFF: Piano
Concerto No. 2; Paganini Rhapsody.
CBS MYK 36722. "A winner" (March
1965).

O STRAVINSKY: Le Sacre du
printemps. Muti. ANGEL CDC-47IO2.
"Impressive" (August 1980).

O TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6.
Maazel. CBS MK 37834. "Cool but
revealing" (January 1984).

O VIVALDI: The Four Seasons.
Galway. RCA RCDI-2284. "Brilliant"
(November 1977).

O WAGNER: Das Rheingold.
Karajan. DG 415 141-2 GH3.
"Thoughtful" (October 1968).

O WAGNER: Die Wallaire. Karajan.
DG 415 145-2 GH4. "Challenging but
valid" (June 1967).

WAGNER: Siegfried. Karajan. DO
415 150-2 GH4. "Illuminating.
controlled" (October 1969).

O WAGNER: Die Gotterdammerung.
Karajan. DG 415 155-2 GH4.
"Superbly interpreted" (October 1970).
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A CLEAR CASE FOR SOUND OFA

DIFFERENT COLOR.
It s different alright. Clearly different.
In fact, .t's unheard of.
Imagine sound so rich and dazzling,

so dynamically out -of -this -world, SD clearly
clear, so oh so colorful.

Imagine -ock's sonic sounds sounding
supersonic. And soul's fiery tones breathing

tire. And a very vivid Vivaldi. And jazz that
jumps.

Imagine all that explosive vibrancy in
a clear cassette that gives you a clear
view cf exactly how much Sony tape is left.

Lnheard of? Of course. Every other
tape pales by comparison.



POPULAR MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Chris Albertson
Phyl Garland
Alanna Nash
Mark Peel
Peter Reilly
Steve Simels

JOAN ARMATRADING: Secret Se-
crets. Joan Armatrading (vocals); other
musicians. Persona Grata; Temptation;
Moves; Talking to the Wall; Love by
You; and five others. A&M SP 5040
$8.98, © CS 5040 $8.98.

Performance: Assertive
Recording: Very good

Joan Armatrading has always been a
fascinating anomaly: a black woman of
Caribbean background who grew up in
Britain singing and playing music that
defies categorization. In recent years
she has moved closer to the heart of
British rock in the textures she employs
on her records, and this new album con-
firms that trend. Yet she remains suffi-
ciently individual in her approach to
deserve some attention even from those
who do not normally favor that sort of
music.

Although Armatrading usually plays
electric guitar in performance, she con-
centrates here on vocals, belting out her
lyrics in a lusty, assertive contralto. The
mood is sustained by the instrumental
arrangements, which seem denser than
usual and include some imaginative
special effects. At times the mood soft-
ens, and she offers introspective song -
stories like Strange and Love by You.
Her songs won't please everybody, and
some of them might even seem grating.
But she won't bore you. P.G.

PHIL COLLINS: No Jacket Required.
Phil Collins (vocals, synthesizer,
drums); Daryl Steurnier (guitar); David
Frank (synthesizer); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Sussudio; Only
You Know and I Know; I Don't Wanna
Know: One More Night: Don? Lose My
.Vumber; and five others. ATLANTIC
81240-I $8.98. © 81240-4 $8.98.

Performance: Stale
Recording: Good

Phil Collins's new album is a disap-
pointment, a pale imitation of his ear-
lier "Hello, I Must Be Going," with its

XPI \Al ION OF SYMBOLS:

= DIGITAL-MAsTER ANALOG LP
© - S FERE° CASSFI'M
(§) = DICED% L COM PAC!' Disc

- MONOPHONIC RFCORDING

mixture of up -tempo, quasi -funk num-
bers and ballads and the occasional
brass arrangements of the Phoenix
horns. What "No Jacket Required" sug-
gests more than anything is that Collins
needs to get off this white -boy -plays -
rhythm -and -blues kick. It was a nice
change of pace from his work with Gen-
esis, but although he may have con-
vinced himself otherwise, Collins is not
really cut out for this stuff. He sounds
brittle and, well, wimpy. Worse, his
songs need a fresh focus: Only You
Know and I Know, Don't Lose My Num-
ber, I Don't Wanna Know, and One
More Night are apt titles for these point-
less variations on overworked themes.
Do we really need another cranked -up
number about some woman "who
doesn't know my name, but I love her
just the same"? The answer is no. Sus-
sudio's been done a thousand times,
and a thousand times better. This isn't a
terrible record, just a stale one. Collins
can do better. M.P.

FOREIGNER: Agent Provocateur. For-
eigner (vocals and instrumentals).
Tooth and Nail; That Was Yesterday; I
Want to Know What Love Is; Stranger
in My Own House; She's Too Tough;
and five others. ATLANTIC 81999-1
$8.98. C) 81999-4 $8.98.

Performance: Unchanged
Recording: Good

Four years between Foreigner albums
and, judging from "Agent Provoca-
teur," you'd think absolutely nothing
had happened in rock music in the
interim. This band must infuriate every
group struggling to create a distinctive
sound. It was so easy for Foreigner.
They started out imitating Free, and
before you knew it Lou Gramm's arche-
typal AOR vocals and Mick Jones's
heavy-handed guitar had consigned
Rodgers and Kossoff to the rock-and-
roll attic.

"Agent" could almost be side two of
Foreigner's 1981 hit album, "4," though
it lacks anything to rival that record's
classic Urgent. "Agent" does have some
rewards for anyone who's missed For-
eigner's "tasteful" approach to heavy-
metal. I have two favorites here: Stran-
ger in My Own House, in which the
singer stumbles home at 3 a.m. to find
his bedroom door locked, a "Do Not
Disturb" sign hanging on the doorknob,
and his sheets and pillow in a pile on
the floor; and She's Too Tough, which is
about what you'd expect it to be about.
"Agent Provocateur" suggests that For-
eigner is as simple and predictable as
ever-and just as unmistakable. M . P.

AMY GRANT: Straight Ahead. Amy
Grant (vocals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. Where Do You Hide
Your Heart; Angels; Straight Ahead;
The Now and the Not Yet; Jehovah; and

five others. A&M SP -5058 $8.98, CS -
5058 $8.98.

Performance: Heavenly
Recording: Excellent

Amy Grant is a big name on the con-
temporary Gospel -music circuit and
has been for quite some time now. The
pity is that most "secular" audiences
don't know her work. Just as you don't
have to be a feminist to appreciate a lot
of so-called "women's music," you
don't have to be a Jesus freak to get into
what Grant does.

Some of what she does here, such as
Jehovah, is pretty forthright about the
Christian message, but other songs,
such as Where Do You Hide Your
Heart, a sophisticated pop song with
jazz overtones, only brings Jesus in near
the middle as a solution to a problem.
In other words, the not -so -pious listener
won't feel clobbered over the head by
most of this. If you don't listen closely,
you might not even know this is, ahem,
"religious music." Grant is a lovely
singer with a full, rich voice and a
joyous, soaring delivery, and she is
backed here by musicians of the first
order. A most enjoyable album. A.N.

GUS HARDIN: Wall of Tears (see
Best of the Month, page 57)

MICK JAGGER: She's the Boss. Mick
Jagger (vocals, harmonica); Jeff Beck,
Pete Townshend, Nile Rodgers (guitar);
other musicians. Lonely at the Top; a
Loaf Running Out of Luck; Turn the
Girl Loose: Hard Woman; Just Another
Night; and three others. COLUMBIA FC
39940, © FCT 39940, no list price.

Performance: Uninvolving
Recording: Very good

During the height of the punk explo-
sion, we used to hear a lot of yammer-
ing about whether certain Sixties pop
stars (the Rolling Stones, for instance)
were relevant any more. Listening to
this first solo effort by Rolling Stone
Mick Jagger, we're forced to amend the
question. What we should be asking is
not whether Mick is relevant these days,
but if he's even interesting.

On the evidence offered by "She's the
Boss," the answer seems an unavoid-
able "Not particularly." Oh, the thing
sounds like a million bucks, a state-of-
the-art contemporary dance record with
an all-star Cast that, for once, is used for
musical rather than name value (Jeff
Beck. for example, contributes some
particularly well -conceived guitar
lines). But at bottom, in Mick's songs,
there's really not much going on.

Mick's stance here is apparently sup-
posed to suggest a new vulnerability, a
recognition (tongue in cheek?) of his
own sexism. But he sings nearly every-
thing with such mannered, ironic de-
tachment that it's impossible to tell
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whether he's sincere or not, and even
harder to care. And since he hasn't
bothered to come up with much in the
way of what we once quaintly referred
to as melodies, either, the end product
is a gigantic star trip that's pretty diffi-
cult to warm up to. Notable exceptions:
Lonely at the Top, which works up a
fairly convincing Stones-ish swagger,
and the title tune, a moderately amus-
ing look at role reversal that might be
Mick's apology-after all these years-
for the Stones' Under My Thumb.
Otherwise, it's tough sledding. S.S.

GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS:
Life. Gladys Knight and the Pips (vo-
cals); instrumental accompaniment.
Strivin; Keep Givin' Me Love; Just Let
Me Love You; Life; Till I See You
Again; Straight Up; Glitter; and three
others. COLUMBIA FC 39423, © FCT
39423, no list price.

Performance: Best in recent years
Recording: Excellent

When they are in peak form, Gladys
Knight and the Pips are so superior to
other popular singing groups that they
should be engaged to give master classes
in soul. Some of their recent albums
have deferred to trendy commercialism,
but their newest release is cause for cel-
ebration. "Life" is their best CBS album
to date. On it they sing with the emo-
tional depth and consummate artistry
of their old Motown days-they might
even be somewhat better, having mel-
lowed with time.

Part of the reason for the improve-
ment this album represents may be that
this time the group took a strong role in
writing, arranging, and producing much
of the material. There's only one clink-
er, a raucous mess called Do You
Wanna Have Fun. Everything else is
just fine. I especially like Till I See You
Again and Straight Up, which Knight
sings with such passionate intensity that
it brings tears to the eyes. The Pips per-
fectly complement her with a lush vocal
blend and tingling choir -like effects.
The result is an album that is bound to
be welcome on any turntable.

LITTLE RIVER BAND: Playing to
Win. Little River Band (vocals and
instrumentals). Playing to Win; Reap-
pear; Blind Eyes; When Cathedrals
Were White; Piece of the Dream; and
five others. CAPITOL SJ-12365 $8.98, ©
4XJ-12365 $8.98.

Performance: Drastic changes
Recording: Very good

Anyone who remembers Australia's Lit-
tle River Band for its early country -
rock -flavored material or its pop MOR
ballads of the Eighties will be fairly flab-
bergasted at this new album. In the last
LRB album, "The Net," the group
relaxed its MOR stance to move into

SUMMER HEAT

0 NE record I want playing when
I head out for the beach this
summer is David Lee Roth's
"Crazy from the Heat." Al-

though none of the songs on this album
were written by him, what Roth has put
together is far more interesting than any
of Van Halen's records. The four well -
recorded tracks (five songs, actually) on
the EP range over forty years of pop. but
all of them speak directly to this outra-
geous, fun -loving singer's public image
and private sense of self.

California Girls is a natural for the
man who is rewriting the book on back-
stage frolics. Carl Wilson and Christo-
pher Cross, on background vocals, play
straight men to Roth's raunchy, growl-
ing appreciation, "I dig those girls." No
less apropos, although genuinely sur-
prising for a heavy-metal entertainer, is
Roth's tophat-and-tails medley of the
Louis Prima theme, Just a Gigolo, with
I Ain't Got Nobody. Roth is almost type-
cast as a gigolo, but he's far too intelli-
gent to miss the irony in lines like,
"There will come a day when youth will
pass away/ . . . and life will go on
without me." And you don't need to be
a Freudian psychoanalyst to understand
the commentary on life as a super-
charged, supersexed star in I Ain'i Got

Nobody. Roth's scat singing and general
mugging on this number remind me of
Satchmo. The rhythm section, led by
bassist Willie Weeks, is a killer.

In the strutting Easy Street, the cock-
sure Roth is a man who can have any-
thing or anyone he points to as he lords
it over the roiling percussion of Sammy
Figueroa, Edgar Winter's steamy sax,
and the itchy guitar licks of Eddie Mar-
tinez. The sleeper here, though, is Coco-
nut Grove. The mood is sundown after a
day on the sand, the warm breeze send-
ing a shiver up your spine. On it Roth
sounds uncannily like John Sebastian-
not exactly the pinnacle of machismo.

When a rock star has made it as big as
David Lee Roth has, a solo album is
inevitable. Would that they were all this
good. "Crazy from the Heat" treats us
to the sound of one of the richest, ran-
diest figures in rock, at the height of his
fame, doing what he does best-enjoy-
ing himself. Mark Peel

DAVID LEE ROTH: Crazy from the
Heat. David Lee Roth (vocals); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment.
Easy Street; Just a Gigolo/I Ain't Got
Nobody; California Girls; Coconut
Grove. WARNER BROS. 25222-1 $5.99,
© 25222-4 $5.99.

funkier territory, but since that didn't
seem to work, it has now adopted an
even harder edge.

Some of "Playing to Win" sounds like
Pink Floyd on a lazy day, and some
sounds like ... well, like a hundred oth-

er hard -rock bands trying to be a little
mysterious and opaque. Imitation-as
well as instrumental competency and
tight vocal harmonies-has always
been the Little River Band's long suit.
however, so perhaps we shouldn't be
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EDMUNDS'S REVENGE

s a movie, Porky's Revenge is
basically just another of those
teenage gross -out comedies
that have in recent years be-

come a genre unto themselves (in the
manner of Sixties beach musicals or
Seventies slasher-kills-babysitter epics),
and even on its own dopey terms, it's
pretty rancid stuff. The soundtrack al-
bum, however, is something out of the
ordinary and altogether delightful.

Producer Dave Edmunds, noting that
the film takes place in a vague late -Fif-
ties, early -Sixties limbo, had the nifty
idea to take authentic period songs and
do them with contemporary artists in
styles ranging from ultra -purist faithful
to cheerily updated. Thus, for example,
we get Jeff Beck doing the venerable
Santo and Johnny hit Sleepwalk, at one
time the end -of -the -night closing tune
for every rock band in the world, more
or less note for note like the original,
and later on we hear Willie Nelson
doing Love Me Tender in the manner of
his "Stardust" album re -creations of
pop standards.

All is not Golden Oldies here, to be
sure. Edmunds himself weighs in with
three cute new songs that maintain an
appropriately greasy jukebox tone while
clearly being the work of somebody liv-
ing in 1985, and George Harrison

Dave Edmunds (center) in
High School Nights

makes what can only be called a 'minor
artistic comeback with an energetic, ex-
tremely affecting version of a heretofore
unrecorded Bob Dylan song.

Still, the soul of the album lies in its
period pieces, and they're uniformly
fab, from Clarence Clemons's snarling,
metallic rundown of the Peter Gunn
theme to Robert Plant's breathless en-
counter with the obscure Charlie Rich
rocker Philadelphia Baby to the quite
remarkable remake of Blue Suede Shoes
by none other than composer Carl Per-
kins and two members of the Stray Cats
(talk about bringing it all back home).
"Porky's Revenge" may not be a major
work of art-frankly, it's a party record
that knows its place-but I think it's
safe to say that it's one of the best
soundtrack albums ever to come out of
a thoroughly awful film. Steve Simels

PORKY'S REVENGE. Original -
soundtrack recording. Dave Edmunds:
High School Nights; Do You Want to
Dance; Queen of the Hop; Porky's Re-
venge. Jeff Beck: Sleepwalk. George
Harrison: I Don't Want to Do It. The
Fabulous Thunderbirds: Stagger Lee.
Carl Perkins: Blue Suede Shoes. Clar-
ence Clemons: Peter Gunn Theme. Wil-
lie Nelson: Love Me Tender. The Crawl-
ing King Snakes with Robert Plant:
Philadelphia Baby. COLUMBIA JS
39983, C) JST 39983, no list price.

too surprised. And it's not that there's
anything wrong with the album-in
fact, much of it is pretty arresting, if not
arousing. It's just that I got the feeling
I'd heard it all before. A.N.

ALISON MOYET: Alt. Alison Moyet
(vocals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Love Resurrection; Honey for
the Bees; For You Only; Invisible; Steal

Me Blind; and four others. COLUMBIA
BFC 39956, © BFT 39956, no list
price.

Performance: Appealing
Recording: Nice

Alison Moyet, who previously kicked
up some dust with a techno-pop outfit
known variously as Yaz or Yazoo, is a
marvelously soulful young singer in the

great British tradition that began with
Dusty Springfield. Like Springfield,
she's got a dusky, late -night alto voice
that somehow seems familiar without
recalling anybody in particular. She
phrases a bit like a classic blues singer,
though I can't tell you which one.

In any event, "Alf," her debut solo
album, is a little stunner, one of the few
genuinely human -sounding offshoots of
the current English obsession with
American r -&-b. For once the singer is
not buried under a synthesized wall of
sludge; for once we get real, insinuating
tunes; and for once we get the true Six-
ties Meet the Eighties dance -pop syn-
thesis that everybody from Wham! to
Southside Johnny has been trying for
with much less success. "Alf" is a very
appealing record, and I suspect that Ali-
son Moyet is going to be around for a
while. S.S.

THE SMITHS: Meat Is Murder (see
Best of the Month, page 60)

GEORGE STRAIT: Does Fort Worth
Ever Cross Your Mind. George Strait
(vocals); vocal and instrumental accom-
paniment. Any Old Time; I Need Some-
one Like Me; Honky Tonk Saturday
Night; Love Comes from the Other Side
of Town; and six others. MCA MCA -
5518 $7.98, C) MCAC-5518 $7.98.

Performance: A for effort
Recording: Exceptional

Boy, oh boy, could this have been a
great record! For his countriest of al-
bums, the talented George Strait, a
former cattle rancher (and thus an hon-
est -to -goodness singing cowboy), went
on a round of Nashville music publish-
ers, handpicking what he thought were
the ten best contemporary country and
nouveau -Western swing songs avail-
able. Then Jimmy Bowen corralled the
top Nashville session cats (Weldon My-
rick on steel, Reggie Young on electric
guitar, Johnny Gimble on fiddle) for a
lively, uncluttered production. All that
should have made for one heck of an
album.

The problem? Well, the singing is
fine. Strait, who is lean and handsome
in the Tommy Truehean mold, wants
to be a bona fide successor to the hon-
ky-tonk throne of Hank Williams,
George Jones, and Merle Haggard, and
he manages to sound like each one of
them-even throwing in a little Jerry
Lee Lewis-without giving up much of
his own identity. Trouble is, there are
only two memorable songs in the lot,
the title song and an odd little honker
called The Fireman (about a romeo
who rides all over town "puttin' out old
flames").

Of course, it took even Hank Wil-
liams a while to become a legend. But
he had songs, man, he had songs. A.N.

'TIL TUESDAY: Voices Carry. Aimee
Mann (vocals, bass); Michael Hausman
(drums, percussion); Robert Holmes
(guitars, vocals); Joey Pesce (synthesiz-
ers, piano, vocals). Love in a Vacuum;
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Looking Over My Shoulder; I Could Get
Used to This; No More Crying; Voices
Carry; Don't Watch Me Bleed; and four
others. EPIC BFE 39458, © BFT 39458,
no list price.

Performance: Lightweight
Recording: Crisp

Boston -based 'Til Tuesday's album de-
but begins promisingly enough with
the New Wave Mamas -and -the -Papas
sound of Love in a Vacuum. (There's
only one woman in 'Til Tuesday, how-
ever-the striking redhead in the cover
photo is Robert Holmes.) But I'm afraid
the rest is downhill. The group's sound,
look, and attitude have been carefully
groomed. "Voices Carry" benefits from
sterling sound quality, the band is beau-
tiful to look at, and the lyrics, which
deal exclusively with the failures, bat-
tles, and deceptions of love, are pretty
good. But they forgot to show up with
any good music.

"Voices" ambles self-consciously
along through a series of slow -moving
arrangements that are clearly trying to
achieve seriousness and drama but are
merely drab. Aimee Mann, the band's
focal point, seems to get flatter and
thinner with each cut. Guitarist Holmes
is quite good, his clean ornamentation
providing the music with what little
interest it has. But there's not really
enough of him to make much differ-

ence. The rhythm section is dull. If they
had been able to create any tension for
Holmes and Mann to have worked
against, some of these songs might not
have been dead on arrival. M.P.

CONWAY TWITTY: Don't Call Him a
Cowboy. Conway Twitty (vocals); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment.
Don't Call Him a Cowboy; Somebody
Lied; Between Her Blue Eyes and Jeans:
Everyone Has Someone They Can't For-
get; and six others. WARNER BROS.
25207-I $8.98, © 25207-4 $8.98.

Performance: Cream of country
Recording: Very good

I have never been what you'd call a
dyed-in-the-wool Conway Twitty fan,
but I have a lot of admiration for the
way he sells a song and for the way he's
guided his nearly thirty-year career. In
"Don't Call Him a Cowboy" he's
moved away from those horrible Nash-
ville song books (tunes with titles like If
You Want Your Beer to Get Really,
Really Cold, Put It Next to My Ex -
Wife's Heart) and concentrated on de-
livering strong, well -crafted country and
country -blues tunes that should appeal
to fans of any good music, not just
country.

There is one unabashedly commercial
song here, the title cut, but it is a clever
and jaunty little number that starts

things off just fine. As usual, Twitty
doesn't just sing a song, he wrings every
nuance out of it, but with almost no
exception the material here measures
up to the vocal. A very strong, solid
effort. A.N.

UTOPIA: POV. Utopia (vocals and in-
strumentals). Play This Game; Zen Ma-
chine; Style; Mated; More Light; Stand
for Something; and four others. PASS-
PORT PB 6044 $8.98, © PBC 6044
$8.98.

Performance: Okay
Recording: Excellent

Utopia-that is, Todd Rundgren and
friends-weighs in here with a new
album that's rather a mishmash: a little
Philadelphia r -&-b cheek by jowl with a
little techno-pop, then a little crunching
hard rock hearkening back to Todd's
days with the Nazz. It's all impeccably
crafted, which is probably the least one
can expect from a group whose head
honcho also happens to be one of the
Western World's most gifted record
producers, but it's also a little empty-
headed. When Rundgren isn't waxing
endearingly sappy about unrequited
love, he rarely has much else of interest
to say. (Breathes there, after all, a man
with soul so dead he doesn't swoon on
hearing Todd's wimp -rock classic, Can
We Still Be Friends?) In "POV," unfor-
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tunately, he waxes sappy far too infre-
quently for anyone's good. S.S.

LUTHER VANDROSS: The Night 1
Fell in Love. Luther Vandross (vocals);
other musicians. 'Ti! My Baby Comes
Home; The Night I Fell in Love; If Only
for One Night; Creepin; Other Side of
the World; Wait for Love; and two oth-
ers. EPIC FE 39882, © FET 39882, no
list price.

Performance: Smooth but familiar
Recording: Very good

Luther Vandross is a gifted singer, with
a velvety and supple voice, but I've
been far less impressed by his songwrit-
ing ability. Too many of his creations
sound alike. Most of the time, though,
his albums are so skillfully produced
that the songs themselves don't seem to
matter all that much; they all at least
sound good. And usually each album
includes one ballad sung so superbly
that it can make the whole set worth-
while. Generally there's also one r -&-b
classic given a fresh treatment and
superbly sung as well. It's no different
this time around. The classic is Stevie
Wonder's Creepin', and the ballad is
Wait for Love, which is almost pretty.
The other originals seem a bit worn;
we've heard them before under other
titles. It's time for Vandross to break
out of this mold. P.G.

JAZZ

KENNY BURRELL AND GROVER
WASHINGTON, JR.: Togethering.
Kenny Burrell (guitar); Grover Wash-
ington, Jr. (saxophone): Ron Carter
(bass); Jack de Johnette (drums); Ralph
MacDonald (percussion). Soulero7 Sails
of Your Soul; Day Dream; Beautiful
Friendship; Togethering; and three oth-
ers. BLUE NOTE BT 85106 $7.98. C)
BTC 85106 $7.98.

Performance: Together
Recording: Excellent

Since saxophonist Grover Washington,
Jr., is well known for a multitude of
albums that range from heavily ar-
ranged mood jazz to commercial pop,
his appearance here with the venerable
jazz guitarist Kenny Burrell comes as
something of a surprise. But it is per-
haps the best thing that has happened to
Washington for years. He is stripped of

all artifice i i an excellent, straight -
ahead album with one of the most taste-
ful and continuously gratifying of gui-
tarists. Washington favors a smooth,
almost politely subdued horn sound
that is an ideal companion for Burrell's
nuanced guitar work. The selections
range from a Brazilian -flavor to vintage
Strayhorn-Ellington. It looks as if the
newly revived Blue Note jazz label will
he true to its heritage after all. P.G.

BILL CHALLIS AND HIS ORCHES-
TRA: /936. Life Is a Song; Paris in the
Spring; Rockin' Chair; Clarinet Mar-
malade; Temptation: New Orleans;
Sidewalks of Cuba; Let Yourself Go; and
six others. More 1936. Great Day; Diga
Diga Do; Let's Face the Music and
Dance; In the Still of the Night; River-
boat Shuffle, Rhythm in My Nursery
Rhymes: and six others. CIRCLE 0 CLP-
71 and CLP-72 two discs $7.98 each
(from Circle Records, 3008 Wadsworth
Mill Pl., Atlanta, GA 30032-5899).

Performances: Masterly
Recordings: Fine mono transfers

Bill Challis, now eighty-one, was one of
the most advanced jazz -influenced or-
chestra arrangers from the late Twenties
through the late Forties. He wrote for
Paul Whiteman, Duke Ellington, the
Dorseys, Fletcher Henderson, and
Glenn Miller. A close friend of Bix Bei-
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derbecke, Challis notated Bix's piano
pieces in 1929, and in 1975 he scored
them for five guitars (on Monument/
Evergreen MES 7066).

In February 1936 Challis assembled
an orchestra for twenty-four sides re-
corded in exquisitely detailed sound for
World Transcriptions radio syndica-
tion, using many of New York's top tal-
ents (among them Artie Shaw, trumpet-
er Manny Klein, trombonist Jack Jen-
ny. and vocalist Bea Wain). These have
now been issued on disc for the first
time on George H. Buck, Jr.'s Circle
Records label.

Challis wrote with a mixture of classi-
cal references, whimsicality, and jazz
feeling that made musicians play more
than just the notes, as these delightful
and historically important albums testi-
fy. He revived some of his Twenties
arrangments for these dates, but he also
scored a scoop with three Irving Berlin
melodies from the 1936 film Follow the
Fleet that he recorded before anyone
else. Challis has long been in jazz his-
tory books as an innovator, but these
recordings are welcome new proof of his
merit, and they belong in every collec-
tor's library. Joel Vance
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RED GARLAND: So Long Blues. Red
Garland (piano); Ron Carter (bass); Ben
Riley (drums); other musicians. Gee
Baby. Ain't I Good to You; In a Mello -
tone; The Best Man; So Long Blues; and
two others. GALAXY GXY-5I49 $8.98.

Performance: Steeped in blues
Recording: Good

The legacy of pianist Red Garland, who
died last year, was laced with his deep
affinity for the blues, which might be
considered a natural offshoot of his
Texas roots. Although Garland rose to
prominence while he was playing with
Miles Davis during the Sixties, he made
some impressive recordings as a leader,
highlighted by "Red in Bluesville"
(Prestige 7157), which is representative
of the style he established early on and
held to for years.

On "So Long Blues," recorded in
1979 and just now released, that style is
immediately recognizable from the as-
sertive opening block chords of Gee
Baby. Ain't I Good to You and from his
cool sense of phrasing. Here Garland is
presented in an assortment of settings,
from trio to quartet and quintet, with
Ron Carter, the thinking man's bassist,
present on all six selections. Highlights
include every note Carter plays here but
especially his marvelous finger -play on
3 -String Blues, Kenny Burrell's impec-
cable guitar work on Gee Baby, and
Julian Priester's scintillating trombone
solo on So Long Blues. For some un-
fathomable reason, Garland decided to
sing on The Best Man, and about the
most charitable thing I can say about
that is that I'm glad he didn't try it more
frequently. Otherwise, "So Long Blues"
makes very good listening. P.G.

DINAH WASHINGTON: The Fats
Waller Songbook. Dinah Washington
(vocals); orchestra, Ernie Wilkins arr.
and cond. Ain't Misbehavin'; Honey-
suckle Rose; Jitterbug Waltz; T'ain't
Nobody's Biz-ness If I Do; Someone's
Rocking My Dreamboat; Black and
Blue; and six others. EMARCY 818 930-1
$8.98, CD 818 930-4 $8.98, 818 930-2
no list price.

Performance: Wonderful
Recording: Excellent remastering

It is all but inevitable that some day
there will be a major revival of interest
in the late Dinah Washington, who died
in 1963 at the age of thirty-nine. She
was an extraordinarily versatile singer
who spanned the styles of blues,
rhythm-and-blues, jazz, and popular
song while always retaining her own
distinctive musical personality. An ide-
al stimulus for such a revival is this reis-
sue of an album where she interprets
songs written or immortalized by the
great Fats Waller.

The songs are wonderful, and Wash-
ington's sympathetic interpretations are
backed with brilliant big -band arrange-
ments by Ernie Wilkins. It's all given
new life in a spectacularly clear digital
remastering. Don't miss it this time
around. P.C.
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LITTLE ESTHER PHILLIPS
WHEN Esther Phillips died
last year at forty-eight, in
a California hospital, after
years of suffering from the

vicissitudes of show biz and a disaster -
prone personal life, a line of musical
continuity came to an end. Phillips was
the last performer in the blues tradition
begun by Ma Rainey around 1902 and
extending through Bessie Smith to Bil-
lie Holiday and Dinah Washington.

It was Washington, too frequently ig-
nored as a major figure in the evolution
of modern rhythm-and-blues, who most
directly influenced Phillips. Born Esther
Mac Jones on December 23, 1935, in
Galveston, Texas, Phillips became a
child star at the age of thirteen, ap-
pearing as "Little Esther" with the
Johnny Otis Orchestra in the late For-
ties. Some of us who were her contem-
poraries remember hearing Little Es-
ther's recordings on black -oriented ra-
dio stations back then. She was a kid
who sang with the emotional depth of a
mature woman. And her voice, with its
peculiar twists and vinegarish quality,
bore a remarkable resemblance to that
of her idol, Dinah Washington.

The ensuing years brought Phillips
more downs than ups, but in the early
Seventies she emerged again, now a ful-
ly mature singer whose style was indeli-
bly etched with the blues. Her excep-
tional Kudu album, "From a Whisper
to a Scream" and her somewhat earlier
live Atlantic album, "Burnin'," earned
her the respect of artists like Aretha
Franklin as well as of blues fans.

While unevenness was the hallmark
of Phillips's career, her right to the man -

J.

tle of her great predecessors is evident
throughout the two discs of rereleases of
her complete recordings for the Savoy
label. Included are tracks she cut as a
child and as a young woman during the
years 1949 to 1959-a period when the
blues as a musical form was still very
much alive. At times you can detect the
nervousness and even the uncertain in-
tonation of a very young artist, but
there can be no doubt about her talent
or her precocious ability to interpret
lyrics. The later sessions, with more
sophisticated arrangements, show her
style as it had begun to jell.

These old recordings are full of the
humor and the rocking quality of the
music that rock-and-roll grew out of.
Besides providing a valuable lesson in
the development of rhythm-and-blues,
this set should ensure that Esther Phil-
lips is granted her rightful place in the
history of American popular music.

Phyl Garland

"LITTLE ESTHER" PHILLIPS: The
Complete Savoy Recordings. Esther
Phillips (vocals); Johnny Otis and His
Orchestra. Double -Crossing Blues; Get
Together Blues; Lover's Land Boogie,
Misery; Mistrustin' Blues: Cupid's
Boogie: Just Can't Get Free; Lost in a
Dream: Deceivin' Blues; Christmas
Greetings: Faraway Christmas Blues:
Love Will Break Your Heart for You; I
Dream; I Don't Care; I've Got a Long-
ing in My Heart; You Can Bet Your Life
(I Do); T'ain't Whatcha Say; If It's New
to You: It's So Good; Do You Ever
Think of Me: Oo Papa Do. SAVOY JAZZ
18) SJL 2258 two discs $11.98.

Phillips: a kid who sang
with the emotional depth
of a mature woman
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes
reviewed
Robert Ac rt
Richard Freed
David Hall
Stoddard Lincoln

BACH: Suites for Orchestra (BWV
1066-1069). English Baroque Soloists,
John Eliot Gardiner cond. ERATO/RCA
O NUM 750762 two discs $21.98. C)
MCE 750762 two cassettes $21.98,
CD 88048/49 two CD's no list price.

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Excellent

As we would expect from John Eliot
Gardiner and the English Baroque So-
loists, this performance of Bach's Or-
chestral Suites is full of vitality. The
overtures are lofty but never sluggish,
the dances bouncy but never skittish,
the articulations precise but never chop-
py. Lisa Beznosiuk turns in a top-draw-
er performance of the solo -flute part in
the B Minor Suite, and the early instru-
ments sound splendid throughout.

Although there are several other fine
recordings of the suites, this one alone
brings just the right festive quality to
the music, and the overall effect is stun-
ning. If you are considering acquiring
these works in authentic performances
with early instruments, this set is cer-
tainly the one to buy. S.L.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata No. 7. in
D Major, Op. 10, No. 3; Piano Sonata
No. 23, in F Minor, Op. 57 ("Appas-
sionata"). Murray Perahia (piano). CBS
O IM 39344, © IMT 39344, no list
price.

Performance: Superb
Recording: First-rate

Although Murray Perahia's altogether
remarkable first Beethoven record, the
Op. 7 and Op. 22 sonatas (CBS M
36695), must have made everyone who
heard it eager for more, CBS has re-
sisted the understandable temptation to
rush him into a survey of all thirty-two
sonatas, waiting more than two years
for this second installment. It is on the
same heady level as its predecessor:
forceful, communicative, deeply felt,
filled with uncommon and convincing
insights.

The Appassionata is here allowed a
very deliberate opening gesture, and

F.\ 1'1 \ \ A l'IONOF SYMBOLS:

= DIGITAL-MASTFR ANALOG LP
© SITREOCASSFTIT

FA L COM PAC I' DISC
= MONOPHONIC RECORDING

ASHKENAZY'S BEETHOVEN

VLA DI MIR ASHKENAZY'S Cycle
of the Beethoven piano con-
certos with Zubin Mehta and
the Vienna Philharmonic was

released early this year by London Rec-
ords in boxed sets of LP's and tapes and
is now available on four individual
Compact Discs, which is the format in
which I listened to it. The new cycle
demands comparison with Ashkenazy's
first one, done in 1973 with Sir Georg
Solti and the Chicago Symphony. Those
recordings were and are a major
achievement musically and sonically,
not least because they represent a suc-
cessful collaboration between two very
strong-minded interpreters.

The new set is much more the pian-
ist's show. Overall the performances
have a more lyrical emphasis, but I miss
a certain crispness in the orchestral part
in several of the concertos. For in-
stance, in the First Concerto, in C
Major, Ashkenazy brings a Mozartian
elegance to the allegro and the slow
movement, but not until the finale do
we get the kind of brisk alertness from
both soloist and orchestra that the mu-
sic needs. The CD is filled out with the
Six Bagatelles, Op. 126, and Ashkenazy
beautifully realizes the lyrical aspects of
these delectable jewels from the late -
Beethoven workshop.

The Concerto No. 2, in B -flat Major,
composed earlier than the C Major, is
performed with decidedly more crisp-
ness and drive. It is coupled with what
for me is the finest of all the Beethoven
piano concertos, the G Major, No. 4.
It's a pity Ashkenazy takes an overly
deliberate tempo in the first movement;
despite exquisite solo work, the pace
drags. His interpretation works su-
perbly in the slow movement, however,
and the finale is appropriately brilliant
and crisp.

The C Minor Concerto. No. 3, is

Vladimir
Ashkenazy
(right)
with
conductor
Zubin
Mehta

somewhat variable, mostly in the or-
chestral performance. The opening ri-
tornello is too tame, and it takes the
entry of the soloist to bring things to
life. The outsized cadenza is delivered
with enormous fire, conveying some-
thing of what Beethoven must have
sounded like in one of his celebrated
improvisations. Two keyboard staples
fill out this disc, the Andante favori,
which was originally intended for the
slow movement of the Waldstein Sona-
ta, and the bagatelle inscribed Far Elise,
to which Ashkenazy brings an especially
plaintive sweetness.

The Emperor Concerto, in E -flat,
finds Ashkenazy and Mehta very much
of a mind. The opening movement is
done on the grandest scale, with thun-
dering, cadenza -style solo episodes and
imperious interjections from the or-
chestra. The slow movement emerges
with Olympian calm and elegance, and
the potentially monotonous finale gets a
superbly athletic treatment.

All five of the concertos were re-
corded in Vienna's Sofiensaal, and the
sound on the CD's is brilliant and full-
bodied. The piano is up front but not
glaringly spotlighted; it sounds particu-
larly rich in the slow movements of the
B -flat and C Minor Concertos. In the
pregnant pauses of the famous slow
movement of No. 4 the CD's total lack
of surface noise or background hiss con-
tribute greatly to the overall effect.

David Hall

BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos Nos.
1-5; Six Bagatelles, Op. 126; Andante
favor! in F Major; FOr Elise. Vladimir
Ashkenazy (piano); Vienna Philhar-
monic Orchestra, Zubin Mehta cond.
LONDON 0 411 899-1 four discs $39.92,
© 411 899-4 three cassettes $39.92,
411 900-2/903-2 four CD's no list
price.
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GERS111111 N
THE AMERICAN ORIGINAL.

Original Versions And Never -Before -Recorded Piano Works
By Michael Tilson Thomas.

irsei largo. nommons

3

IM 39699

"The initial purpose of this project was to
restore the Rhapsody In Blue and the
Second Rhapsody to their original orches-
tration and style of performance. Thanks
to Ira Gershwin's excitement about these
restorations, he gave me manuscripts and
sketches of several other works, many
totally unknown, which appear for the first
time on this album:'

Michael Tilson Thomas

GER$1111V N
WITH A FRENCH TWIST,

Classic Works Including Summertime, I Got Rhythm and
An American In Paris Transcribed For Flute
From Jean -Pierre Rampal.

"Gershwin didn't write any music specifi-
cally for the flute. Although longing to per-
form his works, I hesitated for fear of not
finding suitable arrangements. But my
reluctance was swept away the moment I
heard Michel Colombier's brilliant tran-
scriptions. At last I could share in the talent
and humanity of George Gershwin:"

Jean-Pierre Rampal

FM 39700

On CBS Masterworks and CBS Records and Cassettes.
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throughout the work there is the assur-
ing feeling of massive strength held in
thoughtful reserve until it can be held in
check no more. Instead of just another
package of Beethoven's three popular
nicknamed sonatas, CBS and Perahia
have had the imaginativeness to pair
this superb performance with an equal-
ly distinguished one of the witty and
vivacious early Sonata in D Major, Op.
10, No. 3. The slow movement contains
a sort of intimation of what was to come
in the later works, but overall it makes
for a most agreeable contrast.

No need to go on about it: both sides
add further distinction to Perahia's al-
ready distinguished discography, and to
Beethoven's. The sound and pressing
are first-rate. R. F.

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 7, in E
Major (see Best of the Month, page
57)

CHAUSSON: Piano Trio in G Minor,
Op. 3. RAVEL: Trio in A Minor. Beaux
Arts Trio. PHILIPS 0 411 141-1 $10.98,
©411 141-4 $10.98, 411 141-2 no list
price.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

Chausson's Piano Trio is the sort of
piece you rarely get to hear in recital. It
is a much earlier work than the famous
Symphony in B -flat and the Poeme, but
like those orchestral works and the Con-
certo for Piano, Violin, and String
Quartet, the Piano Trio evinces all the
qualities we associate with this compos-
er: strong themes (generally in a melan-
choly or nostalgic vein), insinuating
rhythms, and, overall, that curious
blend of nobility and voluptuousness
that seems to say "Chausson." It is a
strong piece, and it could not be in bet-
ter hands than it is here. For all I know,
the Beaux Arts Trio may have dug up
the Chausson just to have a fresh com-
panion for the very. familiar Ravel trio,
but it sounds as if they have played it,
and loved it, for years. So, of course,
does the Ravel. The recording is fo-
cused a bit closer than I'd have liked,
but it is very realistic and well balanced.
Highly recommended. R. F.

GOUNOD: Romeo et Juliette. Alfredo
Kraus (tenor), Romeo; Catherine Malfi-
tano (soprano), Juliette; Jost Van Dam
(bass), Frere Laurent; Gino Quilico
(baritone), Mercutio; Ann Murray (so-
prano), Stephano; Gabriel Bacquier
(bass), Capulet; others. Choeur Region-
al Midi-Pyrenees; Choeur du Capitole
de Toulouse; Orchestre National du
Capitole de Toulouse, Michel Plasson,
cond. ANGEL 0 DSCX-3960 three discs
$36.98, © 4D3X-3960 three cassettes
$36.98.

Performance: Glowing, stylish
Recording: Excellent

Romeo et Juliette is an immediately
accessible opera, but the better musical
passages also become more deeply en-
joyable as the listener becomes increas-

Malfitanos an accomplished Juliette

ingly familiar with them. The libretto,
with some variation from Shakespeare,
was based on Victor Hugo's then -new
translation. The story unfolds with the
same straightforward sincerity charac-
teristic of the music. If it is not a great
opera, it is a most appealing one and
contains some of Gounod's most ele-
gant music.

"Elegant" is perhaps the word to
describe this performance too. At the
outset there is elegance in Michel Plas-
son's sure and sensitive conducting. He
has a feeling for and an understanding
of Gounod's score, which though never
profound is always theatrically effective
and emotionally appealing, and he
brings forth the best from his orchestra
and two choruses.

There is more elegance in the diction,
which is of a high order throughout,
though only one of the principals, Ga-
briel Bacquier, is French. Everyone's
articulation is exemplary.

And, speaking of elegance, what can I
say of Alfredo Kraus that has not
already been said? He brings a particu-
larly appealing ardent youthfulness to
his characterization of Romeo. "Ah,
leve-toi, soled!" is a lesson in the art of
singing. Later, when he soars, forte, to a
high B -natural and then reduces the
tone to piano, his technical command
and musicality are awesome.

Catherine Malfitano is Juliette. Her
clear, silvery voice and sense of charac-
ter complement Kraus in this evocation
of youth and first love. Her Waltz Song
is sung simply, not as a showpiece; the
Potion Scene, which can easily be over-
played, and is not infrequently strident,
is here contained as part of the total per-
formance. She is an accomplished and
sensitive artist. Bacquier, Jose Van
Dam, and Gino Quilico are all vocally
impressive and dramatically convinc-
ing as well, and Ann Murray performs
Stephano's "Que fais-tu, blanche Tour-
terelle . ." with polished grace. There
is no weak link in the cast. Highly rec-
ommended. R.A.

HANDEL: Water Music. Berlin Phil-
harmonic Orchestra, Riccardo Muti
cond. ANGEL 0 DS -37857 $11.98, 0
4DS-37857 $11.98.

HANDEL: Water Music. Linde Con-
sort, Hans -Martin Linde cond. ANGEL
0 DS -38 154 $11.98, © 4DS-38154
$11.98.

HANDEL: Music for the Royal Fire-
works; Concerto a due coil in F Major.
Cappella Coloniensis, Hans -Martin
Linde cond. ANGEL 0 DS -38155
$11.98, C) 4DS-38155 $11.98.

Performances: Muti on target
Recordings: Fine

Riccardo Muti's modern -style perform-
ance of Handel's Water Music is a
grand one despite the lack of Baroque
mannerisms and articulation-and the
well-meaning but inappropriate use of
short harpsichord cadenzas between
some of the movements (surely Handel
knew enough not to put a harpsichord
on a river barge). The full-bodied so-
norities of the Berlin Philharmonic,
with excellent horn playing, are well -
suited to the large outlines of this out-
door music.

Hans -Martin Linde, on the other
hand, takes full advantage of recent
musicological research in his two al-
bums with early -instrument ensembles,
his own Linde Consort and the Cappel-
la Coloniensis. Details may be authen-
tic, but the sound is dry, the horns
(whose playing is somewhat fuzzy) are
too dominant, and the movements all
tend to sound alike. Moreover, the
application of French dotted rhythms to
the overture of the Music for the Royal
Fireworks (Handel certainly would
have written dots if he had wanted
them) is unnecessary.

All in all, Muti with the larger orches-
tra captures Handel's intentions better
than Linde. This is a case where basic
musicianship is more telling than his-
torical "authenticity." S. L.

KHACHATURIAN: Violin Concerto in
D Major. TCHAIKOVSKY: Medita-
tion, Op. 42, No. I. Itzhak Perlman
(violin); Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
Zubin Mehta cond. ANGEL 0 DS -38055
$11.98, ©4XS-38055 $11.98, CDC -
47087 -2 no list price.

Performance: Sizzling
Recording: Brilliant

The Khachaturian Violin Concerto is
no earth -shaking masterpiece, but when
it is played by a virtuoso like Itzhak
Perlman, backed by a conductor like
Zubin Mehta who has a real flair for this
kind of extroverted music, the piece can
be a lot of fun. Certainly Perlman, Meh-
ta, and a very alert Israel Philharmonic
give the music everything they've got in
this recording. They take the end move-
ments at the good, stiff clip the music
needs, and in the lush slow movement
all the expressive and coloristic stops
are pulled out.

Perlman is absolutely at the top of his
dazzling form here, with sizzling pas -
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Finally, caraudio as good
as your can

Very few companies sealing car stereos are real audio compan es. With 75 years of exoerience reproducing sound,
Denon wishes to point out the evel of their home audio technology present in the new DC -series of car audio equipment.

For examp,e, the only audio components home or auto offering the level of circuit sophistication found on the
new Der -ion Car Audio DCA-3250 Powe' Amplifier are Denon's own top -of -the -line receiver and separates.

Similarly, the Dynamic Range Expansion circuitry found on Denon's new Car Audio DCR-7600 AM/FM Stereo
Tuner/Cassette Deck otherwise can be found only on Denon's DE -70 Dynamic Equalizer.

The differences between Denon car and Denon home audio equipment will become apparent the moment you sit
behind the wheel. To bJild car audio for people who love good sound as much as fine cars, Denon created a very limited.
ultra -high quality range of car audio components, specifically engineered to become part of the automobile. Controls fall
to hand and information is displayed wish the driver clearly in mind.

For the car lover. Denon Car Audio does more than offer true auto high fidelity it becomes an integral part of the
thrill of driving.
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sage work in the fast movements, an
utterly breathtaking execution of the
very lengthy and difficult first -move-
ment cadenza, and full justice to the
languorous Armenian coloring of the
slow movement. He is just as successful
in conveying the plaintive lyricism of
Tchaikovsky's Meditation (in the Gla-
zounov orchestration).

The somewhat tight acoustical sur-
round works to the advantage of the
Khachaturian concerto in helping to
achieve a sharp definition of line in the
kaleidoscopic wind and percussion sec-
tions as well as enhancing the bite of the
work's dance -inspired rhythms. I lis-
tened to the LP and the CD versions,
and both are excellent, though the CD
has just that extra measure of definition
in the high frequencies and generally
greater dynamic impact. The balance
between soloist and orchestra in both
versions is near perfect. D.H.

MAHLER: Lieder (see Collections-
MariAnne Haggander)

MOZART: Piano Sonata No. 15, in
C Major (K. 545); Piano Sonata in
F Major (K. 533/494); Rondo in
A Minor (K. 511). Mitsuko Uchida (pi-
ano). PHILIPS 0 412 122-1 $10.98, (§)
412 122-4 $10.98, 412 122-2 no list
price.

Performance: Provocative
Recording: Close-up

The first installment in Mitsuko Uchi-
da's Mozart sonata cycle (Philips 412
123) introduced her as an uncommonly
intelligent artist and an original musical
thinker, though by no means an eccen-
tric one. This second release is similarly
provocative, if perhaps a bit less con-
vincing in some respects.

I have no reservations about the
A Minor Rondo. Uchida's stark, bare -
bones style sets its grim little drama
before us in the noblest sort of way,
with understated pathos. The same ap-
proach in the C Major Sonata, however,
for all its crystalline clarity, is a bit jar-
ring in its cheerlessness. For every lis-
tener who finds this performance reve-
latory of hitherto unsuspected sub-
stance and depth, I imagine there will
be two or three others to whom it will
appear instead that Uchida has taken a
deliberate pace in order to be sure of
getting the notes right, as well as anoth-
er handful simply baffled by her seem-
ing determination to turn an unassum-
ing sonata facile into a keyboard Eroica.
Her understatement at the ends of the
fast movements in both sonatas here
strikes me as a curious insistence on
anticlimax. But she does get to the very
heart of the slow movements!

While in general I think I'm happier
with Andras Schifl's performances on
his very generously filled London ana-
log LP's, Uchida's versions are more
than intriguing for alternate listening
and should insure the most serious
attention to whatever she may offer in
the future. The piano sound is very real-
istic and also very close up. R.F.

RAVEL: The Complete Songs (see Best
of the Month, page 58)

RAVEL: Trio in .4 Minor (see CHAUS-
SON)

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 4, in A Mi-
nor, Op. 63; Symphony No. 7, in C
Major, Op. 105. Helsinki Philharmonic
Orchestra, Paavo Berglund cond. AN-
GEL 0 DS -38135 $11.98, C) 4DS-38135
$11.98.

Performance: Distinguished
Recording: Excellent

This appears to be the first pairing of
Sibelius's two greatest (or, in any event,
two most individual) symphonies on a
single LP or tape. It is a very distin-
guished release and another superb
"demo" for the DMM process. Neither
of Paavo Berglund's two earlier record-
ings of the Sibelius Fourth was issued
domestically in our country, and neith-
er was in the same class as this new
Anglo-Finnish production, musically or
sonically. Berglund has the measure of
this music, he draws first-rate playing
from the Helsinki Philharmonic, and
the recording itself misses nothing in
terms of vividness or detail. The scher-
zo could have had a mite more anima-
tion, perhaps, and the first movement a
deeper sense of the mystic, but there is
nothing else to fault, and the work fits
snugly on a single side, leaving side two
for a possibly even more impressive
presentation of the . radiant Seventh,
which in every respect is the hands -
down winner among currently available
recordings. R.F.

R. STRAUSS: Sinfonia Domestics, Op.
53. Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Lorin Maazel cond. DEUTSCHE GRAM-
MOPHON 0 413 460-1 $10.98, © 413
460-4 $10.98, 413 460-2 no list
price.

Performance: A charmer
Recording: Veryfine

Richard Strauss's Sinfonia Domestica
often seems the work of an overbearing
egotist exploiting his home life as a
vehicle for inflated orchestral virtuosi-
ty, but it can be done as a fun piece, full
of humor and tenderness, and in the
concluding section, with its elaborate
double fugue, a brilliant eruption of
high spirits.

Lorin Maazel takes essentially the lat-
ter route in this superb live recording.
There is both ardor and humor in the
first half, and the "dreaming music"
offers some wonderfully delicate play-
ing and beautifully worked -out textural
balances. In the passages where Strauss
has eight horns going their own way at
full tilt, the sense of instrumental sepa-
ration is remarkably well conveyed.

At least nine recordings of the Sinfon-
ia Domestica have been in and out of
Schwann, but Maazel's is the only ster-
eo one now available. As far as I am
concerned, it fills the bill perfectly. The
music may not suit every taste, but for
Strauss fans this version is a must. D. H.
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TCHAIKOVSKY: Meditation, Op. 42,
No. I (see KHATCHATURIAN)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4, in
F Minor, Op. 36. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti cond. LON-
DON 0 414 192-1 $10.98, C) 414 192-4
$10.98, 414 192-2 no list price.

Performance: Powerful
Recording: Brilliant

Sir Georg Solti's approach to the Tchai-
kovsky Fourth is straightforward and
high-powered without being brutal. I

received the greatest pleasure from the
way he and the Chicago Symphony
shape the transitional and secondary
thematic material in the opening move-
ment and from the lovingly handled
dynamic gradations in the lengthy coda.

The famous pizzicato scherzo is an
ideal showpiece for the CD format, with
its perfectly quiet background, and Solti
makes the most of it. The much -ma-
ligned finale gets a properly fierce treat-
ment where that's needed, but the lyri-
cal details are not neglected. Through-
out the score, in fact, wherever there are
significant counter -figures or themes,
Solti gets them in place without exag-
geration or affectation. In short, this is a
musicianly interpretation with all the
dramatic punch and color one could
ask, and the conics are excellent, espe-
cially on Compact Disc. D.H.

WAGNER: GOtterdammerung: Sieg-
fried's Rhine Journey; Siegfried's
Death and Funeral March; BrUnn-
hilde's Immolation and Finale. Ute
Vinzing (soprano); James King (tenor);
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra,
Carlos PaIta cond. LODIA 0 LOD-785
$12.98, © LOC-785 $12.98, LOCD-
785 no list price.

Performance: Noble, spacious
Recording: Awesomely vivid

Carlos PaIta's new package of excerpts
from GOtterdammerung is the conduc-
tor's first digitally recorded Wagner as
well as his first recording with soloists,
either instrumental or vocal. The music
is performed just as it is in the theater,
without the concert endings Humper-
dinck provided for the two shorter
items. All three episodes are given spa-
cious, noble, intensely impassioned
readings in which every strand is crystal
clear yet blends into the whole so as not
to impede the stately momentum.
James King delivers Siegfried's Fare-
well most affectingly, and in her longer
scene Ute Vinzing is a vibrant, striking
Brtlnnhilde. She sounds fresh and
youthful, projecting the most touching
pathos in reminding us that these are
young lovers betrayed and cut down.

The recording does not spotlight ei-
ther singer. Vinzing has to blend with
and cut through Wagner's considerable

orchestral forces, and this approach
proves to be more striking than one in
which the orchestra is held back (by
either the conductor or the engineer) to
accommodate the singer. The final cata-
clysm is all one might hope for. The
sound is awesomely vivid, especially on
the CD, though the LP, processed with
DMM, is nearly as impressive. The only
lapse is Lodia's failure to provide texts
with either version of this splendid
recording. R. F.

Collections
PLACIDO DOMINGO AND PILAR
LORENGAR: Zarzuela Arias and
Duets. Placido Domingo (tenor); Pilar
Lorengar (soprano); Austrian Radio
Symphony, Garcia Navarro cond. CBS
O IM 39210, © IMT 39210, no list
price.

Performance: Spirited
Recording: Well balanced

The Spanish zarzuela often evokes the
idea of a folk comedy with music, as art-
less and ingenuous, say, as the play
within a play of Leoncavallo's Pagliac-
ci. Not so, as the notes to this album
point out and the performances of Pla-
cido Domingo and Pilar Lorengar
prove. The zarzuela started as aristo-
cratic entertainment and was later
adopted by the common people. While
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This latest version contains everything you need to
get the fullest, most realistic reproduction from
your stereo equipment. You can actually perform a
complete stereo system checkup by ear alone.
A test lab in a record jacket

Employing the most advanced recording, master-
ing, and pressing techniques, the Stereo Review
SRT14-A is produced to strict laboratory standards.
Engraved in its grooves are a series of precisely
recorded test tones, frequency sweeps, and pink
noise signals that enable you to accurately analyze
and check your stereo system for:
 Frequency response.  Wow and flutter.
 Stereo separation.  Optimum speaker
 Cartridge tracking placement.

ability.  Cartridge Tracking
 Channel balance. Force & Anti -skating.
 Hum and noise,  Musical Instrument

including turntable Tuning Standards, and
rumble. more . . . much more.

Step-by-step instructions
Included with SRT14-A is a detailed instruction

manual, complete with charts, tables, and dia-
grams. It explains the significance of each test. It
tells you what to listen for. It clearly describes
any abberations in system response. And it details
corrective procedures.
For professionals too

Included on the record are a series of tests that
call for the use of sophisticated measuring instru-
ments, such as oscilloscopes, chart recorders, and
distortion analyzers. These tests permit the ad-
vanced audiophile and professional to make precise
measurements of transient response, recorded sig-
nal velocity, anti -skating compensation, IM distor-
tion, and a host of other performance characteristics.
SHT14-A record contents
 CARTRIDGE TRACKING, HIGH FREQUENCY
 FREQUENCY RESPONSE, 20 kHz to 25 Hz
 SEPARATION, LEFT -TO -RIGHT/ RIGHT -TO -LEFT
 CARTRIDGE TRACKING, LOW FREQUENCY
 CHANNEL BALANCE  LOW -FREQUENCY NOISE
 TURNTABLE FLUTTER  TONE -BURST
 CARTFIDGE AND SPEAKER PHASING
 FREQUENCY -RESPONSE SWEEP, 500 TO 20.000

Hz. LEFT AND RIGHT CHANNEL
 INTERMODULATION DISTORTION
 ANTI -SKATING ADJUSTMENT
 1000 -Hz REFERENCE TONES
 FLUTTER AND SPEED ACCURACY
 STEREO SPREAD  CHROMATIC OCTAVE
 STANDARD "A"  GUITAR TUNING TONES

The final step
Start getting the most out of your stereo system.
Make the SRT14-A your next record purchase. Just
complete the coupon and mall It along with your
remittance . today!

CHARGE ORDERS-for your convonlonco
PHONE TOLL FREE 1-800-345-8112
IN PENNSYLVANIA ONLY 1-800-882-2444.

Test Record. Dept. 30013
P 0 Box 603, Holmes, PA 19043

Please send SRT14-A Stereo Test Records
e S9.95 each ($11 95 outside U S.A )

REnclosed is $
CHARGE. Visa

MasterCard
American Express

Account I Exp. Date

Signature

Print Name

Address

City/State/Zip

'Residents of CA. CO. CT. DC, FL. IL. MA. MI. MO. NJ and NY
\., State add applicable sales tax ../,



its music has a strong national flavor, it
is composed for the purpose at hand,
and well composed at that. To judge
from the sampling here, the primary
emotion is love-cynical love, love
turning to hate, romantic love, love of
homeland, and even love of God.

Zarzuela music is immediately acces-
sible, and it is performed in this record-
ing with energy, verve, and conviction
by two Spanish artists completely at
home with their material. Lorengar's
tremolo, for example, while sometimes
disconcerting in Mozart performances,
seems to enhance the excitement of her
performances here. Domingo is in fine
vocal and interpretative fettle. And the
orchestra under Garcia Navarro's sure
hand plays with accurate vigor. Re-
corded in performance at the Salzburg
Festival in 1983, the disc includes au-
dience applause that is nearly frenzied
in its enthusiasm. With reason. R.A.

MARIANNE HAGGANDER: Lieder.
Walter: Musikantengruss; Die Lerche;
Des Kindes Schlaf; Elfe. Karg-Elert: Ein
Wanderlied; Kehr' ein bei mir; Deine
Seele; Deine Wirkung; Was die Liebe
sei. Mahler: Frahlingsmorgen; Erinner-
ung; Hans und Grethe; Phantasie; Ich
ging mit Lust durch einen grunen Wald;
Starke Einbildungskrafi; Ablosung im
Sommer; Scheiden und Meiden; Nicht
wiedersehen! MariAnne Haggander (so-
prano); Lars Roos (piano). BLUEBELL/
PSI 0 BELL 180 $9.98.

Performance: Sensitive
Recording: Good presence

This beautifully sung album of songs by
Mahler, Sigfrid Karg-Elert (1877-1933),
and Bruno Walter is unified through the
imagistic poetry of the texts, which
present word pictures of situations and
emotions without narration or, for the
most part, comment. In consequence,
the music, complementing the words, is
all introspective and thoughtful. There
are, therefore, no "exciting" pieces in
the album, but a different and very val-
id excitement is evoked by MariAnne
Haggander's clear, well -centered so-
prano, notably warm in the middle reg-
ister and of some brilliance at the top.
Her diction is excellent, her sense of line
admirable, and her interpretations
show close identification with the texts
as well as thoughtful and sensitive ap-
preciation of the music. She sings with a
composed tranquillity and tender-
ness-and a sure sense of control-that
make this album a model of lieder per-
formance.

Special mention should be made of
the four heretofore unrecorded Walter
songs on poems of Josef von Eichen-
dorf. especially the beautiful Die Lerche
(The Lark). The Mahler songs, all early
and five of them based on the German
folk poetry of Das Knaben Wunder -
horn, a source Mahler used often, illus-
trate well the singer's involvement with
her material. And the short Ablasung im
Sommer demonstrates especially well
the strong capabilities of pianist Lars
Roos as accompanist. R.A.

Off. DELIVER
SAVINGS 514

TOLL FREE
-9

rAts,
RX-733

$62 ea.
SPECIAL

BELOW DEALER COST

AKAI
GX747dbx
BELOW
DEALER
COST

10 inch Auto-Rever
se$688with Pitch Control

Te s SLPI $26
1.1.1111Wei:i

Remote Access
Remove control Disc Player

Jensen J303
Alli100 watt triax

$69
PORTABLE STEREOS

Sanyo M9825 559
JVC RC770 $88
Sony CSF5000 592
JVC PCM-I00 $149
SansLi CP-5 $249

TAPE SPECIALS

Maxell UDXLII90 $2.19
Maxell UDXLIIS90 $2.49
Maxell L-750 HGX $5.49
Toshiba L-500 $3.69
TDK SA -90 $1.90

Or, Call 608-271-6889

SansL,I

DAS 55'1.

3 speaker
system

$39 ea.

MICROWAVES

Samsung RE55 1 ..... $135
Toshiba ERI55 $199
Panasonic RE6860 $259
GE Spacemaker I

JEM 2 $179

Mon.-Thurs 8-8
Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-5

Digital
auto -reverse $149

Audio
MEESource

EQ-ONE II
omplete with

analyzer and $229
mi,

229
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

Portable Disc Player

PL -5,
?ose-ouT %11111111111W

$ I 39
Li ,,,

$288

Sansu.
A-IIIC
T-1 I 10

integrated
pr. amp and tune
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CIRCLE NO 56 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stereo Review
CAR STEREO

BUYERS GUIDE

This comprehensive Buyers Guide by the editors of
Stereo Review covers car stereo and only car stereo.
Here's everythin you need to choose the right au-
tosound system for your needs and budget. Includes
full-length, no -holds -barred Hirsch -Houck test re-
ports. Detailed product descriptions. Articles that
explain precisely how to put together a state-of-
the-art car audio system. Plus complete specs and
prices on hundreds of components from such top
manufacturers as Sony. Pioneer. Yamaha, Sansui
and Kenwood.

For your copy. send 54.95 (53.95 plus $1 postage
and handlin ) to 1985 Stereo Review Car Stereo

rs i . P.O. Box 603, Holmes, PA 19043.
07 60.

(please print)

Address Apt

City

Residents of CA. CO. CE DC. FL. IL. MZiie. MI. MO. NJ
State

and NY State. please add applicable sales tax. Price outside
LU S.A 5600 postpaid

Mr Mrs /Ms

FREE
details

A DIFFERENT K

OF RECORD CLI

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
INCLUDING COMPACT DISCS...

on every record and tape in print-
no -agree-to-purchase' obligation of any kind.

DISCOUNTS OF 20% TO 73%
off mgt. suggested list ... special catalog

features hundreds of titles and artists.

MOST LABELS AVAILABLE
including most imports through special custom

ordering service-guarantees satisfaction

SCHWANN CATALOG
I.sts thousands of titles.

DISCOUNT DIVIDEND COUPONS
redeemable immediately for extra discounts.

NEWSLETTERS
informational news and happenings in the

world of music special super sale listings.

DISCOUNT NEEDLE GUIDE
most mfg. replacements available.

QUICK SERVICE
same day shipping on many orders...
rarely laser than the next several days.

100% IRON -CLAD GUARANTEES
on all products and services-your total

satisfaction is unconditionally guaranteed

Discount Music Club is a no -obligation membership
club that guarantees tremendous discounts on all
stereo records, tapes and CD's and let you buy what
you want...when you want...or not at all if you choose.

'hese are just a few of the money -saving reasons to
write for free details. You can't lose so why not fill out
and mail the coupon below for immediate information.

DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC. DEPT.009-'0785
481 Main Street, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10801

Name

Address

City

State Zip
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VIDEO REVIEWS

Discs and tapes
reviewed by
Chris Albertson
Louis Meredith
Alanna Nash

ADAM: Giselle. Kirov Ballet; Galina
Mezentseva, Konstantin Zaklinsky
(principal dancers). Choreography by
Jean Coralli and Jules Perrot, revised by
Marius Petipa. Orchestra of the Lenin-
grad Theatre of Opera and Ballet, Vik-
tor Fedotov cond. THORN EMI TVE
2803 VHS $39.95, TXE 2803 Beta
$39.95.

Performance: Dazzling
Recording: Very good

The tragic love affair of Giselle, a peas-
ant girl turned ghost, has been delight-
ing ballet enthusiasts for nearly a cen-
tury and a half. Though created in Paris,
it was in St. Petersburg, now Leningrad,
that this romantic tale really blossomed.
Ballerina Galina Mezentseva earns
every bit of applause the boisterous
audience gives her at the conclusion of
this Kirov Ballet production. It takes a
while for this Giselle to come alive, so
to speak, but once it gets off the ground
it soars. You may wish to cut the tape
off during the lengthy curtain call, if
only to avoid the burst of machine-gun
fire that heralds a series of commercials
for Thorn EMI films. C.A.

CULTURE CLUB: A Kiss Across the
Ocean. Culture Club (vocals and instru-
mentals); instrumental accompani-
ment. I'll Tumble 4 Ya; Mister Man; It's
a Miracle; Karma Chameleon; Black
Money; Love Twist; Miss Me Blind;
Church of the Poison Mind; and four
others. CBS/Fox 665934 VHS Hi-Fi
$29.98, 665924 Beta Hi-Fi $29.98.

Performance: Appealing, but . . .

Recording: Slightly overbright

Originally broadcast on HBO, "A Kiss
Across the Ocean" documents a 1983
Culture Club show in London, with the
band performing a well -paced program
of their greatest hits in front of a raptur-
ous audience, most of whom seem to be
dressed like Boy George. George him-
self is in fine voice, the band (aug-
mented with horns and keyboards)
sounds wondrously slick yet still man-
ages to work up a considerable head of
enthusiasm and steam (notably on Kar-
ma Chameleon), and director Keef (one
name only, like Sabu) catches a lot of
interaction between the musicians, all
of whom seem to genuinely enjoy what
they're doing as well as each other.

The whole thing is oh -so -cute and
(Continued on page 86)

ERE'S a remarkably unsettling
artifact. "Wham! The Video,"
an anthology from CBS/Fox,
raises to a principle the cur-

rent not -so -subtle trend toward blurring
the distinctions between rock videos
and commercials for designer clothing.

There is music on the tape, of course.
but as Careless Whisper makes clear,
even in the musical area the Wham!
boys-George Michael and Andrew
Ridgeley-are more muddleheaded
than we previously suspected. This time
they don't come off as masters of the
r -&-b pastiche but as highly successful
jingle writers. If Careless Whisper
sounds like anything at all, it's like the
soundtrack for the greatest unproduced
shoe -store commercial ever.

If you think I'm exaggerating, check
the tape out for yourself. Club Tropica-
na, for example, shows the boys on hol-
iday (mostly by the pool), and it's cos-
tumed, photographed, and edited like a
Club Med spot. In Last Christmas we
see them vacationing at a ski resort and
changing their clothes with the speed
and panache of professional fashion
models. The point of these clips seems
to be the virtue of conspicuous con-
sumption.

We also get to view the boys' meteoric
evolution from pseudo -punk tough
guys to squeaky -clean pop idols. In the
opening Wham Rap, a sort of Eighties
Up With People number, Michael struts
around in black leather looking like
John Travolta's understudy in Grease.
But by the time we get to Wake Me Up

Before You Go -Go, he's cavorting in
track shorts like an aerobics instructor.
The switch is, of course, an astute com-
mercial calculation. Although Michael
looks so wholesome you want to gag,
the clip does work up a little sweat, and
the song itself is not offensive.

All is not English Yuppie posturing,
however. In the concluding Everything
She Wants, a slickly edited, though
long, concert collage, Wham! pulls one
last amazing switcheroo. Before our
very eyes, George Michael, his hair
gone longish and windblown, his shirt
open nearly to his waist, his manner
sincere beyond belief, turns himself into
the contemporary equivalent of Barry
Gibb back in the Bee Gees' disco peri-
od. All that's missing is the chest hair
and the gold medallions. Whether you
find the metamorphosis depressing or
uplifting will depend, no doubt, on your
degree of nostalgia for the likes of Satur-
day Night Fever. For my part, I found it
just one more example of the almost
Brechtian alienation that pervades
"Wham! The Video."

The hi-fi stereo sound (I heard the
VHS version) is superb. Whether it real-
ly needs to be is open to question.

Louis Meredith

WHAM!: The Video. Wham! (vocals
and instrumentals). Wham Rap; Bad
Boys; Club Tropicana; Wake Me Up
Before You Go -Go; Careless Whisper;
Last Christmas; Everything She Wants.
CBS/Fox 3048 VHS Hi-Fi and Beta Hi-
Fi $19.98, 3048-88 LaserDisc $19.98.
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aria -I -,181,.... REMEMBER, WE ARE: BASF..., II I .... ar

---- CASSETTE CASE
atogilliew RELIABLE! ssololl.

Il
BONUS PACK CHROME

111

BONS

, 5.95 value vittts
The

-E
P urchase Of

II 4 CR118Crs Chrome
Cassettes

$8?$,R., I

I

- Base

- BASF
BASF

L-750 OR T-120 "'
$399 1- ;CL:1

Amer 1 00 per Tape Renate From BASF

'TOP 10' RECEIVERS

Toctinics
SA -150

Warts per Cnannel
qtr.,' FM AM Tuning $1.19.5

. 1 st.ition Presets
AKAI AAA25 0I9Ner Or BOO,
AKAI AAA35 chS.Ner Or BlaCk
AKAI AAA45  SW 0191W or Black
SANSUI 5x1070 55wicl7 580E0
SANSUI SX1130 13(rwi01AM&F/ASter
SHERWOOD 52660 50...'m 16Presets
SHERWOOD 52680 '_Vv Dig 16 -Presets
TECHNICS 5A360 ;MAM
TECHNICS 5A460 -.AM FM

'139.95
'179.95
'229.95
'269.95
'649.95
'299.95
'339.95
'19995
'219.95

'TOP 10'
CASSETTE DECKS

AKAI HXA-2
SoftTOuCh Controls
Dolby B

& C NR
Metal TaDe

AKAI 00655 ArttO-Rev DOIDy B C
AKAI 00666 ,..t.:"Rev 0010v B C Obk
TEAC R5550 B C 3 -Mat AR
SANSUI DW98 Double -Den 811Ck
TEAC V360C TOuCn DOIR. 8 & C
TEAC R666X131 S-MOt 000y B C C0.800.
TECHNICS RS811W DOuble-DeCk
TECHNICS R5812
TECHNICS 658786 1 A F C Wog

'239.95
'279.95
'199.95
'299.95

99.95
'269.95
'159.95

89.95
'259.95

we Carry A Complete
Selection Of

CI) PIONEER'
CAR STEREO, AUDIO & VIDEO
PRODUCTS. PLEASE CALL OR

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

'TOP 10'
CARTRIDGES & TURNTABUS

SHORE V 15 TYPE VMR
AUDIO TECHNICA 1521.P
PICKERING 6750) .1W
SHURE viS TYPE VB
STANTON 680EL SONS
TECHNICS 51130100 Manual Bert-Onve
TECHNICS 54.0500 AutoCTkincer D-1)
TECHNICS SlJ1 4,7t0-17near Belt Dove
TECHNICS 5100200 se- DO Quarto
TECHNICS 5I.00300 P001

139.95
79.95
29.95

'109.95
44 95
'64.95

`169.95
99.95

'129.95
'139.95

'TOP 10'
SPEAKERS & SPEAKER STANDS

KOSS M80 l "", .e. M, 5113.eti pair '139.95*
TEAC 6110 I Way pair '179.95'
JENSEN 1030 ': ;Way pair '169.95'
TECHNICS 581.32 IC 2 -Way palr '99.95'
TECHNICS 5EI152 10 3Wav Pair '12995'

'SHIPPED U P.5. OR PARCEL POST
PLATEAU SPEAKER STANDS

PLATEAU 110 Height -5.25" pair '19.95
PLATEAU L30 - i" '25 Pair '34.95
PLATEAU L40 - g''' '7 5 Pair '39.95
PLATEAU L50 oerunt 14 75 parr '49.95
PLATEAU L70 -...tant 25' pair '49.95

'TOP 10'
EQUALIZERS & MIXERS

ADC SS11S  "9300 CIO E0 '99.95
ADC 55315X ' 8c cn E0 W-AnIZ, '239.95
AUDIOSOURCE 80141090 CnE0Ang '259.95
AUDIO CONTROL RIMER SCALE Bah EC '199.95
NUMARK E026001080 cnE0Aratr '169.95
NUMARK DM1650 Mae, PreAni4E0 '189.95
NUMARK DM1800 ,sco-Mke, Pre-Amo EC '269.95
TECHNICS S.18025 ' Eao0 Chanel EO '84.95
TECHNICS S98055 'CC on EC 6162, '219.95

lauldbOtontrai
C-101

liana Per
`flannel Equalizer

'4)ectruna Analyzer
SubSonic & Rumble Fetters $32995

.01/! TO 0Otilt,V RAMA yr.

'MP 10'
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

Thc.hnics
SLP-1
 ProorarnmaDle

up TO 15 Tracks

nIwomow
$29995

AKAI COA7T Prot; Ellac. or Saver
HITACHI 044000 PrCgrammaOletilda
HITACHI DA600 PrOgrammableRePT8e
MARANT2 0054 241racks Frog
SANSUI PCVS00 PrOgrammade Black
SHERWOOD CDP100 Programmable
TECHNICS SLP2 Remote PrOgramm3bh
TECHNICS SLP2K Remote PrOg Black
TECHNICS SAPS PeMOte P103131aCk

'349.95
'359.95
'399.95
'399.95
'399.95
'369.95
'379.95
'379.95
'399.95

'TOP 10'
HEADPHONES & MICROPHONES

SENNHEISER MS100
. light Weight Hea00hOnes
 Comes mth ." M1111 Plugs

44$95 gealt
RECOTON 57101 uhcm-Ran9e '14.95
SENNHEISER H041091. o0er'Ane
SENNHEISER 90430 toe, ICY
SONY MORM77 .
SONY MDRCDS
SONY MDRE232 -
AUDIO TECHNICA AT9100 .-
SHURE 5M57 .

SONY ECm9391.1

'79.95
'59.95
'69.95
'19.95
'16.95
'94.95
'79.95

'TOP 10'
AUDIO ACCESSORIES

discwasher
RECORD CARE SYSTEM
 InclUCIeS D4 Brush

Cleaning Brush

$995
ALLSOP 71300''"-''11'
AUDIO TECHNICA AT6002 Bug
AUDIO TECHNICA AT605 .11,015

DISCWASHER .

DISCWASHER DISCSET - : 1.8
LAST SF500 .

MAXELL HE44 r osetteHeaO DerlsKI
SHURE Sr -G2 FTESSure Cage .

TOE 1112-01 5ette Heap 061519

'6.95
'6.99

'19.95
'6.95

'18.95
'13.95
'12.95

7.95
'12.95

'TOP 10'
STEREO -TO -GO

SONY WMF-1011
. 500er Walkman
AM FM Cassette

Dolby B
Metal Tape $8995

PANASONIC cass FMCass D0Ev Acitai '74.95
SANYO MG95 AM FM Auto-Reyerse Cassette '54.95
SONY W141011 Saber Walkman Cassette '59.95
SONY WM1ORV Auto -Reverse woman '134.95
SONY WA1176C PrO Walkman DORA, X C '259.95
SONY WMOC2 Cuart7 000613 C '149.95
SONY WMFIS AM FM Cass Walkman '79.95
SONY VA1IF79 AM FM CaSS DOIN A P Vvre' E'-'109.95
SONY MAIMS AUTO -Rev 110110 D011ov Me' '114.95

Panasonic KX-T2340
Teiepnone W Sc
30. MemoryTone & Wyse$5995
 Wal, O. Desk

PHONES
AT&T 51700 NOMAD 4000 ' 99.95
AT&T ELITE 320 . 79.95
COBRA CP355 lie.- '1. - 169.95
PANASONIC 4312130 20. Mem AUTO Fe 79.95
PANASONIC KXT1203 10. Mem tone hk,, '39.15
PANASONIC KXT2221 12. Mem Tone Itos. ''64.15
PANASONIC K K73130 : t SOIC011117, '134.15
PANASONIC K c13841  -.Mem 144.35
UNIDEN EX14800 rn10. '149.35

'TOP 10'
ANSWERING MACHINI5 & DIALERS

Panasonic KX-12425
.TelepnOne AOSWer1119 MaCDne
BeeDerleSs Remote

.sak16. Memory $....11111g15 .I .' II -I
cooT°E7A-PPM'ION' E'2'15109-BeeperieSS" RemOte '139.95
DEMON DIALER 1761 176. DOW '109.95

iNSTADIAL . - . 'rare- DtaIer :4599155
DKTOCRAPH DIALER 11 142, ROAM*

PANASONIC KXT12350 60, Ckaler
:8939 5955PANASONIC 10(970 ' aDie 3011 Pale,

PANASONIC K011415 RemOte vOX '8995
PANASONIC 6001425 Beeperles Remote '9995
RECORD-A-CALI. 690 008Perna! '16995

'TOP 10'
VIDEO RECORDERS

 SANYO VC -7200
 Ber., HI Fi +wormy

' : = Event Cable P,
Remote

$34995 ftv-mow
!TA

SANYO VC4400 3 Day Iv Remote
SONY S12700 Beta HIS, TOO 8Ev
SONY SLMF3110 Beta MI.Ft
TOSHIBA VS441 Beta 96170 4E1

VHS
JVC 960725 140 BE.StereCDOIN
PANASONIC PV1225A Rem CatNe-Reach
PANASONIC PV1431 140 Mu miFi Re,
PANASONIC PV1630 PAM Tuner SteceG
RCA VLT600 Hi Fi /70PcA Tuning

'22495
'975.95
'47495
'495.95

`535.95
'299.95
'499.95
'599.95
'649.95

'TOP 10'
VIDEO ACCESSORIES

SURROUND SOUND M-360

$26995 anin
ADC V200 E

NORTRONICS VCR130 a40 HeaCclearce
NORTRONKS VCR135 Beta meaatlerner
RECOTON V612A 603 SwitCher
RECOTON V6154 Stere0 PrOCeSO,
RHODES SWSX4 Scowl*, 2 111I11
VIDKRAFT 1116100 StO Enn Com A
VIDITEK 51363E 613 SwitCler
VIDITEI. 555440 41(4 5mtcne,

'11.95
'11.95

'129.95
'179.95
"159.95
'148.95

'59.95
'219.95

KOSS PORTAPRO 51:1SCISS...
HAIKleRange
KOSS PRO4X

Loght Way" HeacIphOnt
inclustrs,COme, & Wm Pit.,

$44" -14.r14 $54"

8

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY U.S. WARRANTIES
ALL DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS EXCHANGED WITHIN 30 DAYS

((II our 4 NO MALI 11= =I 
JEZZAf

3 FREE
 368 -PAGE AUDIO/ VIDEOS

COMPUTER ELEC7110NICS
CATALOG

80.PAGE RECORD.
CASSETTE AND CD CATALOG

1211 -PAGE VIDEO MOVIE CATALOG
IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY RECEIVED OUR LATEST CATALOGS PLEASE FILL OUT COUPON AND
MAIL OR C111 TOIL -FRET 1 1100.4384027 AND II tie Mn 110111 Cllll 1,1 Alf DI A tlly

CATALOGS

23 PARK ROW DEPT. SR -7 NEW YORK, NY 10038

NAME:

ADDRESS:

I CITY: STATE: ZIP:
PI F ASF SEND +1.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING
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chsr Hosher
DISCKIT

Wain.; Dsc...),(1.inaer
DuStcOver With CASCWaSner
System Stylus Care SyStem
6 zernstat '55.00 value $2995
discwasher
viDEO HEAD 11-51

CLEANER
Dry

:..1111,19 System
SOec,rs

$1354
r5ta or VHS ?/

'TOP 10'
CAR STEREOS

KENWCOD
KRC-1022
 Dcptal Pre Amp

D0105 VP
 ALto Peverck '2 Pre -Set 5;a1,011' $42995

BLAUPUNKT ASPEN SIX A R Dig '229.95
ili_AuPUNIcT HOUSTON A RRern Dig `419.95
CLARION 3006013 47W Cl' SBanO BO RIDS 99.95
CLARION ESCORT 695011 00y 118 '109.95
CLARION 6500 8550"7A R APC '154.95
/ENSEN 412500131 10W,01B C NR '339.95
SANYO FTC38 Cr, Metal '69.95
SANYO FTE20 ROKIDOy Piet Met '169.95
SANYO F7F25 s A RCOlby B C ROW Cn 189.95

'TOP 10'
CAR SPEAKERS

JENSEN J-3033
.6"x9' Trox Saeake-
.100 Watts Max

Der Cnannei 4'

K7K lANSNG 4A -' 124 95
ALTEC LANSPIC 48 v ,73ar 179.95
CLARION 5E".52 3 110 Coax 6CWatts 49.95
CLARION 5193712 c .9 Coax SCANatTS 49.95
JENSEN 41401 4 .10 Thin -Mt Ina, 7495
JENSEN 41435 4'.6' Pal -Cone 24.95
JENSEN 13023 CrAX Tnlr Mount '49.95
JENSEN 13013 '7, "- mo,At '59.95
JENSEN /3023 " Yount '74.95

we Carry A Complete
Selection Of

SONY
PRODUCTS. PLEASE CALL OR

WRITE FOR OUR PRICES

'TOP 10'
RA/MR DETECTORS & CAR SECURITY

WHISTLER SPECTRUM

OR
SPECTRUM REMOTE
 Perrlote OrtacIraclyne
Radar Detector Your $20995

Choice
aEL 834 Supecliet VISOr 03511
COBRA 604100 SuoetHet
kOX SUPERFOX PemOte Super
JNIDEN BANDIT -95 Rem Super He.
AUOIOSAFE HI. -11M Car Ster LCCot
PAGE ALERT PA4000 Paper
PAGE ALERT PA4444 Deluxe Page
uric° max mem System
UNDO 113000 Alarm System

'179 95
'159.95
179.95
149_95
'34.95
79.95

89.95
`159.95
`259.95

'TOP 10'
AUDIO TAPES

TDK SAC -90 Soo, Auivo
BASF CRE11902PIC Corome 2 Pack
MAXELL XL -K90
MAXELL RJS-90 Or 10.116110 .

SONY HFS-90 2PK NOrrnal BIAS
SONY UCY:580 Super 4&4S
TIN( 0.0590 Super Normal Bias
TDK SAX -90 HoliaS
TEAC CDC -90 Normal ReelToReel Cassette
TEAC CRC -90 MI -805 Reel.ToPeei Cassette

'1.79
'3.99
'1.79
'2.49
.3.49
'1.99
`2.39
'2.49
'3.29
'3.49

'TOP 10'
VIDEO TAPES

SONY T120814G Jra Mign Grade
SONY 17504.1040 Jr:a Hgn Grade
MAXELL 110X4750 Hign Grace
SCOTCH L-750
SONY 1830
TOE 1500
MAXELL T 120
RCA T-126
TOR te37.120 Sew Formulation
TDK 11201140 Extra mqn Grace

'5.99
'5.99
'6.79
'5.49
'6.89
'4.49
'4.99
'4.89
'5.99
'5.99

NOTE:WEA
istroy A VFI IfJ)LELOL I Nk

COMPUTERS IN EVERY MAJOR BRAND.
THIS LISTING IS JUST A SMALL SAMPLE IN
OUR '10,000,000 INVENTORY. PLEASE
CALL US TOLL FREE OR WRITE TO US FOR
PRICES ON ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD.

DEALERS / INSTITIMONAL
INQUIRIES CALL MOM 221-3191

U

I
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STEREO REVIEW
GUIDE TO AUTHORIZED RETAILERS

SOUTHEASTERN

I 1

hiFi
buys

_A

YOU CAN AFFORD
SOMETHING BETTER

AT HI Fl BUYS
WE CARRY THE BEST STEREO & VIDEO AT THE BEST PRICE!
 ADS
 Bang & Olutsen
 Belles
 Carver
 Denon
 Desktop Speakers

 Dynavector  Nakamichi
 Haller  Ohm

Infinity  Perraux
 lnterAudio by Bose  PS Audio
 Kenwood  Robertson
 Mission Sharp

 Sherwood
 Sony
 Systemdek

Thiel
 Thorens
 AND MORE'

9 ATLANTA LOCATIONS  (404) 261-4434

NORTHEAST

Custom Designed Audio
Systems by James Gala

Many audiophiles who desire high quality audio systems are misled
by well-meaning but misinformed friends, salesmen, and magazines,
whose understanding of acoustics is superficial or compromised in
some other regard. As a result, many expensive "mistakes" are made.

GALA SOUND, located in Rochester, N.Y.
and established by pianist/acoustician James
Gala, sells musically accurate and superbly
crafted audio components.

Audiophiles, music lovers, and recording
studios interested in achieving the highest level
of sound reproduction now rely on GALA
SOUND for state-of-the-art audio systems
custom designed for their specific needs,
listening environments and budgets.
These systems are second to none.

If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest: a custom
designed audio system from GALA SOUND.

Phone, (do not write) Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.

KEF  BezW  QUAD  MAGNEPLANAR  THRESHOLD
MARK LEVINSON  McINTOSH  PERREAUX  BRYSTON  REVOX  BELLES

-(GALA SOUND
650 Monroe Avenue. Rochester. New York 14607  (716)461-3000

polk audio
The Speaker Specialists ®

AUTHORIZED DEALERS

SOUTHEAST

Alabama Audition: !
 Campbell's Au-

cleo .  Fidler Hi
F r '.'  Gaylen':

District of Columbia Myer
Emco

Florida Audio By Caruso:
'.'  Audio Insight. :.

 Audio International,
 Audio Tech:

 Audio
 Electronic Con-

 Fidler
 Pyramid Au-

 Sound Shack:
 Southern

eG `,,,re
,,,,,,pa'netit Ear

Georgia Audio Warehouse.
 Stereo City .

Yiltaqe

Kentucky FM High Fidelity
 MI Fi Buys:

Maryland Evercreen

 Soundscape: t  Space-
wey(s) Sound.

Mississippi Empress: ;., ; . ,  Walters Audio:

North Carolina Audio Buys:
a  Mr. Toady Stereo

Video: . .  Stereo Video:
.  Tri City Electronics:

South Carolina John
Brookshire's:  Stereo

w College Hi Fi

 Lindsay Ward:
-  Mr Toad's Stereo

 Opus II:
Virginia Audiotronics.
 Digital Sound:
 Lindsey Ward: II  -  Mr.
Toad's Stereo Video: fi'
 Myer Errico. r

 Sound Machine:

West Virginia Pied Piper:

 Wheeling Sound:

11111 1 101 inivl \ 011 \19(11"1
kl 11111 ( Of 1.1) Ill It 1 1111

1 \ I 1.'-`, 101 11~11

Leonard
Radio

1t THORIZED DISTRIBI TOR
'AIM OM
AIN
ALPINE
K&(1
'HAW
CARVER
'CROWN
'DAYTON

RIGHT
Dli5
IH'M
DFNO

Ill Al.
'I/I NAI E(TOR
liRAUE
liRADO
'HARMON
KARDON

'151 IS ITS

LUXMAN
McINTOSII
MONSTER
NAKAMICIII

.01IM

.ORTIWON
'PROTON
RFVOY
'SA I.;
.M/I

)II,
.STAR SI NI

'TALISMAN
TANDBERti
*THIHIENS
'tAMAIIA

55 WEST 44TH ST. NYC (212) 840-2025
69-34 51ST AVE. WOODSIDE, QUEENS. 7s.5

(718) 803-1111
160 ROUTE 17, PARAMUS, NJ

(201) 261-5525
VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS FOR
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

Stereo Review tunes in
proven retail customers

for your message
Yes -83'1. of Stereo Review subscribers
plan to purchase audio and/or video
equipment in the next 12 months.' So
your regional ad in Stereo Review's
GUIDE TO AUTHORIZED RETAILERS
can get great reception among thousands
of ready -to -buy customers every
month-at low regional rates.

Call Collect for details.
Lois Price-(212) 503-5999
 1983 Stereo Review Subscriber Survey



STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED RATES: Per Word, 15 Word Minimum. COMMERCIAL. $4.95. EXPAND -AD": $7.45. PERSONAL RATE: $2.95. Ads set in all Bold Type @ 20%
Premium. Ads set with Background screen @ 25% Premium. DISPLAY: 1" x 21/4", $595.00. 2" x 21/4". $1190.00. 3" x 21/4", $1,785.00. GENERAL INFORMA-
TION: Frequency rates and prepayment discounts available. Payment must accompany order except credit card -Am Ex., Diners, MC, VISA (include exp.
date) -or accredited ad agency insertions. Copy subject to publisher's approval; must be typewritten or printed. First word set in caps. Advertisers using
P.O. Boxes MUST supply permanent address and telephone number. Orders not acknowledged. They will appear in next available issue after receipt. Closing
date: 5th of the 2nd month preceding cover date (e.g., Mar. issue closes Jan. 5th). Send order & remittance to: Advertising, CBS Magazines, Dept. 346-01,
PO Box 9125, Stamford, CT 06925. To charge your ad to a major credit card, call Lois Price at (212) 503-5999. For customer service, call (212) 503-4506.

EQUIPMENT

audio-technica

vt3 DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER,

LOU L. ANT REMEMBER THE LAST TIME
YOU CHANGED YOUR STYLUS. THEN iT
MAY ALREADY BE TOO LA TE'"

We Are The Factory Authorized Original
Cartridge & Replacement Stylus
Specialists!!

(800) 221-0906
FREE P QUOTES
CALL TOLL.RICE FREE FOR

VISAJMCIC 0.D. ORDERS
N.Y State (516) 599-111

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. SR, Box 158, V.S., N.Y. 11582

Phones Open Mon. - Sat. Ram - 8pm

orroion %Hum ma
FREE CATALOG -LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on
Stereo/esoteric components and accessories for the
home and car: Sony, Bose, JVC, AR, SAE, other

high quality" brands. AUDIO UNLIMITED, 12031/2
Adams Ave, La Grande, Oregon 97850. (503) 963-
5731, 10-6, M-Th, 10-4 Pacific Time.
ARE YOU INTERESTED in Quality Preowned Audio
Equipment/ Subscribe to "The Sound Trek." pub-
lished Sx annually, your listings of items for sale or
wanted, $8/yr. Call or write: Play it Again Sam, 12611-
R. Madison Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio 44107, (216) 228-
0040. MC/VISA.
HIGH -END SPEAKER KITS, raw drivers and auto
speaker systems from the world's finest manufactur-
ers. For beginners and audiophiles. Audax. Becker,
Dynaudio, Dalesford, Jordan, JVC. SEAS, Morel. Siare,
Peerless, Focal, Scan -Speak. Free price list. A&S
SPEAKERS. Box 7462S, Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-
8609.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-(800) 826.0520 for NAD, Haf-
ler, Denon, Dahlquist, Tandberg, dbx, 3D, Proton,
Nittygritty, B&W, VSP, Thorens, Grace, CWD, Mons-

ter, M&K, Grado, Belles, Oracle, Talisman, Duntech,
Stax, Astatic, Tiptoes, Audioquest, DCM, Proac, Dy-
navector, Last SOUND SELLER, 1706 Main, Mari
nette, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

tereo
NOWNI-I OWxpress7 (714) 594-5749

CALL FOR PRICE
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Most Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
HOME AUDIO

YAMAHA, ADS. BOSE. HAFLER, HARMAN KARDON
INFINITY. AR. ALTEC SONY. DBX, JBL, JVC, AIWA.

TECHNICS. AKAI SAE. MICRO SEIKI. ADCOM.
TEAC. STAR. ADVENT. AUDIO SOURCE.

AND MANY MORE

CAR AUDIO
ADS ALPINE. BLAUPUNKT CONCORD, SONY.

KEN WOOD PIONEER. CLIFFORD ALARMS

VIDEO
SONY. JVC. RCA. PANASONIC

709 Brea Canyon Rd., Suite 9, Walnut, CA 91789

AUDIO DISCOUNTS otters quality audio equipment
including esoterics and car stereo at DISCOUNT
PRICES! Monday thru Saturday call: (301) 593-8833.
AUDIO DISCOUNTS, 1026 McCeney, Silver Spring. MD
20901. VISA, M/C, C.O.D. for your convenience.

FREE! 1985 CATALOGUE. 1001 bargains. Speakers -

parts -tubes -vireo cassettes -record changers -tape
recorders -kits. EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS.
Write: McGEE RADIO & ELECTRONICS, 1901 McGee

Street, Kansas City, MO 64108-1891.

BEST PRICE & IN STOCK! Thorens, Hafler, Onkyo,
B&W, Meridian, Vandersteen, Dynavector, Mission.
Belles, Meitner, Harmon Kardon, PS Audio, Video ...
Paul Kadair's Audio Video, 11420 Airline Highway,
Baton Rouge, LA 70816 (504) 292-5105, (504) 292-
5105.

HARMAN KARDON, Nakamichi, Crown, Revox,

Tandberg, DBX, Hafler, Carver, Luxman, NAD DCM,

Electro-Voice, and other quality components Best
prices -Professional Consultation. East: (904) 262-
4000; West: (818) 840-0878.

BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS, Luxman, NAD, Thorens,
Kyocera. Reasonable prices. Soundcrest Inc., (201)
756-4858.

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DOI GET LOW PRICES
on ALL types of audio equipment -including high -
end and even esoteric products not normally dis
counted! Now we can save you money on the equip-
ment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection -no
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of sat-
isfied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes
or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. (616) 451-3868.
VISA/MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO ADVISOR, INC., BOX
6202, GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506.

CONNECTICUT: APT -Holman, Boston Acoustics. B&W,
Carver. DCM TIME windows, Dynavector, Fourier,
Hatter, Kel, Mitsubishi, Proton Ortofon, Panasonic
Pioneer, Quad, Robertson. Sanyo. Signet, Thorens,
Walker. Pioneer Video, Mitsubishi Video. Will ship
prepaid. SOUNDS INCREDIBLE, 39 Federal Road.
Brookfield, CT 06804. PHONE QUOTES ONLY CALL:
IRA. (203) 775-1122.

PAY DEALER COST
On Home & Car Stereo....Video Equipment also
Satellite T.V. All top brands. No deposit, same day
shipping, no lemon guarantee. Full lifetime ser-
vice. Call 9am to 9pm daily, 'til 5pm Saturday.

1-301-488-9600
INTERNATIONAL HI Fl DISTRIBUTORS

Moravia Center Industrial Park
Baltimore, Maryland 21206

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, Police Radar Detectors and

Scanners. Send $1.00 for catalog. Great Lakes Com-

munications Inc., 0-2026, Chcago Drive, Jenison, MI

49428.

HAFLER, CARVER, YAMAHA. BOSE, MCINTOSH, etc..
in stock. Trades welcomed. Audio Exchange, 57 Park
Place -SR. NY, NY 10007. (212) 964-4570.

Visit a Showcase of AudioVideo
Values in N.Y.C.-L.I.-Metro Area
C6E6COS519051004N ECINONIESA0COA9CRE`3339.7teruse,

aDESrarahx900.9.13)302D/COVC.34XCOWS94COICsarsC100434:6310,3063C3

Call kg hours (718) 961-9888 No mail orders
175tlessini Ntslarklin n 10007
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ALL JAPANESE HIGHEND
DISCOUNTED

America's Largest Selection
OVER 100 CARTRIDGES, 50 TONEARMS,

30 TUR AAAAA ES, 100 ACCESSORIES, & MORE
CATXL00  3 00

JAPANESE STEREO
9933 N. Lit Blvd

Lon Arpaleget,C-4 90069 12131059.B550
 SAEC  XXOMPIXONIC.  SONY ES  ES...,  ENTRE  BEAM 

DD

Qualirg Tapes
TOR MAXELL

SA 90 169 SA X 90 239 PDX/ II 90 165
5A60 159 54.060 229 UOXI. II 60 173
An 90 179 MX S 92 415 x111.590 739
AO 60 145 9X,560 565 MX 90 599
0 90 109 MA90 4 19 U0 -510r1190 199
060 99 MA it 90 S75 1990 115
NO -01 0 MAC 1249 CX15.9311 7 In 649 19 60 105

CONY VD 15.90761 449

000-590 169 9F90 105 Ill IS 909 7 659

10 5 90 179 4F60 95

TS AC reel to reel In Cassette
Fa METAL 90 339
FRI190 169

CDC 90

Ole
299 CRC 9011361 329

11101142 TAPE
D'SKIT 5249 DISCSET 14.49 YOU. MAMA. SONY
93 Care Sks
13 07 Refill

949
999

Tape Care Set
D MAC

9.49
1, 49

T.1301750 4991
120 1750NC 699

CALL NOW. 718-434-3417 OR ORDER SY MAIL
Shipping cost IS only $4 SO for any order In USA

COD costs $200 more NO extra charge for VISA. MC

OUALIT
364 East 7th Streirt, °apt SR6. Brooklyn. NY 11230

SAVE UP TO 75%! Esoteric loudspeaker kits, acoustic
foam, drivers, enclosures, capicitors etc. Catalog
$2.00. Refundable. Audio Concepts, 1631 Caledonia
St.. La Crosse. Wisconsin 54602. (608) 781-2110.

PIONEER, PIONEER, PIONEER, PIONEER. PI-
ONEER. PIONEER. Home audio. car stereo. FREE
catalog. THE STEREO FACTORY, 1010 10th St., Hun-
tington, W. VA 25701.

CAL_ US! Conrad -Johnson, Hafler, Perreaux, PS Au-

dio, Audio Pro, dbx, Ohm Acoustics, Infinity, Mons-
ter Cable, Harmon/Kardon, SAE, Stax, Amber,

Denon, NAD, VSP Labs, Adcom, DCM, KEF, Pyra-
mid Tandberg, Thorens, Grace, Grado, Dynavector,
Nitty Gritty, VPI, more. AUTOMOTIVE: Concord,
Kenwood, Zapco, Ungo Box, and much more. Friendly

expert consultation. Fast, free shipping. MC/VISA.
REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS, 18214 Dalton Ave-

nue. Gardena, CA 90248. (213) 398-4205, (213) 391-

2679.

AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUTO -SOUND AT UNHEARD
OF PRICES! Now you can own the finest in Audio,
Video and Auto sound including the esoterics at
inc-edible prices. DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND
(the expanded Direct Sound Marketing) provides
sersible expert advice, complete service facili-
tie:, and factory fresh components on an in -stock
ba!is. Call (404) 351-6772 or (404) 233-9500 or
seed for our FREE catalog to: DIRECT SIGHT AND
SOUND, 3095 Bolling Way, Dept S, Atlanta, Geor-
gia 30305. MC/VISA/AMEX accepted.
PHILIPS. AUDAX. PEERLESS, FOCAL, AND DYNAU-
D10 LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and
competent service. Crossover components also.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8982 Table
Bluff. Box 4283. Madison, WI 53711. (608) 767-2673



A SINGER'S DREAM!
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REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or

virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo
record and leave most of the background untouched!
Record with your voice or perform live with the
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet
connects easily to a home component stereo
system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over
the phone. Write or call for a free brochure and demo
record.
Write to: LT Sound, Dept. SR, PO Box 338

Stone Mountain, GA 30086
In Georgia Call (404)493-1258

TOLL FREE: 1.800-241-3005 - Ext. 41

ACOUSTAT, MITSUBISHI, SHIN HAFLER, SAE, QUAD,
KLIPSCH, THORENS, GRADO, FRIED, ADCOM, MI-
RAGE COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS, MORE. Imme-
diate. Free Shipping! READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593-
B King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803)
723-7276.

SAVINGS TO 40%: Nakamichi, NAD, HK, Revox, KEF
Linn, Mission, Meridian, plus many others. 1-(206)
325-7601.

UNPRESSURED. PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION
and lowest prices on a variety of superb components.
COMMUNITY AUDIO. 318 West Duval, Philadelphia, PA
19144. (215) 843-9918.

Luxman
Harman Kardon
Tandberg
Boston Acoustics
Audio Control
Sherwood
Infinity ADS
Denon
Revox
Kenwood Car
Ortofon
Hafler
Thorens

PI,et ?It
eeI

AIWA
GRACE
M & K We Deliver
B & 0 Free
SME Anywhere
And Morel In The U.S.

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Charge It ...CALLI5161499-7680

lust love
his pnces on

BETA wily VHS
Hill

 AUDIO. COMPACT
DISC PLAYERS

180190111APE
 and ACCESSOMES!!!
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LOWEST PRICES. BOSE, DBX, JBL, B&O and more.
Dynamic Sound, Box 168, Starkville, MS 39759. (601)
323-0750. 2PM-9PM.

DISCOUNT PRICES on woofers, mids, tweeters,
crossovers, grille cloth, plans, much more. Send
$1.00 for information packed catalog. UNIVERSAL
SOUND, Dept SR, P.O. Box 36052, Sarasota, FL 33583.
(813) 953-5363.

CAUTION NAKAMICHI BUYERS! Nakamichi goods
not intended for sale in the United States are
being sold by unauthorized dealers. NAKAMICHI
USA CANNOT BEAR ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR
SALES OR WARRANTY SERVICING OF UNITS NOT

COVERED BY OUR APPLICABLE WARRANTY. For

the name of your nearest authorized Nakamichi
dealer, 1-800-421-2313. In California call 1-800-
223-1521.

DISCO/STAGE LIGHTING, dimmers, color -organs.
Foggers, mixers. Professional sound. Send $1.00 large
wholesale catalog. P.O. Box 20395, Bowling Green, KY
42101.

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, CROWN OWNERS, We
build new higher performance circuits in Metier. Dyne,
Crown audio components. Not "modifications", but
new PC cards and stable, non-slewing circuits that
drive real world loads with music signals. Write or
call for free catalog and sample of Audio Basics, our
monthly newsletter. Jensens Stereo Shop. 2202 River
Hills Dr., Burnsville, Minn. 55337. (612) 890-3517.

HI Fl IN LONDON WILL COST YOU LESS -Tax free
export -mail, phone, personal visit (VISA/Master-
card). KJ Leisuresound, 48, Wigmore Street, London
W1H 9DF. England 01-486 0552.

AUDIOPHILES: Factory to you -Evolutionary first fully
integrated subwoofer system in North America -dis-
persion characteristics optimized for the domestic
environment. Present dealer territories fully pro-
tected. Inquiries welcomed. MERAK ACOUSTICS, 271
Amber St., Markham. Ontario, Canada L3R-3J7. (416)
474-0966.

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! FULL
WARRANTY -Most Audio Brands!! C.D:s-Car Prod-
ucts -Computers (Hardware -Software) -Most Video
Brands!! ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS, 996 Orange
Ave., West Haven, CT 06516, MC/VISA (203) 937-0106.

CURIOUS ABOUT BEST BUYS? See our May issue
advertisement. AAA Audiophile, Box 204CA, Elgin,
IL 60121.

ELECTRACRAFT features: ADS, AR, Audiquest. B&O.
Carver. Dahlquist, DCM, Grado, Hatter, Mitsubishi,
NAD. PS Audio, Revox, RH Labs, Signet. SOTA, Spica.
Suiko, Tandberg, Thiel, ELECTRACRAFT, 212 North
First Ave. Sandpoint, ID 83864. (208) 263-9516.

NAKAMICHI: BX150 $389, BX300 $589. RX202 $519,
RX303 $719, RX505 $879, 2X9 $1089. DRAGON $1349,
1000Z XL $2799. YAMAHA: R1000 $629, R100S $589,
T1000B $289, 71000S $259, T700B $259, T700S $199,
A10008 $539. A1000S $499, A700B $399, A700S $349,
A500B $259, A500S $239, K2000B $699. PF800 $449,
NS500M $699, NS1000M $1099. TASCAM: 244 5849
34 $1049, 32 $899. 38 $2099, M30 $929, M2A $299.
SONY: TCD5M $489, WMD6C $269. New, USA. War-
ranty. Also Import YAMAHA Piano: U2 $3995, U3
$4195, 02 57295, G3 $7895. Shipping anywhere USA,
Canada. Setup & Tune. VISA, MC. AMEX, DINERS,
COD. Taskamichi Audio 8 Piano Direct Importer.
11555 271h. NE. Seattle. WA 98125. (206) 221-2977!
(206) 361-2455.

 Noise Reduction  Stereo Synthesizer
 Ambience  Four Input Stereo Switcher

Bring new life to TV or FM Audio with this fabulous product'
Order yours today - comes complete with all cables instruc-
tion. two-year warranty -30day money back guarantee Send
check. M Ci . Visa or MC 010 below address or call for free
literature Also available at better dealers The TE 200Teledap-
ter $14995 4 Needed Features In One Audio Processor

RHOODE/ Toll Free 1-800-251-8608
P.O. Box 1316, Dept. 123

.,AL CORPORATION Columbia, TN 38402

PIONEER KEA-330
CLARION 8550R

AUDIO DEN, call us for our service. our experience,
and especially our prices. We carry Adcom, Denon
Hafler, Infinity, Klipsch. Nakamichi, SAE Thorens. We
ship anywhere in the USA. AUDIO DEN LTD., Smith
Haven Plaza. 2021 Nesconset Highway, Lake Grove.
New York 11755.(516)360-1990.

We specialize in Phonograph Needles & Cartridges.
Toll Free: 800-368-3506
Featuring the needles and cartridges of

0 YAMAHA
Send Ica a tree catalog.

Needle in a Haystack, Inc.
i'.O. Box 17435  Washington,DC
"We're Needling the World" '

t` SMALL AD BIG SAVINGS
- PLUS PROFESSIONAL ADVICE -

Farfurlor ADS. Advent Area. Alpine AUK Amber AR
Biaupunkt Bose Boston Geleshon 080 Deno,. Oval Dynavec

for Energy Grace Grunchg Harman/Kardon Hitachi J81
Kyocera. Mitsubishi Doom Phase Linear. Pioneer Pyramid SAE

Shenrood Signer. Soundcraltsrnen Sound Dynamics Sony
Nylons Vampire Wire. Visonrk Walker and mere

 RETAIL  MAIL ORDER  EXPORT 
Cali or Wore Harold Minto

PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO
365 S. Savvier/ Ave., Freiman, LE NY 11520 516-378-4389

Open: 12 noon to 7pm EST Vise MC AMEX

SSD. AR TURNTABLES NOW IN STOCK. $100 reward
if we can't beat your best price on any audio product
in this magazine. Product must be in stock. Huge
product selection. Mid-Fi to State-of-the-art. Call (201)
882-0268. This month's special, Sony Compact Disc
Player D5. $239.00.

DISCOUNT
WORLD

Call For Lowest Prices
On Car Stereos

Home Audio/Video
and Blank Tapes

All Major Brands Available
CAR STEREOS

12995 EA.

97-77 Queens Blvd.
Rego Park, N.Y. 11374

(718)275-0938

1-(800) 424-4450
TOLL
FREE 1-800-221-5678

SEVEN
24 HOURS

ALL BEST BRANDS  LOWEST PRICES -
Credit Cards Accepted - Cash on Delivery

Video Recorder  Video Camera  Compact Disc
Player Receiver  Amp - Tuner Casst. Deck -

Record Deck S krs. Blank Tape  Accessories

NEC, 27 Rockland Plaza, Route 59
Nanuet, NY 10954 Phone (914) 624-3610

AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOP

AUDIOPHILES/VIDEOPHILES! We have the widest
selection of audio/video equipment available. Ky-
ocera, Allison. Adcom, Infinity, NEC, Thorens, Har-
man- Ka rdon, Soundcraftsman, Canton. Hatler,
Klipsch, Luxman. VHS Hi -Fit Call for information.
CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd.. Rego
Park, NY 11374. (212) 459-7507. Immediate delivery.
MC/VISA/AMEX.

NEW JERSEY AUDIOPHILES!!! Grado, B&O. DCM,
ADS. Jensen Video. Dahlquist. Denon Hafler. Signet,
many more. CALL: (201) 774-0600. CSA AUDIO, 193
Bellevue, Montclair, New Jersey 07043.

TAPES

OLD TIME RADIO -original broadcasts on quality
tapes. Free catalog. Carl R. Froelich, Route One, New
Freedom. Pennsylvania 17349.



COMPACT DISCS BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
OPEN REEL TAPES. Prerecorded. Catalogue. $1.00
Barclay -Crocker. 313-S Mill Street, Poughkeepsie, NY
12601.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!!
Tapes. $1.00 Hour! Established esteemed dealer. In-
formative 275 page catalog. $1.25. AM Treasures, Box
192SR. Babylon. N.Y. 11702.

TAPE WORLD TOLL FREE 1-E100-245.9000
TDx
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AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used
once. Case of 40. $45.00. 101/2 0 3600' and cassettes.
MC/VISA. Valtech Electronics, Box 6 -SR. Richboro, PA
18954. (215) 322-4866.

3600' 10" 30, 2400', 1800' 7" 62 SCOTCH. AMPEX
SURPLUS REEL $60. Any ten $20.00. Five $11.00
Postage paid. Reddy. Box 526. Vamc. Tuskegee. Ala-
bama 36083.

SELLING QUAD OPEN REEL collection. Free list.
Charles Gorman, Box 11, Raymond, ME 04071.

OPEN REEL TAPE-AMPEX 641/671. USED ONCE,
unspliced, unboxed. 7' 1800' or 2400' 30 Reels:
$35.00. Sample $2.00. Ten 3600' 101/2" Reels: $39.00.
Sample $3.75. New, premium, high -bias cassettes.
Sample $1.00. AUDIO TAPES. Box 9584-K, Alexan-
dria, VA 22304. (703) 370-5555. VISA/MC.

RECORDS

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List $1 (refund-
able). Jemm's. P.O. Box 157, Glenview, III. 60025.

ORGAN AND CHORAL RECORDS. For free catalog
write: Gothic Records, P.O. Box 1576-F, Tustin, CA
92681.

RECORDS BY GASPARO. Chamber music. solo. ba-
roque -We have something for you. Write for free cat-
alog. PO Box 120069. Nashville. TN 37212.

JAZZ. BLUES. ROCK. Below list. VISA, MC. Free cat -
a log .RUTABAGA RECORDS, 437 North 5th St.,
Stroudsburg, PA 18360.

FREE RECORD. CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC
CATALOG: Features a tremendous selection of re-
maindered LP and cassette values in all musical cat-
egories. Compact disc. cassette and LP new releases
at discount prices. Many imports and smaller labels
offered. Prompt delivery. Rose Records. Dept. SR. 214
SO. Wabash Avenue. Chicago. IL 60604.

LIVE OPERA PERFORMANCE ON DISCS -VIDEOS.
Unbelievable treasures -free catalog. Legendary Re-
cordings, Box 104. Ansonia Station, New York City, NY
10023

OPERA -HISTORICAL PERFORMANCES. VIDEO &
DISC. Most comprehensive selection. Catalog $1.00.
LYRIC, Box 622. Merrick. NY 11566.

RECORD BUYERS' CLUB. All labels. large discounts.
No minimum required. $5.00 lifetime membership.
IKON Records, Dept SR. 40 Lexington, Salamanca. NY
14779.

JAZZ RECORDS. Big Bands. Mainstream, Dixieland.
Discographies. Imports. Craig Recording. PO Box 943,
El Dorado. AR 71731-0943.

COLLECTORS' SOUNDTRACK LPs at reasonable
prices. FREE list. Soundtracks, Box 433. Dearborn
Hts.. MI 48127.

WOODSTOCK I & II IN LIMITED EDITIONS LP & COM-
PACT DISC sets by Mobil Fidelity! Best prices on
Compact Discs! (Telarc $14.00. American Grama -
phone sampler $10.00). Audiophile Records (MFSL
$12.75. Telarc $12.00). WHY PAY MORE? WE WILL
MEET OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE. Send
$2.00. for catalog (refundable with first purchase).
Satisfaction Sounds Inc.. 2888 Bluff St., Suite 381 B.
Boulder, CO 80301. Charge customers call toll free 1
(800) 443-0100. ext. 588B.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING FOR "Out -of -Print" Rec-
ords you should've been looking for us! DISContin-
ued (213) 846-9192.

$8.98 LIST LPS/TAPES $5.17. Compact discs $10.80-
$12.60. Catalogs $1.00. NU LITE. 3277 Roswell RD.
N.E.. #348. Atlanta. GA 30305.

EILIPERMARKET

COMPACT DISCS! Most $11.99-$13.99. 2000 plus ti-
tles in stock. Free catalog plus monthly updates. OZ
RECORDS, 5246 Memorial Drive. Stone Mountain.
Georgia 30083. (404) 292-5452.

COMPACT DISCS & ACCESSORIES. Call TOLL FREE

1(800) -ALL -DISC, (in CT. 1 452.0203), for FREE
CATALOG M -F 10-8, Saturday 10-6, Sunday 11-4. ALL

DISC MUSIC INC., 133 Wheeler Road, Monroe, CT

06468.

COMPACT DISCS! Over 3000 titles priced from $9.49.
Send $2.00 for catalog. DISC HAVEN. Box 602. New
London. CT 06320.

COMPACT DISCS! Over 3000 titles available -im-
mediate delivery -FREE catalog. LAURY'S REC-

ORDS, 9800 North Milwaukee Ave., Des Plaines, IL
60016. CALL TOLL FREE 1 (800) CD -DISKS -out-

side Illinois. (312) 296-0420 in Illinois.

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AT DISCOUNT PRICES. Call
800-251-3232 9 5 M -F for free catalog. Cat's Records
and Tapes. PO Box 22773. Nashville. TN 37202

COMPACT DISCS, over 900 Classical/Opera/Jazz/
Musicals IN -STOCK. Detailed catalog $1.00. ETHEL
ENTERPRISES. Box 3301. Falls Church, VA 22043.

COMPACT DISCS AND LASER VIDEO DISCS. Nice
prices -free lists. MC/VISA. SIGHT & SOUND INC..
18 Bennett St . Boston, MA 02135. (617) 787-4465

COMPACT DISCS -DISCOUNT PRICES -We stock
everything available on CD -Domestic and Import -
Free catalog -Prompt shipping. Write or call, MU-
SIC ISLE. PIPPIN ENTERPRISES. PO Box 1/508,
Knoxville, TN 37939. (615) 588-1821.

LARGEST SELECTION ON COMPACT -DISC ava ii -

able! Select from all titles and artists released and re
ceive our gigantic catalog of audiophile laser -disc
product. Lowest prices on earth in a flawless mail or-
der service. EAMS-Export Department. Postfach 1525/
Grafinger Str 226.D-8360 Deggendorf/West-Germny.

COMPACT DISC. AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS! DISCOUNT
PRICES' Prompt shipping. Catalog $2 00refundable
with orders. FOR THE RECORD. Box 21201SR. Co-
lumbus, OHIO 43221.

COMPACT DISC CENTER
P.O Box 616S. Clifton Park.NY 12065

NY (518) 664-2550
Outside NY -To Order Only

CaN1-800-232-3687

Many Discs $12.99
Quantity 10 and over only $1199

$2.00 Cont U -S shipping

FREE CATALOGUE

GET ORGANIZED. Beautiful solid oak CD storage
system. Holds 75 CD's. Three shelves. Handsome fin-
ish. 11' wide. "5' high. Unconditional guarantee. High
quality without the high price. Only $24.95 complete.
or send for brochure. Dealer inquiries invited. THE OAK
PEOPLE. 5503 17th N.W.. B 205-S3, Seattle. WA 98107.

IMPORT CD's. HUNDREDS OF TITLES NOT RE-
LEASED IN U.S. Hard -to -find CD's from Europe and
Japan. Good prices, fast service. FREE CATALOG.
PARADOX, Dept. SR. 20445 Gramercy Place, Tor-
rance. CA 90501.

COMPACT DISCS most $13 49
ree catalog

Large selection, prompt delivery
1-(800)3821985
CA -1-(800) 322-1985
CD SUPERMARKET
12525 Aviation Bled Suite 19210
Redondo Beach. CA 90278

COMPACT DISCS!!! FREE CATALOGUER, 2000+
titles -100's at $11.99!!! Call Lasersounds Unlimited
(415) 964-1148. 24 Hours -7 Days! Thanks!!!

HIGH-TECH smoked plexiglas' storage modules are
now available. Each stackable module holds 20 CD's.
$12.95 each Gem Mfg.. POB 722, Leominster. MA
01453.

AUDIOPHILE CLASSICAL. JAZZ. POPULAR, and
DEMO CD's at 20-40% off. Virtually all DOMESTICS
many IMPORTS. PROMPT DELIVERY -FREE CATA-
LOGUE-MasterCard/VISA. PRIME SOURCE. Box
2222 -SAD. Saratoga. CA 95070. (4081867-6666.

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law -CREATE wealth!
Details FREE-WealthKt, No. DD7, Billings, N.Y. 12510.

BORROW 6300-630.000 INTEREST FREE' Keep in-
definitely' Free Details. Write American, 1601 Main.
Plainfield, Indiana 46168

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home
business without experience or capital. Information
'ree. Mail Order Associates, Dept 697, Montvale, NJ
37645.

$10-360. WEEKLY/UP. MAILING CIRCULARS! No
quotas. Sincerely interested. Rush stamped enve-
lope: Marketing International, Box 15877-TR7, San
Diego. CA 92120.

POCKET HUNDREDS Mailing Circulars! Spare/full
time. Sincerely Interested rush self-addressed enve-
lope, Headquarters -MOO. P.O. Box 870. Woodstock.
IL 60093

GET SUPER RICH taking snap shots for albums. hot-
test business. rush $1.00 write LD Co_ POB 1588-P.
Cupertino, CA 95015-1588.

DEALERS AND SALES REPRESENTATIVES required
for hi-gpality Canadian loudspeaker system capable
of critical'y accurate reproduction. Excellent margins
and commission rate availaole. Contact M ER AK
ACOUSTICS. 271 Amber St. Markham. Ontario, Can-
ada L3R-3J7. U.S inquiries.

WANTED -INDEPENDENT Home and car audio deal-
ers. Franchise opportunity available. Call now! (201)
882-0258.

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED! Lowest
possib'e prices!! Over 100 brands! Audio, Video. Car
Stereo. Computers, Electronic Experts, 1000 Orange
Ave., West Haven. CT 06516.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

OVERSEAS U.S. JOBS AVAILABLE. Unlimited oppor-
tunities write for application. Employers, Box 3239 -
FE. Gulf Shores, AL 36542 or call (205) 968-2500.

INSTRUCTIONS

YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM, FM, cable, li-
censed, unlicensed. low-cost transmitters! Free in-
formation: Broadcasting. Box 130-R7, Paradise. CA
95969

BE A RECORDING ENGINEER' New classes quart-
erly. Institute of Audio/Video Engineering, 1831 Hy-
perion. Dept L. Hollywood, CA 90027. (213) 666-3003.

WANTED

WANTED, MITSUBISHI PRE -AMP. Model no. "M-PO4:
Contact G. Philip Beirnat. 705 "N" St., Apt. #8, An-
chorage. Alaska 99501.

MOVIE FILM/VIDEOTAPES

GREAT ARTISTS VIDEO. The exciting alternative for
operatic video collectors. Box 797. Bronx. New York
10469.

WE CONVERT OVERSEAS VIDEOTAPES to American
standards, Visa -Versa, lowest prices. Appel Audio, 74-
18 37 Ave.. NY. NY 11372. (718) 507-5800

BOCKS & MAGAZINES

Complete Satellite Listings
Send $1 for sample copy, or call

800-358-9997 n U.S.800-556-8787 in Ca.
707-725-2476 all others

sat=jiliteTNUE)
P.O.Box 308Z FORTUNA CA 95540

REPAIR SERVICES

SPACE AGE ELECTRONICS. Florida -Specialty Au-
dio/Video restorations. Accessories. Modifications.
(Especially Acoustat). Superior quality. (305)565-4130.

GOV SURPLUS

IS IT TRUE yoL can buy jeeps for $44 through the US
government? Get the facts today' Call (312) 742-1143
ext. 4670.



EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing de-
tails, strange catalog free! Autosuggestion, Box 24-
ZD, Olympia. Washington 98507.

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS!
Can you profit from your idea? Call us today regardmg the
marketing of your mventwn, or unite for your free information
package. Over a decade of service

AMERICAN INVENTORS
CORPORATION

82 Broad R. Dept. SR Westfield, MA 01086
(413)568-3733 (riot an answering service)

OFFICES NATIONWIDE

INVENTIONS, IDEAS. NEW PRODUCTS WANTED! In-
dustry presentation/national exposition. Call free 1
(800) 528-6050. Ext. 831.

AUDIO SOFTWARE

FOR SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES- Tired of keeping
handwritten lists of your tapes and records? Let
your computer organize your audio library with the
AUDIOPHYLE II from PARVENU SOFTWARE. Get
printed copies listed by album title, artist, com-
poser, orchestra/band, type of music, any way you
want it, when you want it. Even locate an individual
song quickly and easily. Currently available for IBM
PC, XT or compatibles. Minimum I28k, DOS 2.X, 1
drive, color or monochrome. Get AUDIOPHYLE II
now for only $59.95 + $2.00 shipping/handling
(Texas residents add $3.67 sales tax). PARVENU
SOFTWARE, 11015 McGallion, Houston, TX 77076,
(713) 695.7007, VISA/MC. Also ask about VIDEO-
PHYLE for TV media. IBM-registered trademark
of International Business Machines Corp.

PERSONALS

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international
correspondence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes-
Verlag. Box 10660/Z, D-1000 Berlin 11, W. Germany.

CORRESPONDENCE TO ASIA FOR LASTING RELA-
TIONSHIP. Free information. AAWS-SR, Box 2777,
Orcutt, CA 93455-0777.

FRIENDSHIP WORLDWIDE! 153 nations! All ages. Free
details. International Pen Friends, Box 443R, Linds-
borg, KS 67456.

RESPONSIBLE ASIAN GIRLS seeking correspon-
dence with sincere men. Send $1.00. Amer -Asian, POB
4032, Eden, NC 27288.

ORIENTAL BEAUTIES love men and music. Quality
photos. ASIAN SWEETHEARTS. Box 928SR, Carmi-
chael, CA 95609.

ORIENTAL BEAUTY SEEKS ROMANCE! Warm, lov-
ing, sincere, lonely. Thousands local, U.S.A., world-
wide. All ages. FREE PHOTO ALBUM! (send $1.00
shipping/handling.) Pacific, Suite 18-A. 8033 Sunset,
Hollywood, CA 90046.

FRIENDSHIP WORLDWIDE through correspondence.
Free Listings, send photo, particulars. Partners, Box
650464, Houston, TX 77065.

ATTRACTIVE, SINCERE SINGLES in the Philippines
seek correspondence. Free information. Filam, Box
A3713SR, Chicago, IL 60690.

MEET ASIAN LADIES! Send $2.00 for photo album.
DETAILS: Friendship, 4959CE Hollywood Blvd., Hol-
lywood, CA 90027.

ORIENTAL WOMEN and men wish to correspond with
singles worldwide for true friendship, marriage. Pho-
tos. details "FREE." International Correspondence,
Box 1027-STR.Orangevale, CA 95662.

LOVELY CULTURED ASIANS desire correspondence/
marriage. Educated Faithful. ISCC, 3857 Birch, Suite
596 -SR, Newport Beach, CA 92680.

ORIENTAL SINGLES seeking cultural exchange.
friendship, sharing, marriage. WRITE; CHERRY
BLOSSOMS. Box 1021 P, Honokaa, Hawaii 96727.

ATTRACTIVE ORIENTALS seeking friendship, mar-
riage. Presentations by American -Asian couple. De-
tails free: Asian Experience, Box 1214F, Novato,CA
94948.

LOVELY ORIENTAL LADIES want friendship, Mar-
riage. Free details, photos: WORLD FRIENDS, Box
15010-SI, Sacramento, CA 95851.

appealing, and you can't argue with the
songs, but for my taste the lack of any
discernible rough edges and the abun-
dance of show -biz bonhomie eventually
begins to grate.

Reviewing Culture Club's first album
in these pages, my colleague Steve
Simels noted that the band's music was
an attractive contemporary equivalent
of the early -Seventies "soft -soul" of
groups like the Chi-Lites, but then qual-
ified that assessment by observing that
"at least the Chi-Lites were up front
about wanting to wind up in Las
Vegas." With its subtle but unmistak-
able atmosphere of a glorified supper
club, "A Kiss Across the Ocean" sug-
gests that Culture Club is beginning to
be up front about that as well. L.M.

THOMAS DOLBY. Thomas Dolby
(vocals and instrumentals). Europa and
the Pirate Twins; Radio Silence; She
Blinded Me with Science; Hyperactive!
PIONEER ARTISTS PA -84-M011 Laser -
Disc $12.99.

Performance: Incoherent
Recording: Excellent

Depending on your point of view, this
new collection of videos by Thomas
Dolby, the music business's answer to
Don ("Mr. Wizard") Herbert, is either
an amusing mixed bag or eclecticism
run amuck. Europa and the Pirate
Twins, for example, which stars Dolby
as a movie -house projectionist, derives
its visual look and feel from a merger of
computer imagery, Thirties Amazing
Stories pulp science -fiction graphics,
and swipes from Richard Lester's direc-
torial work on A Hard Day's Night. And
Radio Silence features all the above
plus the traditional rock -video slinky
siren and some half-baked psychedelic
surrealism (whew!).

Somewhat less baroque is She
Blinded Me with Science, a moderately
amusing jape in which Dolby arrives at
the Home for Deranged Scientists,
which allows for a lot of in jokes refer-
ring to the Sixties cult film Morgan ("a
suitable case for treatment," we are
advised by a silent -film title card). The
concluding Hyperactive! continues the
same theme, with Dolby talking to a
psychiatrist while all around him the
spectacular computer animation and
special effects recall nothing so much as
the (far wittier) early TV work of the
late Ernie Kovacs.

None of this stuff is dull, exactly (al-
though I find myself able to resist Dol-
by's music, a bloodless, functional
brand of electronic funk), but none of it
is as clever or as funny as it means to be
either. In the immortal words of the
Replacements, currently America's
greatest non -MTV rock-and-roll band,
"Seen your video. We don't want to
know." L.M.

HOWARD JONES: Like to Get to
Know You. Howard Jones (vocals, key-
boards). Hunt the Self, What Is Love;
Hide & Seek; Bounce Right Back; New
Song; Like to Get to Know You; and

three others. WARNER HOME VIDEO
34070 VHS Hi-Fi and Beta Hi-Fi
$29.98.

Performance: Stimulating
Recording: Good

Howard Jones may not be a big name in
America yet, but in his native England
he's been packing them in for some
time now. His style falls somewhere
between New Wave and pop-he plays
a kind of punk for people who don't
necessarily want to wear straight pins
through their noses-and the overall
effect is pretty heady.

"Like to Get to Know You" is a con-
cert performance intercut with concept,
or dramatic, footage. When Jones gets
on stage, surrounded by his bank of
computerized synthesizers and assorted
keyboards (there's also a male mime,
who puts a bizarre edge on a couple of
the numbers), he becomes a sort of
wizard of electronic music theater. The
whole thing has a distinctly British feel
to it, and it's a high-class offering from
start to finish, as stimulating visually as
it is musically and emotionally. Much
of it, in fact, looks like an avant-garde
film. If you're interested in this kind of
music at all, this guy is for you. A.N.

J. STRAUSS: Die Fledermaus. Kiri Te
Kanawa (soprano), Rosalinde; Hilde-
garde Heichele (soprano), Adele; Doris
Soffel (mezzo-soprano), Orlofsky; Her-
mann Prey (baritone), Eisenstein; Ben-
jamin Luxon (baritone), Dr. Falke; oth-
ers. Orchestra of the Royal Opera
House, Placido Domingo cond. PIO-
NEER ARTISTS PA -84-099 two Laser -
Discs $49.95.

Performance: Great fun
Recording: Very good

This performance of Johann Strauss's
popular operetta Die Fledermaus was.
taped live at the Royal Opera, Covent
Garden, on New Year's Eve, 1983, and
the producers made the most of the
occasion by adding extra glitter to
Prince Orlofsky's party scene. A most
unusual collection of performers turn
up, including ballet dancers Merle Park
and Wayne Eagling (imaginatively
choreographed by Sir Frederick Ash-
ton); singer Charles Aznavour, whose
rendition of She seems oddly in place
here; and the popular British drag act of
Dr. Evadne Hinge and Dame Hilda
Bracket, who perform Donkey Serenade
and Three Little Girls from School-
"for two voices." Even Placido Domin-
go, making his British conducting de-
but, becomes a part of the merriment as
Hermann Prey, in the role of Eisenstein,
turns to him and exclaims "Placidissi-
mo! Let's do the opening number of
Barinkay from The Gypsy Baron." It is
all infectious fun.

Prey, Kiri Te Kanawa, Hildegarde
Heichele, and Benjamin Luxon head an
outstanding cast. The sets, costumes,
and video direction are superb, as is the
technical quality of these LaserDiscs.
The whole splendid affair runs about
three hours. C.A.



CD: HERE TO STAY
(Continued from page 43)
ance of the bulky, troublesome vi-
nyl disc.

Does all of this suggest the rapid
replacement of the phonograph rec-
ord and the turntable by the Com-
pact Disc and its player? And what
of the cassette-currently well
ahead of vinyl records and CD's on
the world market and still growing
rapidly? Where will the CD fit into
the total software picture when it at
last becomes a "mature" category?

The feeling in the industry is that
CD sales will achieve "dollar pari-
ty" with record sales within five
years and perhaps as early as three.
Robert Heiblim, vice president of
sales and marketing for Denon,
states, "CD's will overtake phono-
graph records sometime within the
decade. [Sales of] turntables will de-
cline by 15 to 20 percent every year
thereafter, and within six years [the
turntable] will be a minor [compo-
nent] category. By 1990 record com-
panies will be making a choice-
should we continue pressing rec-
ords?" Yet Heiblim does not predict
the total extinction of the phono-
graph: "There will be a market for
very high -quality analog records in
the Nineties."

Marc Finer of Sony takes a more
extreme position. "The CD will be-
come the single music medium. It's
suitable for portable and automo-
tive applications as well as use in
the home. It will largely displace
cassettes because there's no longer
any need to dub music off of
records." And Emiel Petrone, senior
vice president of PolyGram Rec-
ords and chairman of the industry-
wide Compact Disc Group, predicts
dollar parity between CD's and
records in the United States as early
as 1987. "Once parity is achieved,"
he says, "the decline of the phono-
graph record will be very rapid." At
the same time, Petrone hesitates to
predict the total disappearance of
the phonograph. "I think it will sur-
vive on the low end," he asserts.

Despite these predictions, none of
the major record labels have indi-
cated plans for phasing out record
production, and the rapid obsoles-
cence of the cassette format seems
even less likely by most accounts.
Prerecorded cassettes and cassette
decks are inexpensive to make and
extremely profitable. CD hardware
and software may never appear at
equally attractive price points.

But no one argues that the phono-
graph record is not in serious trou-
ble, not even Doug Sax, president of

Sheffield Lab, or Marcia Martin,
marketing director of Reference Re-
cordings. I asked both of them the
same question: "What is the future
of the analog record?"

"We think that there will contin-
ue to be a small market for quality
analog records," said Martin.
"Many people still object to the
sound quality of existing digital
formats, and many of the same
people have invested in very expen-
sive turntables. We think the Amer-
ican market in the nineties will ulti-
mately be about twenty thousand
people." (That figure, incidentally,
is based in part on subscription
totals for leading "underground"
audio journals, at least two of which
have taken strong editorial posi-
tions against Compact Discs.)

Doug Sax's answer to my ques-
tion was more cautious. "I don't
know how big the market is. I know
that the phonograph record is still
the best playback medium for the
home, and I believe that we can
continue to sell records. I am going
to Europe to record major sympho-
ny orchestras in analog-possibly
the last time that this will be done. I
think it's important that at least
some of the significant musical per-
formances of the present be pre-
served in this way. I hope our
records find an audience," Sax
adds. "If they don't, we stand to lose
a lot of money."

The long-term survival of a
shrunken analog industry is certain-
ly possible. After all, a market for
vacuum -tube electronics continues
to exist twenty years after most
manufacturers went solid-state. In-
deed, tube devotees voice many of
the same objections to the "transis-
tor sound" that analog diehards do
to digital recording. But without the
support of the larger consumer elec-
tronics industry, analog disc record-
ing and playback will remain essen-
tially static, and makers of analog
records will be forced to toil on with
aging disc -cutting lathes and cutting
amps that will eventually be unre-
pairable. It's hard to predict a secure
future for an orphan industry.

Of course, the Compact Disc itself
may be superseded. Other digital
storage media have been developed,
and more will follow, some with
greater information -storage capabil-
ities, record -erase provisions, and
various other advantages. But the
music industry is certain to stand
behind the CD at least into the next
century, and in its time the Com-
pact Disc will be the dominant
medium.
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RECORD/
by Christie Barter
& Steve Simels

ARE they the poster kids
for National Brother-

hood Week? Nah, that's the
New -Age Sonny and Cher,
better known as Tina Turner
and David Bowie, huddled

Turner, Bowie: sequels

backstage after a recent Tur-
ner concert in London. The
concert will be coming soon
to your home -entertainment
center courtesy of HBO. Any-
one without cable television
needn't feel left out, however;
Turner, currently hard at
work on her follow-up to the
most successful come -back
album in recording history,
will soon be seen with Mel
Gibson in the forthcoming se-
quel to The Road Warrior,
while Bowie's well -received
Jazzin' for Blue Jean mini -
movie will be available as a
Pioneer LaserDisc in equally
short order.

MYSTERY GUITAR STAR
REVEALED! Earlier this

year, viewers who caught Bob
Dylan's Sweetheart Like You
video were justifiably non-
plussed when they noticed
that the tall blonde was faking
her way through the guitar
solos actually being played by
Dire Straits' Mark Knopfler.
Who was the woman, any-
way?

Well, now it can be told:
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she's the Textones'
Carla Olson, whose de-
but album, "Midnight
Mission," is just out on
A&M. Once in a band with
Kathy Valentine of the Go-
Go's, Olson turns out to be a
pretty fair guitarist, anc. the
Textones (also featuring Phil
Seymour, of Dwight Twilley
Band fame) seem like a pretty
solid little mainstream rock
outfit. Only thing we want to
know now is, will Dylan lip -
sync Olson's vocals if they do
a video? Stay tuned.

aro prove that there is life
/after Madonna, we give

you Alison Moyet, better
known to her friends as
"Alf," which is also the title
of her recent Epic album.
Commercially speaking, Mo-
yet seems to have a few
strikes against her. she
doesn't pout, she does not
sing about dating boys with
lots of cash, and she does not
in any way act like the protag-
onist of a Jordache ad.

Instead, Moyet does some-
thing that in 1985 may be
somewhat old-fashioned: she
sings, and with as much genu-
ine soul as anybody we've
heard in years. Skeptics
should hear Invisible, the sin-
gle written for her by Lamont

Olson: no fake

MAKERS

0

Moyet: no nonsense

Dozier, one-third of one of
the best original Motown
songwriting teams.

Can somebody as unaf-
fected as Moyet make it in
today's American market?
Well, her album is currently
hovering in the middle of the
charts. As the Count of
Monte Cristo observed, wait
and hope. 0

WHERE No MAN HAS
GONE BEFORE: You

may have noticed that Star
Trek III: The Search for
Spock, currently one of the
top video tapes in sales and
rentals and a best-selling
CED disc, has been missing
from the stores in its Laser -
Disc version. This struck us
as mysterious, since the disc
had been eagerly awaited for
its digitally encoded sound-
track, designed for the new
breed of combination Laser-
Disc/CD players.

So why the delay? Well, in-
dustry scuttlebutt has it that
there was a major foul-up in
the mastering process. A
Paramount Home Video

spo esperson refused to con-
firm or deny the rumor, but
audiophile Trekkies out there
can rest easy. Spcck will have
beamed into stores by the
time you read this. 0

/HE
PRESIDENT AS RAP

MASTER. The story so far:
While warming uo for a radio
address during h_s campaign
for re-election last fall, Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan made a

joke about bombing Russia.
Talking Heads keyboard
player Jerry Harrison got
mad, and, using a digital
speech synthesizer, he set the
President's remarks to a
crunching funk track done in
collaboration with noted bas-
sist Bootsy Collins. The re-
sult, billed as 5 Minutes by
Bonzo Goes to Washington, is
one of the most chilling dance
records of recent memory,
but it became a substantial
club hit.

Now, Harrison and some
associates have worked up a
video to accompany the opus
featuring a cameo appearance
by the tune's lyricist and vo-
calist. MTV, predictably,
won't air it, but many of the
more adventurous local rock
video shows will and do.

The moral of the story?
You can draw your own con-
clusions. 0

No kidding?

ar HE Association for Classi-
cal Music recently polled

its membership of over 350
music -business professionals,
asking for their nominations
of the Ten Greatest Works
in the classical repertoire.
"Clearly on top of the heap,"
according to the results pub-
lished by the AfCM, was
Stravinsky's The Rite of
Spring. Runners-up, which
were less surprising, included
the more mainstream works
of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven,
and Wagner.

ESPERATELY SEEKING
AO MADONNA! That's what
people were doing in New
York recently, where tickets
to the singer's concerts at Ra-
dio City Music Hall were
completely sold out at 9:05
a.m. after going on sale at 8
a.m., a record even Liberace
can't match.
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Madonna: a box-office record

What causes such a phe-
nomenon? Part of the reason,
probably, is the chanteuse's
appealing performance in Su-
san Seidelman's hit New
Wave bedroom farce Desper-
ately Seeking Susan-not to
mention her self-proclaimed
born -to -flirt stance, about
which the less said in a family
magazine the better. Mostly,
though, we suspect it's be-
cause of Madonna's obvious
vocal resemblance to several
earlier singing film stars,
namely the Munchkins in
The Wizard of Oz. A cover
version of Ding Dong, the
Witch Is Dead is not, howev-
er, in the cards. Similarly,
don't hold your breath wait-
ing for a home -video version
of what people are referring to
as "the Madonna movie" un-
til next year at least.

WEBER'S
opera Der Frei -

schatz was the last
work performed at the Semp-
er Opera House in Dresden,
Germany, before it was de-
stroyed by British and Ameri-
can air raids at the end of
World War II. Rebuilt and
painstakingly refitted, the
house reopened earlier this
year on the fortieth anniver-
sary of the bombing with a
gala performance of Der
FreischUtz followed soon af-
terward by a performance of
Richard Strauss's Der Rosen-
kavalier. Denon's engineers
were on hand to record both
performances live. At press
time the company had re-
leased the Weber opera on
LP's and Compact Discs. The
Strauss recording is sched-
uled to follow.

even Liberate can't match

MULTITRACK
recording is

so commonplace today
that it is taken for granted. It
was started by veteran guitar-
ist Les Paul exactly forty
years ago, and this year Paul
was honored by ASCAP
for introducing overdubbing
techniques still in use today
with his recording of Richard
Rodgers's now -classic tune
Lover. The recording is still in
the catalog on Capitol's "Ear-
ly Les Paul."

ALIVE
and never -before -

released album by the
"legendary" Sam Cooke has
just been issued by RCA Rec-
ords. Recorded more than
twenty years ago at a night
club in Miami, "Sam
Cooke-One Night Stand"
features on-stage versions of
many of Cooke's biggest hits.
Cooke produced a string of
hits for RCA from the day he
joined the company in 1960
until his death in 1964 at the
age of thirty-three.

Eight previously unreleased

tracks by Marvin
Gaye make up the col-

lection "Dream of a Life-
time" (Columbia). Much of
the material is from an album
Gaye was working on just be-
fore his death last year. 0

THE
half-hour weekly se -

ries "Alive from Off Cen-
ter," beginning July 1 on the
PBS television network,
promises the "often satirical,
sometimes whimsical, and al-
ways off -beat" from Ameri-
ca's top progressive talent.
Among the guests sure to de-
liver on that promise are per-
formance artists Laurie An-
derson and David Byrne. A
founding member of Talking
Heads, Byrne is also compos-
ing the theme music for the
series.

CONDUCTORS:
John Wil-

liams, who is conducting
the Boston Pops in its hun-
dredth -anniversary season
this summer, is also taking
the orchestra on a fourteen -
stop transcontinental tour.
The tour's official launch is
on July 4 at Boston's Charles
River Esplanade. From there
they'll dip south as far as
Washington, D.C., playing on
the steps of the Lincoln Me-
morial on July 14, and then
head cross-country to reach
the Hollywood Bowl on July
31 and San Diego's Civic
Theatre on August I. Issued
in connection with the anni-
versary and the tour is a new
Philips album by Williams
and the Pops titled "America,
the Dream Goes On."

Anyone interested in
watching some of the record
makers of today training the

Ozawa (right) and student: learning the ropes at Tanglewood
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Ca

record makers of tomorrow
should tune in to Tangle-
wood-A Place to Make Mu-
sic on the Arts & Entertain-
ment network. Filmed on the
grounds of one of the coun-
try's leading music festivals
and the summer home of the
Boston Symphony, the two-
hour documentary features
the orchestra's music direc-
tor, Seiji Ozawa, as the guid-
ing spirit behind what is also

Williams (top) and Hogwood:
on the straw -hat trail

one of the country's leading
centers for advanced musical
study. The program is being
shown in two parts, on June
20 and 27.

Christopher Hogwood has
probably achieved a record
for a classical recording artist
by having five entries on Bill-
board's classical -album chart
at the same time-and for
holding that commanding po-
sition, as of press time, for
over a month. Hogwood is
also going to be more visible
than ever this summer with
festival dates at Wolftrap,
Blossom, and Tanglewood as
well as return engagements at
the Hollywood Bowl and
New York's Mostly Mozart.
His latest album for London
couples Haydn's Surprise and
Miracle Symphonies. 0
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THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

N.,
The Evolution of
the Speaker Stand

IF memory serves, Acoustic Re-
search offered the first speaker
stands made by a speaker man-
ufacturer, back in the late Fif-

ties. Even AR's largest models were
popularly referred to as "bookshelf'
speakers, but many smallish book-
shelves didn't agree, and there were
always those consumers who didn't
have bookshelves at all. So AR put
together an attractive little platform
to get its speakers up off the floor,
where much of their higher -frequen-
cy output might otherwise be swal-
lowed by the carpet.

The Seventies ushered in a new
form of speaker stand, which tilted
the speaker back so it was partially
aimed at the ceiling. This treatment
amounted to a further restorative of
reverberant high -frequency energy,
and it also tended to align the acous-
tic centers of the drivers vertically,
so that emissions from woofer and
tweeter were likelier to reach the lis-
tener simultaneously. There is no
evidence that the earliest designers
of these stands had this specific
result in mind, however. They did
what they did because it sounded
better, and that was that.

At some indefinable point during
the current decade, the speaker
stand evolved into a true audio
component. In other words, minute

details of its configuration, con-
struction, materials, and finish be-
came critical audiophile concerns.
For instance, when Nakamichi
briefly distributed a line of Mitsubi-
shi monitor speakers in the U.S.,
users were directed to place them on
a solid row of cinder blocks, even
though they were more than large
enough to qualify as floor-standers.
The late (and much lamented) Etsu-
ro Nakamichi was adamant about
it. Nothing, but nothing, would
serve as a substitute for the cinder
blocks, and to place the speakers
naked on the floor was folly.

Today, the format of high -end
speaker stands has become some-
what codified. The majority of them
are stand-alone pillars, hollow so as
to accept fillings of sand or lead
shot. Their bases are spiked to pen-
etrate carpeting and make intimate
contact with the floor-if they're
not designed to be screwed right
into it-and their tops incorporate
various means to hold the speaker
snugly in place. The usual applica-
tion for such a stand is to support
one of the finely crafted two-way
systems now so popular with high -
end enthusiasts, and the cost of a
pair of them can come close to dou-
bling a loudspeaker expenditure.
What is the audio industry driving
at anyway?

I hate to use the phrase again, but
the universal justification for these
stands, from those who favor them,
is that they "sound better." Is there
any reason why they should? Well,
after consultation with numerous
high -end manufacturers (whom I
will not quote directly, because their
opinions are not yet fully formed), a
hazy picture emerges.

For some years audiophiles have
been discovering sonic advantages
in positioning speakers away from
room boundaries (walls, floors, ceil-
ings). This makes good sense. Inter-
fering reflections from these sur-
faces are diminished in strength and
delayed in time the farther away
they are. However, a speaker
brought out toward the middle of a
room is denied the anchor of a stur-
dy shelf, and it will tend to be
rocked around by the activity of its
drivers. (Testers of early acoustic -
suspension systems were amused to
find that, with heavy bass inputs,
the speakers would "walk" across a

room like a washing machine with
an unbalanced load.)

Does it matter if speakers shake
themselves around a bit? Well,
here's where some controversy
arises. Informed opinion (but not
for attribution) has it that the worst
effect would be dopplering of the
tweeter output. Bass wavelengths
are long, and a tiny bit of shakiness
at the source shouldn't mean much.
But the highest audio frequencies
have wavelengths on the order of a
half -inch or so, and spurious side -
bands might conceivably be gener-
ated by a tweeter that doesn't stand
still while it's working. One engi-
neer even went so far as to say that
concern about tweeter dopplering
was probably responsible for some
recent designs that put the tweeter
at the bottom of the enclosure rath-
er than the top. In a storm, the top
of a ship's mast moves much more
than the deck.

Considering all this, what you ob-
viously want in a speaker stand is
something extremely rigid, acousti-
cally and physically inert (that prob-
ably translates to "heavy"), and

I hate to use the phrase
again, but the universal
justificationfor high -end
loudspeaker stands, from
those who favor them, is that
they "sound better."

easy to vacuum under. Many of the
new speaker stands clearly qualify.
There is the troubling matter that
most enthusiasts of high -end speak-
er stands exult in improvements in
the bass rather than the treble, sug-
gesting that the tight coupling to the
floor they provide is somehow ben-
eficial. That could be, although few
floors are properly designed as sur-
rogate woofer cones. However, it is
a common effect that once you get a
sound system's treble cleaned up,
the bass also seems to improve won-
drously.

At the moment, this is about all
that can be said about high -end
speaker stands, except that they
"sound better." And in many
rooms, in my experience, they really
seem to do the trick. 0
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined

Thet Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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* Harman Kardon's striking newline of car audio products leads you to ahigher fidelity on the road. Elevating car audio stan-dards, these dynamic components smoothly outdistancethe competition by reflecting the excellence so freely honed byHarman Kardon in their home audio products for over thirty years.Three new in -dash cassette/tuners and three power amplifiers blazenew trails. Each in -dash unit incorporates the renowned HarmanKardon design philosophies that enable them to deliver an excep-tional frequency response of 20Hz to 20kHz ± 3dB. Each amplifierboasts High instantaneous Current Capability, Low Negative Feed-back and
Ultrawidebandwidth.

The previously unexplored realms ct car audio are now within reach,for those tuned to a higher fidelity. From Harman Kardon
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